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ABSTRACT 

The study was conducted in two phases. Phase I consisted of generating models of 

risk reduction behaviors in order to implement risk reduction interventions for Phase II. 

The purposes of Phase I were: (a) to identify among a group of African-Americans, risk 

factors for hypertension, and demographic and psychosocial predictors of risk reduction 

behaviors; and (b) to test the conceptual model, and generate data based models for each 

risk reduction behavior. 

The conceptual model was developed by combining variables from the Health Belief 

Model - susceptibility. severity. and barriers with variables from Social Learning Theory - health 

locus of control and self-efficacy. Tile focus of Phase I was to determine the interactions 

among the model variables, because tile assumptions of the underlying theories suggest 

multiplicative rather than linear relationsllips. 

One hundred forty-tllree subjects completed Phase I. The demographic variables age, 

gender, and education entered the model as both direct effects and strong moderators. 

Education was a direct effect for stress reduction and moderated the predictors of diet fat. 

Age explained 19 percent of tile variance in diet sodium and 21 percent of the variance in diet 

fat as a direct effect and a moderator. Twenty-seven percent of the variance in alcohol use 

was explained by age (B=-.24) difficulty (8=.26), and risk Ilealth value moderated by age 

(B=-.27). Sixty-three percent of the variance in smoking behaviors was explained by age (8=

.20), gender (8=-12) and difficulty (8=.25). and by tile interaction of age and difficulty 

(B=.52). 

In Phase II, interventions were test 1I1at used eitiler motivational or educational! skills 

strategies such as monetary incentives. risk assessment, and self-monitoring. The twenty

eight subjects who participated ill tile pilot test of Pilase II were most interested in modifying 

their diet and reducing stress. 



The findings that eacll risk reduction behavior was predicted by different variables 

and/or different interaction patterns supports individual study of each risk reduction behavior 

rather than a summed health-promotive behavior. The study also supported the underlying 

assumptions of the Health Belief Model and Social Learning Theory that the relationships 

between the variables are multiplicative. 

15 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

16 

In the past 50 years. tile incidence of communicable disease has decreased, while 

diseases linked to lifestyle, SUCII as carcJiovascular disease. and cancer, have become the 

primary causes of morbidity and n~ortality alllong Americans (Hettler. 1980). Cardiovascular 

disease is the n: 'mber one cause of deatll in North America, northern Europe, and other 

industrial societies. In 1985, tleart and blood vessel diseases killed nearly one million 

Americans, almost as many as cancer, accidents, pneumonia, influenza, and all other causes 

of death combined (American Heart Association, 1988). 

The most prevalent risk lactor for cardiovascular disease is hypertension. 

Hypertension affects 59.130,000 persons aged six and older. Although tile cause of 90 

percent of the cases of Iligh blood pressure is not known, the disease usually is controllable. 

Nevertheless, only a minority of people tlave tlleir elevated blood pressure under control 

(American Heart Association. 1988). Risk of cardiovascular complications related to 

hypertension increases continuously with increasing levels of both systolic blood pressure and 

diastolic blood pressure (1988 JOlllt Natiollal Committee 011 Treatment of High Blood 

Pressure). 

In the United States, Ilypertension has been identified as a major risk factor for 

cardiovascular disease in minority populations. Hypertension tends to appear earlier in 

African-Americans tilan in White Americans and often is not treated promptly, resulting in a 

higher prevalence of more severe Ilypertension and target-organ damage. African-American 

men are of special COllcern, as II-ley tlave tile tligtlest prevalence rate and poorest control rate 

(McGinnis, 1985). 

African-American women are tile next higtlest group at risk. In a 20-year study in 

Evans County, GA, African-American women tlad 70 percent excess hazard of cardiovascular 
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disease mortality when compared willl Wilite women. Both systolic and diastolic blood 

pressures were significantly higher in African-American women than in White women, and 

more than 75 percent of tile African-American women could be classified as having either 

borderline or definite Ilypertension (Jollnson, Heineman, Heiss, et aI., 1986). In addition, the 

poor survival rate of African-Americans with coronary artery disease has been associated with 

the higher prevalence of Ilypertension (Castener, Simmons, Mar, & Cooper, 1988). 

Little research 11as been done toward primary prevention of hypertension in African

Americans, even though tile precursors of Iwpertension appear at an early age. Thomas, 

Koti, Thomas, Nester, Pearson and GilliulTl (1987) conducted a study comparing 433 African

Americans with 573 White medical students between 1958-1965. The authors found that 

African-American males 11ad significantly Iligllor casual and resting blood pressures than did 

Whites. Blood pressure lability, Wllicll could be the first indicator of risk for hypertension, was 

more common in African-Americans. 

During 1950-1983, age-adjusted mortality from all causes der:lined 35 percent and 

diseases of the heart declined 39 percent (American Heart Association, 1988). The decreases 

in heart disease since 1968 Ilave been attributed to increases in risk reduction behavior which 

is defined as specific health practices tllat contribute to longevity (Wiley & Comacho, 1980). 

Risk reduction for Ilypertension requires developing healtilY behaviors, such as reducing 

dietary sodium and fat, decreasing smoking, and increasing aerobic exercise (American Heart 

Association, 1988). 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Hypertension tllreatens approximately 36 million Americans. Uncontrolled 

hypertension increases tile risk of coronary artery disease by three times, congestive heart 

failure by six times, and stroke by seven times (Nemcek, 1989). The single most powerful 
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determinant of hypertension prevalence is race. African-Americans are almost twice as likely 

as Whites to have hypertension (Keller, 1990). 

Although the prevalence rates of coronary heart disease in African-Americans and 

Whites appear similar, mortality rates are very different. African-American men are almost 

twice as likely to die from suffering a stroke or Ileart attack as white men, African-American 

men under age 45 are 10 times more likely to die from Ilypertension than White peers 

(Magnus, 1991). 

Risk reduction for Ilypertension requires lifestyle changes for many individuals, but the 

majority of past research in Ilypertension Ilas focused on biomedical models involving medical 

and/or pharmacological treatment and control of hypertension. The biomedical focus has 

promoted many stuLiies on compliance and causes of non-compliance. Compliance has been 

defined as "the extent to whicll a person's behavior (in terms of taking medication or following 

a diet, etc.) coincides with medical or healtll advice" (Haynes, Taylor, & Sackett, 1979), 

Sackett, Haynes and Gibson, (1975) reviewed 31 studies and found compliance rates were 

very wide for both health treatment ane! preventive activities, ranging from 10 to 94 percent. 

For example, Haynes, et. al. (1979) failed to find a direct link between compliance and blood 

pressure control. More 1Ilan I\all of patients in their study WllO were compliant had poor blood 

pressure control wlli!e one fourtll of noncompliant patients Ilad desirable blood pressures. 

Perry, Klepp, and Shultz (1988) looked at risk-reduction behavior for cardiovascular 

disease prevention as part of a causal cllain. A change in psychosocial risk factors such as 

environment, personality, and iJellavior factors precedes change in risk related behaviors such 

as diet and exercise. Cilanges in beliavior precede cllanges in pllysiological risk factors such 

as biood pressure. Wilile intervention is possiiJie at any point in tile causal chain, primary 

intervention must focus on tile first links, Wllicll are tile psychosocial determinants of behavior. 

Perry, Klepp and Silultz (1988) concluded lIlat 1Ilese precursors were important for risk 
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reduction because identifiable predictors are tile essential modifiable factors that form the 

basis of inteNention programs. Currently, most hypertension inteNention programs evaluate 

the risk factors for hypertension and seek to motivate risk reduction behavior without 

measuring the psychosocial determinants of bet1avior. For example, one behavior inteNention 

program conducted at Boston's Belll Israel Hospital between 1982-1984 achieved results by 

having patients attend 11 two-t10ur group sessions that included pathophysiology of 

hypertension, self-monitoring of blood pressure, diet, and exercise. The goal of the program 

was to empower patients to participate in treatment decisions, Although results overall were 

positive, the researct1ers were unable to determine which specific tt1erapy was effective 

(Stuart, Caudill, & Leserman, et aI., 1987). If the psyct10social determinants had been 

measured before and after, alld interventions t1ad been developed with a theoretical rationale, 

evaluation could have been facilitated more readily (Lipsey, 1990). In another nursing 

research study (Alexy, 1985), 152 subjects were tested to measure health risks as a reference 

point for goal setting, a risk reduction behavior intervention. Individuals were randomly 

assigned to one of three groups: provider control, collat)orative goal setting, or control. 

Although it was hypotl1esized III at ti,e goal setting group would achieve higher health goals, 

the provider control group acl1ieved tile I,igl,est goals. TI,e researcher was unable to explain 

why this occurred. If psychosocial variables t1ad been measured before and after, such 

information might have provided a means of identifying wt1at variable or variables moderate 

the outcome. 

Another problem is that few interventions have been developed to be specific for 

special groups such as minority groups. Few researcl1 studies t,ave assessed possible 

differences in psychosocial detelillinants based on ell1nic and racial differences. Most 

hypertension prevention progralTls clo not look at possible individual differences, and this may 
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be why health education for hypertension ilas sometimes increased clinic dropouts (Swain & 

Streckel,1981). 

If ethnicity is viewed as a multidimensional concept in combination with other 

demographic variables, one Illay identify individual attitudes, values, and behavior patterns 

which can assist in designing more specific intervention programs (Kub, 1986). In addition, 

there is much grcwing support for nOJl-pllarmacologic approaches either to prevent 

hypertension or to treat mild Ilypertension because pharmacologic therapies carry side effect 

risks. Recent attention Ilas been directed to ek?Valions in cholesterol, uric acid, and glucose 

intolerance associated with taking diuretic drugs and b8ta-blocking drugs for hypertension 

control; also debilitating eHects are often reported by patients: excessive fatigue, mental 

fogginess, impotence, sleep disturbance, and depression (Stuart, Caudill, & Leserman, 

et aI., 1987). 

In summary, tile rationale for primary prevention of hypertension in African-Americans 

is based on the magnitude of tile problem, the dynamic trends in incidence and mortality, the 

early onset of the disease, and the finding that many risk factors are lifestyle related and thus 

modifiable (Perry, Klepp & Shultz. 1988). An understanding of attitudes and beliefs of target 

groups, the context witllin whicll iJellClvior takes place, and tile factors which constrain 

attempts to introduce bellavior cllclllge Ilave been missing frolll intervention programs with 

hypertension. TllUS, tile goal of tllis researcll was to develop a community-based intervention 

program to reduce risk for ilypertension in African-Americans wilo as a group are at highest 

risk. However, in order to develop tllis program the risk factors for this group and the 

psychosocial predictors of risk-reduction bellavior for Ilypertension must be identified. 



Therefore, the purposes of IIlis study were as follows: 

PURPOSES 

(1) To identify individual and group risk factors for hypertension among African

American persons to target for risk reduction intervention. 
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(2) To identify the demographic and psycllosocial variables that are most 

predictive of risk reduction bellaviors for hypertension among a specific group 

of African-American persons. 

(3) To design anei test a mOdel IIlat combines important demographic and 

psychosocial determinants of risk reduction behaviors for hypertension as 

indicated by review ot tile literature and previous research. 

(4) To generate data I)ased models of IIle predictors of each risk reduction 

bellavior for hypertension identified in the group of African-Americans. 

(5) To design an intervention program to reduce risk behaviors for hypertension in 

tile same group of African-Americans based on the generated risk reduction 

behavior models. 

(6) To pilot test specific interventions designed to reduce risk for hypertension for 

ttlis group of African-Americans. 

(7) To evaluate 1I1e results of the community-based intervention program with this 

group of African-Americans. 

BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM 

Risk Factors and Risk Reduction Behavior 

Modifiable risk factors tor Ilypertension include (1) high sodium intake, (2) obesity, (3) 

cigarette smoking, (4) lack of exercise. (5) alcohol consumption, and (6) stress. 

Risk-reduction behavior is defined as specific Ilealttl practices that contribute to longevity 



(Wiley & Comacho, 1980). For tile pur pose of tl1is study, 1I10se health practices Wl1icl1 

decrease the risk for hypertension were tile focus. 

Psycllosocial Determinants of Risk Reduction Behavior 

22 

Many research studies have provided important knowledge by identifying tile 

psychosocial determinants of 11ealtl1 bel1avior. Psychological determinants of behavior that 

have been most useful in explaining and predicting health behavior are derived from rational 

belief theory and social and operant learning theory. 

Rational belief theory assumes tllal human behavior is determined by an objective, 

logical thougllt process. Given tile appropriate information on health risks and the benefits or 

consequences of various bel13viors, individuals will modify their actions to preserve their 

health. The most widely used rational belief theory for 11ealth behavior is tile Healtll Belief 

Mode/. 

The operant and social learning tileories focus un stimuli or cues that elicit behavior, 

rewards to reinforce bellavior, and specific skills training. Derivations of social learning theory 

that have been used most frequently in researcl1 to explain health-related bellavior are 10ClJS 

of control derived from Rotter's Social Learning Tl1eory (1954) and self-eHicacy as defined by 

Bandura (1977, 1986). 

The following discussion describes the psychosocial variables of each of the theories 

and research that has been conducted using tile variables or combinations of the variables 

related to risk reduction Ilealtll bel1aviors. 

Health Belief Model Variables 

The Health Belief Model relates psychological theories of decision making to an 

individual's decision about alternative 11ealtl1 bel1aviors. Tile Healtll Belief Model developed by 

Rosenstock in 1972 hypothesizes tllat tile likelil100d of 11ealtl1-related action depends upon the 

simultaneous occurrence of tllree classes of factors: sufiicient motivation; perceived threat; 
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and belief that a particular 11ealtl1 recolllmendation will be beneficial in reducing the perceived 

threat, and at a subjectively acceptable cost. Rosenstock derived motivation behavior from 

Lewin's theory of goal setting in tile level-of-aspiration situation (a special case of Lewin's field 

theory). Lewin and associates hypothesized that behavior depends on mainly two variables: 

(1) the value placed by an individual 011 a particular outcome and (2) the individual's estimate 

of the likelihood that a given action will result in tllat outcome. Perceived threat is determined 

by both perceived susceptibilit}' to a par1icular health condition and perceived severity (the 

degree of emotional arousal created i)y tile tllougllt of tile disease as well as by the kinds of 

difficulties the individual believes the disease will create). Both perceived susceptibility and 

perceived severity are thougl1t to be at least partly dependent on knowledge (Rosenstock, 

1974). Cost refers to perceived barriers tllat must be overcome in order to follow the health 

recommendation (Rosenstock. Strecller, & Becker, 1988). 

Modifying factors (demograpllic, sociopsychological, and structural) are thought to 

have an indirect influence on likelihood of action and a direct influence on individual 

perceptions. No matl1ematical formulations for tile interactions among the variables have 

been described although a rnultiplicative relationsl1ip Ilas been suggested (Maiman & Becker, 

1974). 

Some researchers have attempted to assess tile eHects of Health Belief Model 

variables in developing hypertension programs. P. Ryan (1987) suggested looking at tile level 

of health beliefs and attitudes. as ielentifiecl in tile Healtll Belief Model, to structure 

interventions for cardiovascular risk reduction. The cllances of successfully assisting 

individuals to change behavior were increased ttlrougll multiple strategies. Perceived barriers 

and perceived severity of symptoms were linked to dropping out of treatment. A summary of 

over 50 studies using tile Healtll Belief Moclel by Janz and Becker (1984) concluded that 
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perceived susceptibility is the strongest positive predictor or indicator of risk reduction health 

behavior wllile barriers is a powerful negative predictor of risk reduction health behavior. 

Locus of Control and Health Locus of Control 

The term locus of control is used in Rotter's Social Learning Theory (1954). This 

theory stated in its most basic form, Ilypolilesizes that the potential for a bellavior to occur in 

any specific psychological situation is a function of the expectancy that the behavior witt lead 

to a particular reinforcement in lilat situation and the value (health value) of that reinforcement. 

Expectancies in a situation are determined by specific experiences that the individual 

perceives as similar (Rotter, 1954). 

Locus of control is usually furtller defined as eitller internal or external locus of control. 

Internal control occurs wilen a person interprets an event as contingent on his/her own 

behavior. External control occurs when an event is perceived as a result of luck, chance, fate, 

or under the control of powerful olilers or as unpredictable because of the great complexity of 

forces surrounding the person (Rotter, 1966). 

Health locus of control is a situation-specific derivation of locus of control to include 

health-related outcomes. Lau alld Ware (1981, pp. 1147-1148) stated that this modification is 

based 011 the hypotllesis "ttlat locus of control perceptions are situation-specific. Therefore, it 

is reasonable to expect a heallil specific locus of control measure to predict health-related 

variables better than a generalized locus of control measure". 

Locus of control and/or Ilealttl locus of control Ilas been found to be relevant to health 

behaviors by many researcllers. Seeman and Seeman (1983), in a longitudinal study of 1,210 

adults, reported that internals were more likely to practice preventive health measures such as 

making an effort to avoid smoking. and seeking early medical treatment. Otller researchers 

have found that internals are more likely to seek information about a particular disease. 

Information seeking may eitiler lead to disease prevention or assist the individual to gain 
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control over health-related events (McFarlane, Norman, & Streiner, 1983). Hallal (1982) 

reported that women (N = 207) who 11ad a higher level of internal health locus of control were 

more likely to practice self-breast examination. Cesarotti and Murdaugh (1984) found that 

knowledge of cardiac risk factors and risk factor reduction behaviors was associated with 

internal health locus of control. 

Health Value 

Health value refers to tile priority one places on well-being in relation to other values 

such as wealth, pleasure, esteem of otilers, etc. Health definitions vary, but health implies an 

existence in which a harmoniolJs balance Ilas been found between the total environment and 

oneself, and in which tJllysical. mental, and social functioning complement each other in 

maintaining this balance. Tile concept of value placed on health is very important in several 

different approaches to the study of heallil bellavior (Lau, Hartman, & Ware, 1986). Health 

value has been found important in predicting preventive health behavior in the presence of 

other psychosocial variables in rational tileory SUCl1 as tile Health Belief Model, and in social 

learning theories wllere value of reinforcement is an important variable. Reinforcement value 

(Health Value) is the degree of preference given to a certain goal if all possible alternatives are 

equal (Rotter. 1954). 

The assumption is that Ilealtll value is 11igh in most studies of 11ealth bellavior. 

However, in reality, health value is often ranked low by individuals when compared to 

pleasure, patriotism, pl1ysical appearance, etc. Even wilen disease and pain are present, the 

motivator may be value of life and absence of pain ratller than Ileallil. Christensen (1981) 

studied a national probability sample of adults to determine factors that differentiated those 

engaged in health-promoting activities from 1I10se who were not. The importance of 11ealth 

was a significant differentiating factor. 
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Self-Efficacy 

Self-efficacy refers to individuals' convictions that they can successfully execute the 

required behavior necessary to produce a desired outcome (Bandura, 1977, 1986), Efficacy 

expectations vary on several dimensiorls- magnitude, generality, and strength. Wilen tasks 

are ordered in difficulty, tile efficacy expectations of some individuals may differ in magnitude 

or in the amount of effort the individual will expend. For example, will individuals limit 

themselves to only tile Simplest tasks or will tlley also include the most difficult? Expectations 

may also differ in generality. Tilis relates to whetiler the experience is situation specific or 

extends to a wider area of mastery. Strengtll is directly related to the amount of time that will 

be sustained by the individual in tile face of obstacles and aversive experiences (Bandura, 

1977). 

Bandura (1986) stated that perceived self-efficacy can affect risk reduction behavior 

and determines if the individual will increase exercise levels, reduce sodium intake, or practice 

stress-reduction techniques. Perceptions of self-efficacy have been found to affect heart rate, 

blood pressure, and serum levels of catectlOlallline ill threatening situations (Bandura, 1986). 

Atkins and Remson (1984) founcl tllat perceived self-efficacy in relation to undertaking a 

program of exercise was more predictive tllan Ilealtll locus of control. Sennott-Miller and 

Miller (1987) found tllat difficulty was consistently a stronger predictor of tile individual's 

likelihood of adopting a risk-reduction bellavior than was effectiveness of tile bellavior. 

Another study by Strecher, Deviliis, Becker & Rosenstock, (1986) Wllich measured self-efficacy 

as anticipated difficulty; also measured perceived susceptibility to health hazards from 

continued smoking as an outcome variable. An interaction effect was found between tile two 

measures. Those wit!"r i-ligh perceived susceptibility and Iligh self-efficacy (low difficulty) 

achieved tile greatest results. Subjects willl tligh perceived susceptibility but low self-efficacy 

(high difficulty) were tile lowest acllievers. Given consistency of findings wittl predictions, 
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difficulty can be validly conceptualized as tile inverse of self-efficacy. From Bandura's 

definition of self-efficacy, the more difficult a person rates a health behavior the less conviction 

or self-efficacy they have for executing 1I1at health behavior or for producing the desired 

outcome of reducing tlleir risk. 

Research with Models Combining Psychosocial and Demographic Determinants 

A major problem with previous research in which psychological determinants were 

measured is that only a small variance of I,ealn, bellavior lias been explained with these 

variables (Haggerty, 1977). Haggerty's review and others have prompted researchers to 

explore combining variables from different models to form more comprehensive models 

(Cummings, Becl,er, & Maile, 1980). Tllis lias also been supported by the developers of the 

Health Belief Model. 

Rosenstock, Strecher, and Becker (1988) recently reviewed the Health Belief Model for 

possible additions, and concluded 1I1at self-efficacy Ilad been ignored. The original model 

looked at simple bellaviors such as accepting an immunization and not at complex health 

behavior changes needed with cllronic diseases or lifestyle-linked diseases. Janz and Becker, 

in 1984, recommended incorporating self -efficacy into tile Health Belief Model. Rosenstock et 

aI., (1988) also recommended inclusion of tile variable of self-efficacy into the Health Belief 

Model to increase explanation, prediction, alld control. 

Health as a value was described as part of the revised Healtll Belief Model (Becker et 

aI., 1977) but has not been measured clirectly in ttle model. One assumption of the Health 

Belief Model and locus of control is ttlat predictions of ttle variables should only be true in the 

presence of a higll Ileallli value (Lau et aI., 1986; Wallston & Wallston, 1984) which suggested 

that healtll value may interact wittl these variables as a moderator, but tllis type of relationship 

has not been tested in the Heallll Belief Model studies. The demographic variables also have 

been aescribed as moderating variables ill ti,e Healttl Belief Model. A moderator is defined as 
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a variable that affects the direction and/or strength of the relationship between an 

independent or predictor variable and a dependent variable (Baron & Kenny, 1986). Another 

criterion far 3 moderating variable is 1I1at it be uncorrelated with bottl the predictor and the 

dependent variable and that it function as an independent variable. 

Locus of control Ilad not been an explicit construct in the Health Belief Model because 

the authors believed it to be incorporated witilin tile element of benefits (Rosenstock, 

Strecher, & Becker, 1988). However, Rosenstock et aI., (1988) indicate that the low variance 

reported by a multitude of stuclies that 11ave measured locus of control alone is further 

indication that a combination of 1I1e Healtll Belief Model variables will1 locus of control and 

self-efficacy will give better explanation. 

Bandura's definition 01 self-efficacy arId its relationship to locus of control and other 

variables suggests that it is a mediating variable. A variable may function as a mediator if it 

meets the following conditiolls: (1) variations in levels of tile independent variable significantly 

account for variations in the mediator (path a) (2) variations in the mediator significantly 

account for variations in the depenclent variable (pati1 b), and (3) when patr.s a and bare 

controlled, a previously significant rel8tionsllip between the independent and dependent 

variables is no longer significant or tile palll may be significantly reduced (Baron & Kenny, 

1986). 

Two nursing rese8rcllers WllO Ilave developed and tested models willl many of the 

variables under study (Ilealth locus of control, heallll value, self-efficacy and the Health Belief 

Model variables) are Murdaugll (Preventive Bellavior Model. 1982; 1987), and Pender (Health 

Promotion Model, 1982; 1987). Tile Preventive Bellavior Model was initially constructed and 

tested by Murdaugh in 1982. III tile Preventive Bellavior Model, the concept of health locus of 

control was borrowed from Rotter's social learning tlleory, and tile conce[)\s perceived barriers 

and benefits were borrowed from Rosenstocks's 11ealtll belief model. Tilese concepts were 
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combined with a new concept developed by Murdaugh called value orientations to predict 

health behavior. Exploratory data analysis using multiple regression analysis was undertaken 

to build a four stage causal model, (Murdaugh, 1987). No modifying variables were described 

in the model; however, in one testing of tile model (N = 76, 1987) certain demographic 

variables such as marital status and ecJucation were significant predictors of preventive health 

behaviors. Murdaugll (1987) indicated tllat tile findings warranted consideration of 

demograpllic variables as additions to tile model. 

Pender (1990) stated that tile Health Promotion Model is structurally similar to the 

Health Belief Model with tile exception tllat threat of disease is eliminated as a determinant of 

health behavior initiated for lifestyle ctlange. The Health Promotion Model is based on social 

cognitive theory in which affect, actions. and environmental events are proposed as operating 

interactively in determining bellavior (Bandura, 1986). Modifying factors proposed in the 

model as interacting causally witll cognitive/perceptual processes in the determination of 

health-related behavior are demograpllic characteristics such as age, gender, education, 

ethnicity; biologic characteristics including body composition and body weight; interpersonal 

influences such as expectations of significant others and social norms; situational factors such 

as health-promoting options witlllll tile ellvironment; and bellavior factors including prior 

experience with healtll actions (Pender, 1990). In Pender's 1990 reported study (N=589), 

testing the model healtll value was not a significant determinant of health promoting behavior, 

but the modifying variables of gender and age were modest contributors to the explanation. 

No mediating variables were describecl or identified in tile testing of the model. 

In ~'lrTlmary, there appears to l)e justification for developing a model that builds on the 

Health Belief Model witll specification of self-efficacy and locus of control, and which also 

looks at more complex relationsllips suCtl as modifiers and mediators among the variables 



rather than just linear relationsllips. Tilis type of model should explain more variance, and 

perhaps increase precise identification of areas for intervention. 

Developing a Community Based Program 
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Although persons at most risk otten belong to minority groups, most interventions 

have been targeted for White middle-class persons (Saunders, 1987). In addition, the risks for 

hypertension may strike minority communities harder because of their unique problems in 

assessing health information and care (U.S. Department Secretary's Task Force on Black and 

Minority Health, 1985 & 1988). 

Recentty, Magnus (1991) summarized community based efforts to decrease risk for 

hypertension and/or Ileart disease in tile African-American Community. Most programs 

emphasized one to ttlree risk factors. A major failing of all programs was the lack of formal 

evaluation of the programs; tllllS. it was not possible to determine which components of these 

programs were effective. Tile following recomillenelations were made for those who wish to 

plan a community based risk reduction program: empllasize comlllunity participation and seek 

out advice of indigenous leaders: lItilize preferred communication cllannels with simplified 

messages; conduct a local needs assessment and appropriate pretesting; and identify local 

norms for suctl things as meeting times and length of programs (Magnus, 1991). Other 

common features of successful programs were utilization of existing community structures 

such as cllurches and social clubs, utilization of local organizations such as the American 

Heart Association and ttle American Red Cross, and involvement of community leaders in the 

planning and implementation of programs. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM 

One in four Americans. suffer some form of Ilear! disease (American Heart 

Association, 1988). Tile Cellt8r for Disease Control Ilas estimated that total cardiovascular 

disease accounted for 2,040.000 years of potential life lost (1,803,000) (American Heart 



Association, 1988). Coronary Ileart disease is tile number one cause of death in African

Americans and accounts for 25% of tileir mortality (1988 Joint National Committee). 
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Hypertension is a major component of the risk for heart disease, and the most 

powerful determinant of hypertension prevalence is race (Kub, 1986). African-Americans are 

almost twice as likely as whites to have hypertension; they tend to develop it at an earlier age; 

and are five times more likely tllan wllites to have severe Ilypertension (Magnus, 1991). For 

older African-Americans witll Ilypertension. tile loss 01 kidney function is 10 times higher than 

that of whites in the same age group (1988 Joint National Committee). 

Escaiating medical costs over the past 20 years Ilave been another stimulus for 

increasing risk reduction healtll bellavior. Over tile last tllree decades, the percentage of the 

Gross National Product (GNP) spent on health care Ilas increased significantly. In 1950, 4.6 

percent of the GNP was ior healtll care expenclitures. II I 1974, the figure had risen to 8.3 

percent; and by 1981, 9.8 percent of tile GNP was for health care (Time, 1982). 

The conviction ttlat improvement ill lifestyle is the principal means of raising the fevel 

of health presents a forrnid3ble cllallenge to nursing practitioners and researchers (Kulbok, 

1985). In 1980, the Commission of Nursing Research 01 the American Nurses' Association 

gave health promotion precedence in ttle search for a knowledge base for practice and 

research priority (Research Reporter. 1980). 

Primm (1987) stated that Iligller levels of nursing practice are differentiated from 

beginning levels by the increasing alJility of nurses to initiate patient teaclling, based on their 

own assessment of tile client's need ratller than using a standard plan of care. Patient 

education is a major component of all risk factor reduction programs. However, few health 

promotion programs have targeted black populations and even fewer have assessed 

differences and specific barriers to learning. 
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The highest levol of nursing practice. according to Primm (1987). is the ability to 

assess the needs of groups and initiate teaching and interventions to promote change. The 

proposed research is a method of assessing ttle needs of individuals ai lei groups at high risk 

for hypertension. Change will be implemented througll assessment of each client's unique 

characteristics as well as those of ttle group at risk for hypertension. and by developing a 

program that identifies specific risk factors for the group and individual. 

SUMMARY 

Many researcllers believe tllat tile key to long-term bellavior change needed to modify 

lifestyle is through individual assessment of the psycllosocial variables. individual tailoring of 

the interventions. and use of multiple strategies (Morisky, Levine. Green, Shapiro. Patterson. & 

Smith, 1983). For exarnple, if all individual is low in self-efficacy. tile intervention can be 

targeted to increase that construct or, if individuals believe they are susceptible to 

hypertension and concerned about tile consequences, interventions can be tailored to 

increase internal locus of control or increase perception of benefits of controlling hypertension. 

However, few stuclies Ilave looked at tile complex relationships between psychosocial 

variables in assessing individual psycllOsocial variables and/or developing interventions. 

Lastly. few studies have evaluated risk reduction programs differentiated by ethnic 

group (Kub, 1986). M3ny factors must I)e considered when developing programs for 

minorities such as culturally ser Isitive educational materials. sensitivity to attitudes and 

beliefs, geograpllical and financial accessibility, and followup support. Nurses have unique 

opportunities to design and implement culturally relevant life-style cllange programs in 

communities for African-fl.lllericClns (Keller. 1990). 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 

OF THE CONCEPTUAL MODELS 
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Chapter II includes a discussion of the literature and background theory related to 

each purpose of the study. It was planned to conduct the research in two phases. In phase 

I, purposes 1 through 4 were implemented. In Phase II, purposes 5 through 7 were 

implemented. The plans for implementing eacll of tile purposes of the study are reviewed. 

The purposes of this researcl1 were: 

(1) To identify among a group of African-Americans the individual and group risk 

factors for hypertension to target for risk reduction intervention. 

(2) To identify the demographic and psychosocial variables that are most 

predictive of risk reduction bel1aviors for hypertension among a specific group 

of African-Americo: I persons. 

(3) To design and test a llIodel tllat COlllbilles important demographic and 

psychosocial determinants of risk reduction bel1aviors for Ilypertension as 

indicated by review of tile literature and previous research. 

(4) To generate datC1 based models of the predictors of each risk reduction 

behavior for hypertension iclentified in tile group of African-Americans. 

(5) To design an intervention program to reduce risk behaviors for hypertension in 

the same group of African-Americans based on the generated risk reduction 

behavior moclels. 

(6) To pilot test specific interventions designed to reduce risk for hypertension for 

this group of African-Americans. 

(7) To evaluate tile results of tile community-based intervention program with this 

group of Africall-AlIlericalls. 
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RISK FACTORS FOR HYPERTENSION IN AFRICAN-AMERICANS 

Major risk factors for Ilypertenslon Ilave been documented. Studies of industrialized 

populations with sodium consumption in tile middle range of 1000 to 2000 mg per day have 

shown increased blood pressure willl age. In countries wllere the diet is high in sodium (up 

to 30 gm/day), the incidence of Ilypertension was higller than those in mid or low ranges of 

sodium intake (Chobanian, 1983; Tobian, 1981). Although African-Americans were not found 

to have a higher sodium intake Wllicll is 1I10ught to be a risk factor for hypertension in many 

studies (Langford, et aI., 1987), researcll indicates that they are likely to have decreased 

potassium and calcium intake, increased sensitivity to sodium, and an altered intracellular 

handling of sodium and calcium (Tobian, 1981; US Department of Health and Human 

Services, 1985). 

In the Framington study, wllere 5127 men and women aged 30 to 62 were followed for 

12 years, hypertension was associated witll increased weight beyond the standard (Castelli, 

1984). Moderate loss of weigllt (5 to G percent) Ilas been sllown to be effective in reducing 

hypertension (Stamler et aI., 1980). ObeSity associated witll Ilypertension Ilas been found 

more prevalent in black women IIlall in wllite women (Gillium & Liu, 1984). 

Cigarette smoking is one of tile leading cardiovascular risks and can offset any 

benefits gained by a program of blooel pressure control (Drayer et aI., 1986). Smoking 

presents the same risks for tJlacks as wllites, but smoking doubles the risk of cardiac heart 

disease in individuals witll Ilypertension and accelerates the development of atilerosclerosis in 

blacks (Gilliurn, 1982). 

Studies have shown 1I1at exercise can reduce diastolic pressure independent of 

weigllt changes (C~lOquette & F ergueson, 1973; Tipton, 1984; Ryan, w., 1989). Exercises 

considered beneficial were all isotonic, SUCll as walking, jogging, bicycling, and swimming. 

Recently, Keller (1990) conducted a qualitative study to study barriers in Afrk~i1n-Americans to 
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implement risk reduction behavior. Stle reported that lack of exercise was associated not only 

with low socioeconomic conditions, but with living in unsafe areas that would inhibit one from 

walking, jogging, and bicycling. 

Alcohol consumption is associated wiltl hypertension in a number of studies. The 

Framingham study (1974) showed tlypertension to be twice as great in those who drank 60 

ounces of ethyl alcohol per month compared to Itlose who drank less than 30 ounces. 

Alcohol intake in the black population is also associated with socioeconomic factors and 

decreased coping styles in tile poor (Kasl. 1978: Maynus, 1991). 

The influence of stress III tlypenellsion appears related to the individual's perception 

of potential lifestyle disruption. Stress-reduction techniques such as rest, relaxation, and 

meditation have been found successful in lowering blood pressure (Benson, 1975; Pender, 

1985). A number of stress factors Itlat have been stlown to increase risk are prevalent on the 

black community as well. Ttlese include Type A bellavior, overload in the work setting, 

sustained emotional distress. social isolation, unemployment, and economic insecurity 

(Kulbok, 1985; Maynus, 1991). 

In summary, data fr:.!1J I po,xJiation studies suggest ttl at primary prevention of 

hypertension may be largely related to sociium intake, alcohol consumption, and obesity, 

particularly in groups at high risk for cJeveloping Ilypertension SUCll as offspring of 

hypertensive patients, obese inciividuals, persons wittl higil normal blood pressure (Diastolic of 

85-89), and African-Americans (1988 Joint National Committee). For tile purpose of this study, 

those healltl practices wllich decrease ttle risk for tlypenellsion were tile focus. An increase 

in life expectancy has been documented for clients wtlO practice six or seven of the following 

health behaviors: alcollol in moderation, eating breakfast every day, eating three meals per 

day at regular times, maintaining moderate weigllt, refraining from smoking, sleeping seven to 

eight hours per night, and exercising moderately two to three times per week (Belloc & 
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Breslow 1972; Brehman and Enstrom, 1980). For hypertension, modifiable risk factors include: 

(1) high sodium/higll fat intake, (2) obesity, (3) cigarette smoking, (4) lack of exercise, (5) 

alcohol consumption, and (6) stress. 

PSYCHOSOCIAL PREDICTORS OF RISK REDUCTION BEHAVIORS 

Health Belief Model Variables 

Perceived severity and perceived susceptibility are predicted to be positively 

associated with risk reduction bellavior and perceived barriers is inversely related to risk 

reduction behavior. Tl1ese val'ialJles are considered to be individual perceptions. 

Perceived susceptibility IS defilled as the individual's level of perception of the 

likelihood that the individual can contract a specific condition or disease. It is believed that 

susceptibility is closely associated witl1 knowledge and understanding of the disease, its 

possible complications, and the factors affecting control. If knowledge can affect beliefs, then 

patients with appropriate beliefs based on accurate and comprehensive knowledge shou:d be 

more motivated to participate ill risk reduction bellaviors for hypertension (Tuorila, 1989; Ajzen 

& Fishbein, 1980). 

Perceived severity pertains to tile degree individuals perceive the effects of 

hypertension and its treatment on their Ilealtll status (Given & Given, 1983). This variable has 

been demonstrated in researctl studies to be the second highest predictor of risk reduction 

behavior of the Healttl Belief Model variables (Jallz & Becker, 1984). 

Perceived barriers are tile beliefs about cost-money, inconvenience, change in 

lifestyle, or side effects (Janz & Becker, 1984). Ttlis variable has been most predictive of 

preventive health and risk reduction bellaviors in previous researctl (Janz & Becker, 1984). 

tn a study of 158 hypertensive patients, Given and Given (1985) concluded that 

perceived susceptibility, perceived severity, and perceived barriers were Ule most important 

predictors of whether an individual would unclertake Iisk recluction betlavior. Although 



perceived barriers is one of the variables thought to be most predictive of whether an 

individual will not undertake risk reduction healtl1 bel1avior, it has not been systematically 

studied. 

Barriers as defined by tl18 Healtl1 Belief Model 11as rarely been operationalized by a 

definition. Some of the variables listed in lI'le literature as barriers are time, distance, cost, 

availability, discrimination by race, sex or social status, demographic factors, attitudes, 

knowledge, effort and cultural factors (Melnyk, 1988; 1990). Cultural factors included 

language and ethnicity. 
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Barriers for minority groups need to be further explored, as well as whether current 

categories of barriers are relevant for particular minority groups. One barrier that relates to 

minority groups, but 1I1at 11as IJ8ell little reported is that of literacy and level of written 

comprehension. It is estimated tl1at as many as 23 million American adults may not be able to 

comprehend what 118al1l1 professionals are writing and talking about (Doak, Doak & Root, 

1985). Northcutt conducted a national study in 1976 1I1at showed that one out of five adults 

lacks literacy skills to function in toclay's society. This level was defined as fifll1 grade or less. 

Most health instructiolls in ttle stucly were written for telltll ~rade level or higher. Years of 

school did not correlate witt1 1I1e comprel1ension level (Doak et aI., 1985). There has also 

been some research 1I1at indicates 1I1at 1118re is a ricl1 heritage of black oral cornmunication 

and that this may be tt1e preferred learning mode (Heath, 1989). 

Locus of Control and Health Locus of Control 

Jordon-Marsl1 and Neutra (1985) measured 11ealth locus of control in 339 participants 

prior to entering a lifestyle cl1ange program. at tile end of tile 24 day residential program, and 

at a six-month followup. Significant ctlanges occurred in 11ealtt1 locus of control scores 

(p.:s. 0.001) from admission to cliscl1arge. Moreover, specific 11ealtt1 outcome behaviors were 

correlated to health locus of control scores. Tl10se witl1 more external control were more likely 
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to lose weight than those with more internal control. Subjects who scored higher on internal 

control were more successful in reducing cholesterol and triglyceride levels through a specific 

dietary description. 

A review of otller studies investigating locus of control and health behavior revealed 

risk reduction behaviors were associated with internal locus of control (Lefcourt, 1982; 

Strickland, 1978). Kerr (1986) found lIlat Ilealth locus of control contributed to predictions of 

risk-reduction behaviors in Ilypertensives. Workers who were higher on the chance dimension 

(part of external control) were least successful in lowering diastolic blood pressure. She 

suggested that, if individuals scored higll on chance. tile individual could have a family history 

of multiple deaths or illness frOll1 Ilypertension. and Hlerefore stressing the hereditary factors 

would be counterindicated for intervention. 

Health Value and Locus of Control 

Health as a value is also part of the revised Healttl Belief Model (Becker et aI., 1977). 

Predictions in the Health Belief Model and locus of control Sllould only be true in the presence 

of a high health value. Abella and Heslin (1984) found H1at male college students with 

internal locus of control beliefs and Iligl1 11ealtll value reported more preventive health 

behaviors than did subjects witll any otiler combination of Ilealtll locus of control beliefs and 

health value. This was a replication of previous studies conducted by Lau (1981) and 

Wallston and Wallston (1979). Anotller study tllat measured Ilealtll locus of control and 

values placed on Ilealtll was done witl1 SCllool cllildren (N = 135) by Parcel, Nader, and Rogers 

(1980). The results supported tile Ilypott'lesis IIlat cllildren WllO place higher value on health 

and have internal locus of control are less likely to report illness. Altllough there are data to 

support the correlation between Ilealth value and Ilealttl locus of control (Wallston, 1984), the 

relationship of healtll value to setf-ef1icacy relllains to be established. There is research 

suppol1ing a relationsllip between 10cLis of control and self-efficacy. 
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Self-Efficacy 

Knowledge about one's self-efficacy, whether accurate or inaccurate, is based on four 

sources of information: 1) performance of self, 2) vicarious experiences by obseNing others' 

attainment, 3) verbal persuasion, and 4) social influences. Self-efficacy theory provides one 

common mechanism through Wllicl1 people exercise influence over their own motivation and 

behavior. Bandura (1986) stated 1I1at perceived self-efficacy can affect health behavior in a 

number of ways such as wiletl1er or not tile individual witt choose preventive health behaviors 

such as increasing exercise levels, reducing sodium intake, or practicing stress-reduction 

techniques. Several researchers Ilave reviewed studies of applying self-efficacy to health 

education and behavior cl1ange and concluded that there is a strong relationship between 

self-efficacy and health behaviur cllan~e Clnd maintellCHlce 1I1at has been documented through 

experimental enhancement of self-efficacy (O'Leary, 1985). 

Strecher, Devellis, Becker and Rosenstock (1986) conducted a review of studies that 

assessed the role of self-efficacy in acllieving Ilealth bellavior change. Risk reduction 

behaviors for hypertension lilat were included in the review were smoking, exercise, and 

weight control. A study by Condiotte and Lichtenstein (1981) conducted with smokers found 

that low levels of self-etficacy following treatment were Iligl11y predictive of relapse in smoking 

programs and the lenglll of tillle until relapse. Strecl1er et aI., (1986) found that for all health 

related areas reviewed, self-efficacy appeared to be a consistent short and long term predictor 

of success. However, they found few studies tl1at measured outcome expectations in 

conjunction with efficacy expectations. Tiley concluded that perceived susceptibility or other 

outcome expectations might be tI'le major predictor wilen tile 11ealth beh2\'ior was not 

particularly difficult to modify, IJut in Wllicll tile out cor Ile was uncertain. 

For this study, tile concept of Clnticipated elifficulty was used as an inverse indicator of 

self-efficacy. Thus, tile more difficult tile individual rates tile 11ealtl1 behavior, the less 
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conviction or self-efficacy to periorrn IIlat Ilealtll bellavior. In this study, it was assumed that 

outcome expectations (Healtll Belief Model Variables and locus of control), efficacy 

expectations (anticipated difficulty), and reinforcement values (health value) are modifiable 

personality constructs rather tllan fixed personality attributes (Rock et aI., 1987; Rotter, 1966; 

Strickland, 1978). 

Locus of Control and Self-Efficacy 

Chambliss and Murray (1979) conducted researctl with overweight women and found 

no bivariate associations between locus of control and self-efficacy with weight control. 

However, a significant interaction effect between locus of control and self-efficacy was found. 

Subjects in the self-efficacy group who had internal locus of control experienced the highest 

weight loss while subjects witll external control experienced sligllt weight increase. 

Bandura (1977) stateel 1I1at locus of control is not tile same as self-efficacy, but he 

also stated that different comiJinations of internality-externality and self-efficacy can influence 

compliance with a medical regimen. Persons witll both tligh internal locus of control and high 

self-efficacy would be most successful, wllereas those with low levels of both would be least 

successful. In between are ttlose who believe that the outcomes are beneficial and personally 

determined, but lack skills to do tile required beilavior. Ttlerefore, for this study self-efficacy 

(difficulty) was entered in an interactive model, where ilS possible effect as either a moderator, 

mediator or both was tested. 

PHASE I 

GENERATING A MODEL FOR TESTING: 

COMBINING THE PSYCHOSOCIAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 

Assumptions of the Health Belief Mode! 

The theoretical assulllptlollS of ttle Healtll Belief Model are derived from Lewin's 

concept of the individual as existing ill a life space ill wtiicll some regions are positively 
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valued (positive valence), others are negatively valued (negative valence), and still others may 

be neutral. The assurnptions of Lewin's model are valence x subjective probability 

(relationship inverse; difficulty of attaining a goal is directly related to valence but negatively 

related to subjective probability of success. The outcome of the model is resultant weighted 

valence (Maiman & Becker, 1974). 

The Health Belief Model was developed in tile early 1950s to explain why individuals 

would or would not undertake preventive 11ealtl1 actions and later was reformulated to predict 

compliance with prescrilJed medical regimens (Becker, 1974). The Healtl1 Belief Model 

hypothesizes that bel1avior depends mainly on tile value an individual places on a goal and 

his or her belief that an action will achieve tile goal. In health-related behavior, these variables 

ar conceptualized as an individual's estimate of the tl1reat of illness and the likelihood that 

personnel action will reduce tllat tl1reat (Janz, 1987). 

Thus, the first assumption of tile 11ealth Belief Model was that in order for an individual 

to take action to avoid a disease 11e would need to believe (1) that he was personally 

susceptible to it, (2) that tile occurrence of tile disease would have at least moderate severity 

on some component of his life, and (3) tllat a particular action would be beneficial by reducing 

either his susceptibility or the severity of tile disease and would also not require overcoming 

important psychological barriers SLlcil as cost, convenience, pain, etc. (Rosenstock, 1974). 

The second assumption of 1I1e model was 1I1at perceived susceptibility and severity have a 

strong cognitive component and tl1erefore are partly dependent on knowledge. Subsequent 

research tested these assumptions and found tl1em to be true (Rosenstock, 1974). 

The Health Belief Model's tlleoretical assumptions are summarized as susceptibility x 

severity x (benefits-barriers). Cues to action was also necessary to activate the model 

(Maiman & Becker, 1974). Cues were seen as eitl1er internal (perception of bodily states) or 

external (interpersonal interactions SUCl1 as media impact or receiving post card from the 
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dentist)(Rosenstock,1974). Tile outcoille of tile model is disposition to act (Maiman & 

Becker, 1974). The Health Belief Model assumes til81 motivation is a necessary condition for 

action and that motives selectively determine an individual's perceptions of the environment. 

Motives are viewed as dispositions witilin the individual to attain or maintain a positive state of 

healtll and to avoid a state of illness (Maiman & Becker, 1974). No mathematical forr:1ulas are 

given for interactions among tile varial)les, but it is assumed that it is multiplicative (Maiman & 

Becker, 1974). 

The predictions of the Health Belief Model based on the theoretical assumptions and 

research 'Yo/ith the model are as follows: 

Predictions of Healtil Belief Model: 

1. The Iligller the perception of susceptibility to Ilypertension the greater the risk 

reduction bel13vlors. 

2. The Iligher tile assessment of tile seriousness of Ilypertension the greater the 

risk reduction bellaviors. 

3. The greater the assessment of barriers the less the risk reduction behaviors. 

Assumptions of Social Learning Theory 

Both Rotter's Social Learning Tileory and Bandura's Social Cognitive Theory have in 

common the theoretical assumptions tilat bellavior is determined by expectancies and 

incentives (Rosenstock, Strecller, & Becker, 1988): 

(1) Expectancies about tile environmental cues or I,OW events me connected. 

(2) Expectancies about tile consequences of one's own actions or how one's 

behavior aHects the outcoille (locLis of contrOl). 

(3) Expectancies about one's own competence to perform the bellavior (self

eHicacy). 
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(4) Incentives or reinforcements tllat are defined as the values the individual holds 

regarding tIle outcome. 

The mOdel for social learning is expectancy and reinforcement value with the 

relationship between tile variables as independent, althougll Rotter discussed that under 

certain conditions, they may be related. The outcome of tile model is behavior potential which 

is defined as "the potentiality of any behavior occurring in any given situation or situations as 

calculated in relation to any single reinforcement or set of reinforcements" (Rotter, 1954, p. 

166). Rotter's discussion of tile forilluia for bellavior potential lacks a mathematical 

relationship of the constructs but it is presumed to be multiplicative (Rotter, 1954). TllUS, 

behavior potential indicates tllat tile higller the expectancy of reinforcement value, the higher 

the value of tile berlavior potential. Reinforcement values may be positive or negative. 

Predictions of social learning based 011 tile theoretical assumptions and research are as 

follows: 

Predictions of Social Leaminq Ttleory: 

1. Tile Iligller tile Ilealtll value and internal Ilealtll locus of control is for the 

Individual, the greater will be the individual's perception of susceptibility to 

hypertension and tile perceived seriousness of hypertension. 

2. The higller the Ilealtll value and internal health locus of control the less will 

be tile individual's perception of barriers to risk reduction behavior. 

3. The Iligller tile Ileallil value and internal !lealth control tile greater will be the 

numl)er of risk reduction bellaviors. 

4. Individuals witll boll'l high Ileallil value and internal health locus of control will 

Ilave less perception of difficulty and will exllibit tl'le greatest number of risk 

reduction bellaviors. 



5. The higher tile perception of difficulty (less self-eHicacy) the more the 

perception of barriers by tile individual. 

6. The higiler tile perception of difficulty the fewer tile number of risk reduction 

behaviors. 
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7. External locus of control will be associated with higher perceptions of diHiculty 

and barriers and decreased risk reduction behaviors. 

8. Individuals witll internal locus of control and low perceptions of difficulty will 

exhibit Iligher risk reduction behaviors. 

Assumptions Common to Health Belief Model and Social Learning Theory 

The Healtll Belief Model is comparable to Rotter's reinforcement model of social 

learning theory in that desire to attain or maintain a positive state of healtll, or the desire to 

decrease susceptibility and severity is analogous to Rotter's reinforcement value. 

Reinforcement value represents tile valence concept. Estimates of benefits minus costs may 

be defined as expectancy in social learning 1I1eory (Maiman & Secker, 1974). Motivation is a 

distinct dimension of the Healtll Belief Model but Rotter's motivation may be in reinforcement 

when defined as healtll knowledge and/or previous Ilealtll and medical experiences (Maiman 

& Becker, 1974). 

Rosenstock, et aI., (1988), states III at outcome expectations are part of perceived 

benefits, but benefits in the Healtll Belief Model are assessed minus perceived costs or 

barriers. Social learning tlleory does not explicitly include costs or barriers. 

The Conceptual Model 

Although the end goal of tllis study was to conduct treatment eHectiveness research 

that would measure individual diHerences and responses to selected interventions, a 

conceptual model and/or framework was necessary to form the basis for the research design 

and as a vellicle to integrate reseclrcll results after tlley were produced (Sickman, 1987; Chen 
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& Rossi, 19S0). Tile conceptual model was developed following tile guidelines for conducting 

effective Aptitude-Treatment-Interactioll studies as described by Holloway (19S8). 

The model should first identify and measure learner characteristics including previous 

knowledge and experience, psychosocial characteristics, and attitudinal characteristics. 

Second, the model should place psychosocial variables in the context from which they were 

derived. For example, locus of control should be conceptualized as Social Learning Theory, 

the theory from which the locus concept comes. Finally, a range of outcomes should be 

conceptualized wllictl are expected as a result of planned interventions. 

The model depicted in Figure 1 combines variables from the Health Belief Model and 

social learning theory in an interactive model. The Health Belief Model variables that were 

incorporated are - perceived susceptibility, perceived severity, and perceived barriers. Social 

learning variables incorporated were internal 11eallll locus of control, external healtll locus of 

control, health value, and perceived difficulty (inverse of self-efficacy). Variables that were 

considered motivation variables for bOttl models are 11eallll knowledge and previous medical 

experiences. Demograpllic moderator variables measured included age, gender, income, 

education. The risk reduction ~ellaviors were those health behaviors defined in the review of 

literature as modifiable and Wllicll can reduce risk of hypertension. 

The model was tested by first identifying any mediating and moderating relationships 

in the model. TIlen, individual models for each risk reduction behavior were generated. It was 

assumed IIlat 1I1ere were differellces ill predictors for eacl-l risk behavior model as the risk 

reduction behaviors vary in tile amount of anticipated difficulty. 
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Phase I Research Questions: 

The following research questions related to purposes 1 through 4 were tested in 

phase I of the research study: 
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1. What are tile dell10grapllic characteristics of the African-American group used 

in the study? 

2. What are the risk reduction bellaviors in the group? 

3. What are the psychosocial characteristics of the group? 

4. Are there differences in the group based on the demographic moderator of 

gender? 

5. When the rnoclel is tested, which independent variables meet the criteria as 

mediators? 

6. Which independent variables in the model meet the criteria as moderators? 

l. What are the total effects of the variables tested in each risk reduction 

bel1avior model? 

8. Do tile predictions of tile variables derived from previous researcl1 hold true in 

the risk reductioll models generated frolll tl1ese data? 

PHASE II 

IMPLEMENTING THE COMMUNITY BASED INTERVENTION PROGRAM 

Community based approaches usually arise from pooling theory from many disciplines 

(Bracht, 1990). An important key to designing life-style ct1ange programs is to incorporate 

behavior ch<'lI1ge theories. Tile Lise of tile proposed conceptual model, an enhancement of 

the Health Belief Model, call assist in program planning in two ways. First, it can provide an 

outline of the essential factors illvolveej in behavior ct1ange; and second, it can provide a 

profile of the psycl10social ct1aracteristics of tile target group (Dignan & Carr, 1987). 

Community-based 11ealth promotion programs can be classified according to three 



intervention strategies: motivational/incentive approaches, educational/skills training, and 

environmental/social support activities. To meet the needs of persons in various stages of 

change, intervention prograllls should provide options within at least two of the categories 

(Sorenson, Glasgow & Corbett, 1990). Tile Health Belief Model and social learning theory 

incorporate motivational/incentive approacl1es and educational/skills training. 

Motivational/Incentive Strategies 

Screening, self-appraisal and/or self-assessment are considered motivational 

techniques and were part of tile cornnlunity-based program plan. 
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Self-assessment is dOlle by rating one's own healtll and risk behaviors as well as risk 

reduction practices. Individuals are encouraged to take a serious look at their health bellavior 

and how their lifestyle affects tlleir Ilealll1 by assigning a level of risk to tl1emselves. Tilis 

process also assesses knowledge and beliefs, and establishes a baseline of usual practice or 

level of activity (Steiger and Lipson, 1985) of risk reduction behaviors. For this study, 

individuals were asked about tlleir knowledge of risk factors and frequency and type of risk 

reduction behaviors during tile illitial survey. In Phase II, individuals were asked to assess 

their own risks for hypertension and Ilear! disease during the intervention sessions by 

completing a risk assessment tool (Appendix B Instruments). It was expected that participants 

who used the risk assessment tool along witll actual measurement of their own blood 

pressure, weight, and cllolesterol at tile screening would increase their perceptions of 

susceptibility and severity. 

Other Motivation /Incentive Strategies 

Reinforcement is a bellavior tecl1nique used both in the Health Belief Model and in 

studies targeting the social learning variables which include Ilealth values, internal health 

locus of control, and self-efficacy. Bellavior tecllniques have three components: an 

antecedent, a behavior, and a consequence (Padrick, 1986). The antecedent involves a cue 
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or signal that acts as tile reminder 1I1at a bellavior needs to follow. The behavior is the actual 

performance, and the consequence is tile reward for performing. 

Frequently monetary incentives Ilave been used as tile reward for performing positive 

health behaviors. However, tile size of tile incentive does not always affect outcomes as 

demonstrated in a researcll study witll overweight men by Jeffrey, Gerber, Rosenthal and 

Linquist, 1983. Incentives of $1, $5, and S10 per pound were given with no significant 

difference in the groups. Nevertheless, the use of incentives is expected to change behavior 

or enhance participation (Becker, 1977); it may also decrease attrition of the program. 

Funds for incentives for tllis study were obtained from a grant from the American 

Heart Association and were used in the study as an incentive to participate in completing the 

survey portion of Phase I. Subjects received SlO for completing the survey. In phase II, the 

monetary incentive was used to increase participation in the classes and decrease attrition as 

it was given after completion of the interventions. Each subject received $5 for each session 

attended, even if not completing all sessions. Screening is also considered a 

motivational/incentive approacll (Sorenson, Glasgow & Corbett, 1990). Therefore, cholesterol 

screening was offered free to all participants. 

Educational/ Skills Strategies 

Both cognitive and stimulus control intervention strategies have traditionally been used 

in the Health Belief model to increase awareness of perceived susceptibility, to teach clients 

how to manage the severity of tile illness, and to decrease perceptions of barriers to 

undertaking risk-reduction bellaviors. Tile major tecllniques used are healtll education 

(cognitive) to increase knowlellge. ami post cards and phone calls, (stimulus control 

techniques) to maximize envirollmental cues ttwt prompt clesired behaviors for example, 

returning to clinic for follow-up appointments (Cameron & Best, 1987). 



Health education was selected as a cognitive intervention in tile development of this 

community based intervention program. The actual learning program was determined from 

the data collected from the subjects regarding their risk factors and risk reduction behaviors 

for hypertension. 
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Hypertension clients need to be knowledgeable about their disease in order to 

recognize the effects on tlleir lives (perceived susceptibility, perceived severity, and perceived 

barriers). This is a prerequisite of participation in risk reduction behaviors (Nemcek, 1989). 

For example, health education was found to reduce admissions for congestive heart failure, 

blood pressure control, and 5-year mortality rates for Ilypertensives in previous research 

(Morisky, Levine, & Green et al .. 1983). 

There are six general ecJucation principles lilat guide; the presentation of information 

regardless of tile metllod selected. Tilese are brevity, organization, primacy, readability, 

repetition, and specificity (Haynes et aI., 1979). It is important tllat information be short, 

clearly organized, and provide lor repeating information. Tilis is usually done by providing 

written instruction. However. tilere ilave been problems witll much healtll literature in the 

past because the reading level was olten too Iligll for tile intervention groups. It was planned 

to provide both audio and visual reinlorcernent for the study clients by having clients make 

their own audio tapes of important points tlley wislled to remember from class in their own 

words with comments of tile instructor. Tilis also allowed for more individualization of the 

teaching plan. 

An initial teaching plan was developed in the design of the community-based program 

based on the teaclling pnnciples of brevity, organization, primacy, rearJability, repetition, and 

specificity. The class content targets diet, exercise, smoking, and stress reduction techniques 

as these are behaviors that reduce risk for Ilypertension. More specific content was 

incorporated based on tile assessment of (latc! from tile participants regarding ttleir risk 
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factors and risk reduction behaviors. It was planned to limit the intervention sessions to four 

classes in order to encourage participation and prevent dropout (Appendix C Outline of 

teaching plan). 

Psychomotor or skills training interventions have not been the focus in the Health 

Belief Model but are considered important to increase self-efficacy and internal health locus of 

control. The techniques are designed to promote personal control and coping skills. 

Methods include teaching to develop psychomotor skills, positive feedback through 

experiencing success at psyciloiliotor tasks, and monitoring of self. 

Self-monitoring was selected for use in this study. Self-monitoring not only provides a 

feeling of success wilen specific skills are taught such as taking one's own blood pressure, 

but can also be used to provide feedback about success in the program. Self-monitoring is a 

method that increases one's awareness and coping skills. For hypertension ratients, self

monitoring includes learning to take tlleir own blood pressure as well as monitoring other 

physiological ch:lIlges such as pulse rate, weight, exercise, and stress reduction performance. 

Stahl, Kelly, Neil, Grim, and Mamlin (1984) found self-monitoring of blood pressure to be 

effective in hypertension intervention during tile first six montlls of care (N=396). 

For this study, self-l11olHtoring WClS added to Ilealtll education and self assessment as 

part of the community intervention program. Lanzafame (1984) stated tllat, by correlating 

lifestyle information witll bodily function and Ilealttl, tile client becomes accountable for his 

actions and assumes tile role of becoming Ilis own clecision maker and caregiver. These 

types of experiences are also known to increase internal locus of control. 



Phase II Research Questions: 

The following additional questions based on purposes 5 through 7 were tested in 

Phase II of this study: 

9. Are there differences in tile demograpllic and psychosocial predictors 

between African-American subjects who decided to participate in phase /I of 

tile researcll Clild those WllO did not? 

10. Wlla! are tile lesults of tile planned interventions tlla! were tested in the 

community-based program? 

11. What subject risk reduction behavior changes were the result of the 

community-based program interventions? 
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12. Wilat cllanges vvere initiated in the program based on program and participant 

evaluation'? 

SUMMARY 

In summary, hypertension modifiable risk factors include: (1) high sodium/high fat 

intake, (2) obesity, (3) cigarette smoking, (4) lack of exercise, (5) alcohol consumption, and (6) 

stres.:;. Risk-reduction bellavior is defined as specific Ilealtll practices tllat contribute to 

longevity (Wiley & COlllacllo. 1980). For tile purpose of this study, tllose Ilealth practices 

which decrease the risk for Ilypertension were tile focus. 

The psycllosocial detennillants tllat Ilave been sllown to be predictive of undertaking 

risk reduction behavior for Ilypertension Ilave been mostly derived from the Health Belief 

Model and social learning tlleory. However. in past researcll few studies have measured both 

outcome and efficacy expectations in tile same model as well as tile possible interactions 

among the variables. 

For tllis study, a mOllel was clesiglled to iJuilel 011 tile Healtll Belief Model with 

specification of self-efficacy and locus of control, and Wllicll also looked at more complex 



relationships such as modifiers and mediators aillong tile variables rather than just linear 

relationships. The goal of pllase I of tile study was to explain more variance, and increase 

precise identification of areas for intervention for phase II of the study by generating data 

based models of each risk reduction bellavior for hypertension with a group of African

American persons. 
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For phase II of tile study, an intervention program to reduce risk behaviors for 

hypertension was designed based on tile generated prediction models. The interventions 

were to be pilot-tested and evaluated in a community-based program for African-Americans. 

This was considered an important phase of tile study because few studies have evaluated risk 

reduction programs differentiated by etimic group (Kub. 1986). Research questions for 

phase I and II were presented. 

The relevance to nursing is tllat Illany factors must be considered when developing 

programs for minorities SUCll as appropriate educational materials. sensitivity to attitudes and 

beliefs, geograpllical and financial accessibility. and followup support. More nurses need to 

accept the challenge to design ami implement culturally relevant life-style change programs in 

communities for African-Americans (Keller. 1990). 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter, ttle sample, setting and research design of the study are addressed. 

Instruments that were used to measure tile variables, and the reliability and validity 

assessment of each, are described. Tile data collection procedure and data analysis 

procedures used to achieve eacl'l of tile research purposes and to answer the research 

questions are presented. Protection of 11Uillan subjects. and limitations of tile study are 

included in this chapter. 

SAMPLE, CRITERIA, AND SETTING 

The target population for tllis study was a minority group at risk for hypertension. 

Since African-Americans are tile nighest risk group and have been under-represented in many 

studies (Murdaugh, 1990), efforts were made to recruit African-Americans for the sample in 

this study. In addition, a Ilolllog81leoLis sample was selected as a control for the confounding 

variable of ethnicity (Pol it & HUllgler, 1989). 

Community support is an important factor in recruitment of special populations; 

therefore, African-Americans were actively recruited in neigllborhoods at sites that allowed 

easy access and communicatioll. City sponsored community centers were located in some 

neighborhoods Wllicl'l were precJollllllalltly African-American. Subjects were recruited through 

two of these centers. 

All subjects met ttle following criteria: 

1 . Adults 18 years of age or older. 

2. Englisll speaking. 

3. Identified self as African-American. 

4. IndivieJuals witll eJiastolic greater ttlan 90 or systolic greater Ulan 140 were 
encouraged to see a pllysician. 
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RESEARCH DESIGN 

The study was clone in two pl1ases. The first pl1ase consisted of a paper and pencil 

survey distributed to a homogeneous sample of 150 African-Americans. Quota sampling was 

used to get a more representative sample based on age and gender. The survey assessed 

risk factors for hypertension, current risk reduction behaviors, and selected psychosocial 

determinants of risk reduction bel1avior Wl1ich included demographic factors, knowledge of 

risk factors, past medical experiellces. Ilealth locus of control, life values, perceived 

susceptibility, perceived severity, perceivecl barriers, and difficulty (self-efficacy). Recall of 

previous physiologic measures SUCl1 as cllolesterol, 11eig11t. weigl1t, and arterial blood pressure 

were collected if known by sut)ject. Tile risk reduction models were then generated from 

these data using a multivariate approacll. 

Phase I instruments and (lata collection also were designed to provide a 

preintervention community analysIs, including delllograpl1ic, social and economic factors, risk 

factors, and risk reduction bel1aviors. The goals of a community assessillent include 

description of tile comlllunity's population tl1rougl1 demograpl1ic variables such as age, 

gender, and racial heritage; alld tllrougl1 social and economic variables such as family 

structure, education, illcome, alld employment. Health risk profile is another important aspect 

of preintervention assessmellt. A 11ealll1 risk profile includes assessment of individual dietary 

habits, use of tobacco and aleol10t. as well as patterns of physical activity (Haglund, 

Weisbrod, & Bracht, 1990). 

Phase II instruments and data collection were deSigned to provide information about 

the implemented commuility-based program. Tile original design included use of two sites to 

test different interventions will1 a pretest posttest quasi experimental approach. However, only 

one site participated in Phase II. Modifications in tile teacl1ing plan were made based on the 

risk reduction models generated from preilltervention data and from a single participating site. 
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Selected interventions designed for tile group at a single site were pilot tested. Following the 

intervention pllase of tile stUdy, participant and program evaluation were conducted. Finally, 

changes were made in the program all tile basis of tile evaluation data. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

All instruments used in tile study were submitted to a panel of four black women in 

the health professions to evaluate for cultural relevance, language, and readability prior to 

testing. See Appendix B for copies of all instruments. Tile following discussion includes a 

description of all instruments; and reliability and validity assessments. 

Reliability Testing 

Alpha coefficients for each scale and subsea Ie were computed. Nunally's (1978) 

criterion of 0.70 as sufficient measure of reliability for an immature scale was used as the 

criterion level. 

Validity Testing 

Validity may be definecJ as tl18 extent to Wllicll ally instrument measures what it is 

intended to measure (Carmines and Zeller, 1979). Factor analysis is one metllod for 

assessing construct validity. 

The scales used in this research study were factor analyzed by means of the principle 

component with varimax rotation. Tile criteria provided by Carmines and Zeller (1979) were 

used to determine if a set of items was measuring a Single theoretical concept. The extracted 

component should explain ~ 40 percellt and subsequent components should explain a fairly 

equal proportion of tile remainir 19 variance. All of tile items Sllould Ilave substantial loading 

on the first factor at (~.30). 

Health Beliefs Scale 

A Perceived Susceptibility ami Perceived Severity subscale was developed for this 

study from questions used by Given alld Given (1983) in tlleir research, and from Olivas' 
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Health Motivation Scale (OHMS) (1986). Reliability for tile original OHMS ranged from .78 to 

.89 for the three subscales tllClt assess tile Health Belief Model Variables of Regimen Efficacy 

Expectations, Stimulus Outcome Expectations, and Regimen Barriers Expectations. The 

questions in the OHMS assessed risk factors for heart disease treatment patients. Questions 

for tl1is study were modified to assess risk factors for 11ypertension prevention. Each of the 

scales consisted of six items on a six point Likert scale as utilized by Olivas (1986). 

A Perceived Benefits/Barriers Scale developed by Murdaugh had low reliability and 

validity witl1 African-American Illillority groups when utilized by Keller (1990). Keller then 

conducted a qualitative study to identify barriers for this minority group. The barriers scale 

pilot tested for this study was a combination of Keller's qualitative research and the barriers 

subscale of the OHMS. Barriers rather than benefits were measured as barriers have been 

found in several research studies to be more predictive ti1an a cost/benefit analysis (Janz & 

Becker, 1984). A preliminary sul)scale of 11 items was developed for the pilot testing by the 

researcher utilizing Keller's qualitative elata and tile sallle format as for tile perceived severity 

and susceptibility scales. Tile alplla coefficient was .87 for total scale. The severity and 

barriers subscales had alpha coefficients of .85 and .84 respectively. The susceptibility 

subscale had an alpha coefficient of .70 after eleletion of one item. 

Factor analysis of the total scale using principal components and varimax rotation 

showed 6 factors and confirmed tllat iwrns 2 and 3 of tile susceptibility scale did not load on 

the same factor as oliler subscale iteilis. Severity items die] load all one factor. Seven items 

from the barriers subscale loaded on tile same factor and three items loaded on another 

factor. Factor loadings exceeded the .30 criterion. In reviewing the factor analysis, it was 

decided that in testing the model the subscales would be used as separate scales. These 

scales were susceptibility, severity, and barriers. 
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Health Locus of Control Scale 

Wallston and Wallston's Healtll Locus of Control instrument {"I 978) with 11 items was 

used as the measure for internal and external health locus of control. The questions were 

formatted in a 6 point Likert scale witll responses ranging from strongly agree to strongly 

disagree. A large number of studies Ilave used this instrument willl internal consistency 

reliability reported as being from 0.83 to 0.86 (Wallston & Wallston, 1984). 

The total scale alpha coefficient was .67. The internal subscale met the criteria for 

interitem correlations and had an alplla coefficient of .68. The external subscale alpha 

coefficient was .49. 

Confirmatory factor analysis was done for tile Wallston Health locus of control scale 

based on establislled subscale structures. The internal subscale loaded on factor 1 and 

factor 1 accounted for 25.6% of tile variance. Only tllree items of tile five from the external 

subscale loaded on factor 2 Wllicll accounted for 18.8% of tile variance. Principal component 

analysis id2ntified that tllere were 4 factors which accounted for 64 percent of the total 

variance. 

Risk Factor Knowledge Scale 

The Risk Factor Knowledge scale (Becker and Levine, 1987) was pilot-tested for use in 

this study. This scale consists of a cllecklist of 11 risk factor items. The participant circles or 

checks those items believed to be risk factors for hypertension. The number of checks equals 

the score with 11 as the correct nLiITlIJer. This form Ilas been used in several research studies 

(Becker & Levine, 1987). Tile alpllCl coefficient was. 74 witll data from this study. 

Factor analysis of tile scale by principal components extracted 3 factors. Smoking 

loaded on factor 3. Tile other items loaded (5) on factor 1 and (4) on factor 2. The three 

factors accounted for 51.7% of tile variance. Smoking accounted for 25.9% of the variance. 
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Health Abilities Scale 

A Health Abilities Scale (HAS) was developed by tile researcher for use in this study 

to measure one aspect of self-efficacy, anticipated difficulty. The HAS consists of five items 

formatted in a visual analog scale. Tile subjects were asked to rate how difficult it would be 

for them to undertake risk reduction bellaviors for hypertension which included reducing 

saturated fat and cholesterol in tlle diet; reducing salt; exercising (walking 30 minutes per 

day); practicing relaxation tecllniques; and stopping smoking. Subjects were asked to rate 

the degree of difficulty from a range of extremely easy to extremely difficulty on a 1 to 10 point 

scale. 

Table 1 SllOWS HAS interitem correlations. Itell1 4 on smoking did not meet the 

criterion of 0.70. The alplla coefficient was .57. Because smoking was not done by ttle 

majority of the sample the item was removed from ttle total scale. Table 2 shows the revised 

scale. All interitem correlations Illeet ttle criterion. However, ttle alpha coefficient only 

increased to .60. 

Factor analysis of tile totalS item scale extracted one factor which accounted for 38.2 

percent of the variance. Item 4 die! not load at the .30 criterion level. However, all items did 

load on the same factor. In testing the model, it was decided to use each item as a separate 

scale and to test all scales for each risk reduction behavior in order to determine how 

differences in difficulty affected tile final predictors of eactl risk reduction bellavior. 



Table 1. Pearson Product Moment Correlations and Alpha Coefficients for Health 
Abilities Scale (N = 143, Items= 5) 

Items Corrected Item Correlation 

.3739 

2 .4508 

3 .3006 

4 .1744* 

5 .3455 

Alpha = .5754 

(Criterion 0.30 to 0.70) * Did flot meet criterion 

Table 2. Pearson Product Moment Correlations for Revised Health Abilities Scale 
(N=143,ltems=4) 

Items Corrected Item Correlation 

.4413 

2 .4401 

3 .3083 

5 .3359 

Alpha = .60 (Criterion = 0.70) 

(Criterion 0.30 to 0.70) 
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Life Values Scale 

A form of Rokeach's scale in whicll the individual ranks health in relation to other 

values such as farlily, good job, etc., was modified for this study. Forms of Rokeach's 

instrument have been used in many research studies related to heal til. However, reliability 

and validity analyses were not reported in the literature reviewed. The alpha coefficient was 

.80 with data from this study. 
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Exploratory factor analysis of tl-Ie scale extracted two factors. All values but health 

loaded on factor 1 Witll Ilealtll loading on factor 2. All factor loadings met the criteria. The 

two factors accounted for 52 percent of the variance; with varimax rotation, self-respect loaded 

on factor 2 with health. Tile oUler values remained on factor 1. 

Risk Behavior Survey 

Lastly, a demograpllic and risk bellavior inventory for hypertension was developed by 

the researcher to assess pertinent background variables and current risk behaviors and 

frequencies. Demographic variables assessed age, gender, education, and income level. 

Questions also addressed tile tmgeted risk behaviors for rlypertension which include intake of 

dietary fat and sodium. frequellcy of exercise, frequency of stress reduction behaviors, and 

alcohol and tobacco use. History of past medical experience was also assessed and included 

the following: family Ilistory of Ili911 blood pressure, family history of heart disease, individual 

diagnosis of high blood pressure, wlletiler or not Uley take blood pressure medication, and 

individual diagnosis of diabetes mellitus. 

PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS 

Approval from tile HUlllclrl Subjects COll1mittee of Tile University of Arizona was 

obtainp.d prior to survey data collection Wllicll was considered no risl\ (Appendix A). The 

subject disclaimer form was given to participants prior to tile pretesting session. The 

intervention part of tile research was considered at Iligller risk since specific pllysical 
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measures of the subjects would be made, tl1erefore a separate human subjects proposal was 

submitted which required a consent form to be signed in order to participate, Both the 

disclaimer and consent forms assured confidentiality of the data collected, The names will be 

destroyed after all data are collected to assure anonymity, The raw data will be secured in a 

safe place and reported only as group data. Participants Wl10 experienced increases in 

diastolic blood pressure greater tl1an 90 or systolic blood pressure greater than 140 during 

the intervention phase of the researcl1 project were referred for medical care or re-evaluation if 

already under physician care. 

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES 

Phase I: 

Magnus' (1991) recOllllll811Uatiol IS for plal1ning a cOlllmunity-based risk reduction 

program were reviewed and illlplemented prior to data collection. Tile recommendations are 

as follows: empl1asize C0l1111lLII1ity participation and seek out advice of indigenous leaders; 

utilize preferred communication cl1annels witl1 simplified messages; conduct a local needs 

assessment; and identify local norms for such tl1ings as meeting times and length of 

programs. Other common features of successful programs presented were utilization of 

existing community structures SUCl1 as cl1urches and social clubs, utilization of local 

organizations such as the American Heart Association and the American Red Cross, and 

involvement of community leaders in tile planning and implementation of programs (Magnus, 

1991). 

Eftorts were made to recruit subjects from city funded community centers in African

American neighborl1oods; the investigator visited these centers, and met with tile staft to 

discuss the researcl1 project. OUler organizations were 111Volved in tile planning phase which 

included the county Ilealtll elepartl1181lt anel IIle local cllapter of tile American Heart 

Association. 
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Funds for subject incentives were solicited tllrougll a grant from the regional American 

Heart Association, given literature review data indicating ttlat participation is often a problem 

with minority groups, Funds were awarded Wllich allowed payment to subjects of $10 for 

completing the initial survey questionnaire in Phase I, and $5 for each class attended in 

Phase II. 

Posters and flyers (Appendix 0) approved by ttle community center staff were placed 

at each community center, ancJ tile investigator was invited to present the project at several 

scheduled neighborhood meetings Ileld at the neigllborhood centers. In addition, staff 

assisted in the dissemination of information about the research project by telephone calls and 

word of moutll. 

In Pilase I, subject disclaimer fmllls were reviewed prior to testing (Appendix A). 

Then, participants cOlllpletecJ six questionnaires. Tile Risk Factor Knowledge Scale was 

presented first with ttle otller five scales being presented in random order. The six 

instruments used were: 

1. Risk Factor Knowledge Scale 

2. Life Values Scale. 

3. Healtll Abilities Scale 

4. Health Beliefs SCelie 

5. Risk Reductioll Bellavior Inventory 

6. Wallston and Wallston Healttl Locus of Control Scale 

The instruments were given to participants in a room at the community centers. The 

investigator read to ttlose who Ilaei difficulty reading or understanding tile questionnaires. 

Fifteen (10%) of the questiollilclires were taken to participants by community health nurses or 

family members and returned t)y mail or left at tile cOllllllunity centers. Subjects were asked 

at the end of the questionnaire if t11ey wislled to participate in Pilase II of the research project. 
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Phase II: 

In Phase II of the researctl study, tile data frorn tile survey were analyzed in order to 

design and oHer to subjects a community based intervention program. Also, arrangernents 

were rnade with the local Ilealth department to oHer free cholesterol screening. Participants 

were required to sign a subject's consent form because Ule intervention protocol requested 

that subjects participate in cllolesterol screening; attend four classes, and allow their blood 

pressure, height, and weigllt to be measured (Appendix A). 

In Phase II of the project, tile community-based intervention classes were oHered to 

those who had participated in tile survey. Tile first intervention program consisted of 4 classes 

which targeted selected risk factors: diet fat and salt, cholesterol, exercise, stress, and alcohol 

use. Smoking was not targeted for intervention in the first set of classes because none of the 

participants in the first intervention group smoked. 

After reading and Signing tile consent forms, all sut)jects tlad blood pressure; pulse; 

and height and weight record eel following established protocol (Appendix C). Then subjects 

were asked to record tlleir dietary intake for 1-3 days; inclividual analysis using USDA 

guidelines was done for eactl participant with computer analyses (Appendix D for sample). 

Pre and post tests were given In eacll class. After tile first intervention program, a second 

was planned with changes I)aseli on participant and program evaluations. 

DATA ANALYSIS PLAN 

Research questions were generated for bOUl pllases of Ule study and are as follows: 

1. Wilat are tile cleillograpilic cllaracteristics 01 tile African-American group used 

in the study? 

2. Wilat are tile risk reduction bellaviors in Ule group? 

3. What are tile psycllosocial cllaracteristics of tile group? 



4. Are tllere differences rn II-Ie group baseel on ti,e demograpllic moderator of 

gender? 

5. When the model is tested, which independent variables meet the criteria as 

mediators? 

6. Whicll independent variables in the model meet the criteria as moderators? 

7. What are the total effects of the variables tested in each risk reduction 

behavior model? 
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8. Do tile predictrorlS of tile varial)les derived from previous research hold true in 

the risk reduction moeiels generated from these data? 

9. Are there differences in IIle demographic and psycllosocial predictors 

between African-American subjects WllO decided to participate in Phase" of 

the researcll and tl,ose WllO did not? 

10. What are tile results of tile planllecl interventions that were tested in the 

community-basecl program? 

11. What subject risk reduction behavior cllanges were the result of the 

community-based program int8~ventions? 

12. What cl-langes were initiated in the program based on program and participant 

evaluation? 

Questions 1 tllrougll 8 were tested in pllase I of tile researcll. Descriptive statistics 

were used to describe tile demograpllic and psychosocial cllaracteristics of the sample and 

risk reduction behaviors. T-Test for significant differences between men and women was also 

computed. Correlational and Illultiple regression statistics were used to test moderator and/or 

mediator relationships among tile variat)les and to generate the risk reduction behavior 

models. In addition. tile Illultiple regression assumptions were tested for violations with use of 

graphic residual analysis. 
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Questions 9 tllrougll 12 were tested in Pilase II of tile study. Descriptive statistics and 

tests for significant differences were used to answer research questions 9 through 12. 

LIMITATIONS TO STUDY 

The complexity of this study required assessing different internal and external threats 

to validity depending on tile pllase of tile study. 

Threats to External Validity: 

Because tile purpose 01 tile study was to assess cllaracteristics of a particular 

minority group and develop interventions for tllat specific group; a homogeneous group was 

used as a control for ethnicity. Therefore. generizability to other groups was not a major focus 

of the study. However, tllere were other external threats to consider. Quota sampling was 

also used to assure more representation within tile study sample by gender and age. To 

control for interactions between setting and treatment, tile research study was conducted at 

neighborhood centers wl1ere subjects were in familiar surroundings in their own 

neighborlloods. Tile original design plan was to use at least two different sites at times 

chosen by subjects. Data collection in Pilase I was conducted at various times and days over 

a one month period. 

Threats To Internal Validity: Relevant to Phase I and Phase II 

To develop a tlleoretical 1ll0elr~1 one must "presume" causes and effects in order to 

identify concepts and tlleir relatlonsllips. Tilerelore, construct validity is an important issue in 

theory testing. To generate moelels frolll the elata one is inferring cause, and these 

conclusions are made on the basis of statistical evidence; tllerefore, the investigator needs to 

assess threats to statistical conclusion validity (Cook & Campbell, 1979). The following is a 

discussion of threats to construct validity and statistical conclusion validity as defined by Cook 

and Campbell, (1979), anel tl18 cOlltl'Ols tllat were used ill tile study to address the threats. 



Construct Validity 

Inadequate Specification 
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The theoretical framework frolll tilis study was a combination of variables that had 

been extensively defined, researched and tested, and found to be most predictive of risk 

reduction behavior. The strengtll of tile previous work was considered optimum for reducing 

threat of inadequate specification in tile model. In addition, the focus of the study was to 

more explicitly specify tile relaticJIlsllips between tile variables in terms of possible mediators 

or modifiers, ratller tilan lestilll:J Ilew variaLJles. tilerelore. ell 1 exploratory muitivariant analysis 

approach was used. 

Mono-Operation and Mono-Method Bias 

To control for mallo-operation and mono-method bias, one must incorporate 

alternative measures of the effect construct and more than or.e operational representation of a 

construct (Cook & Campbell, 1979). SOllie control was exerted in this area as the community 

based program pilot allowed for indivicJual testing and reassessment of information gathered 

in the original survey. For example, tile survey asked subjects to record how many times per 

week they used foods from a list rrovicieci. Tile amount of diet fat risk was computed by the 

frequency of certain foods. During tile comillunity based program subjects were asked to 

record the exact foods ttley had eaten for one to three days. The diet fat content was 

analyzed using USDA criteria. 

Interaction of Testing and Treatment 

To control for tile t11reat posed by interaction of tesiing and treatment, one would 

need to vary pretest and posttest procedures (Cook & Campbell, 1979). Because only one 

site participated in Pilase II insteacl of two as planned, tile plan for controlling this threat was 

altered and therefore tile threat of interaction of testing and treatment was inadequately 

controlled. 
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Interaction of Different Treatments 

The interaction of different trEatment occurs when respondents experience more than 

one treatment at the same time (Cook & Campbell, 1979). This was a threat that was not 

controlled, first due to having only one group participate in Phase II instead of two groups as 

planned, and second because ttle nature of a community-based program involves multiple 

interventions. The original plan was to vary the interventions willl two groups in order to 

compare the differences in outcomes. 

Restricted Generalizability Across Constructs 

The threat of restricted generalizability across constructs occurs when effect in a 

model or of a treatment is only assessed for one construct (Cook & Campbell, 1979). In this 

study, the effects in the model were assessed for six different but related risk reduction 

behaviors. Thus, it was possible to SllOW how age and gender could be both a positive or 

negative predictor depending or 1 tile bellavior. and how level of difficulty differed with each 

behavior. 

Statistical Conclusion Validity 

Low Statistical Power 

The likelihood 01 making an incorrect no-difference conclusion (type II error) increases 

wilen sample sizes are small or tile alplla is set too low (Cook & Campbell. 1979). In Phase I, 

the original sample size was ralsecl from 100 to 150 for ttle model testing in order to have the 

minimum 100 sample as recomr Tlended IJY Pedllazur (1982) for multiple regression analysis. 

Also Brink & Wood (1983) recolllmend at least five observations for each variable. In the 

conceptual model (Figure 1) tllere are 19 varial)les. Tilerefore a minimum of 95 was needed. 

Because different levels of education ;:HICl incorne wee measured. an additional five subjects 

for each category is recol1llllenueeL Incentives were used in order to encourage an adequate 

number of participants. In PllElSe I 143 subjects participated whicll was considered adequate 



to test the model. The alplla coefficient was set at .05. In Pilase II, wllere the sample size 

was mucll smaller, tile alpl1a was raiseeJ to .10. 

Violated Assumptions of Statistical Tests 
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Grapl1ic residual analysis was used to examine tile statistical assumptions tllat tile 

error terms have a mean of zero, a constance variance, are normally distributed, and that the 

independent variables are fixed (PedI13zur, 1982). 

Reliability of Measures 

Instrumem~ used in tile study 11ad been used in previous studies with a focus on 

preventive health bel1aviors. However, tl1ere were two instruments that did not meet the 

criterion for reliability (0. 70) a~ stated I)y Nunnally (1978). Tiley were tile Health Locus of 

Control scale a=.67 and tile Health Abilities Scale at a=.60. The External Health Locus of 

Control subscale was the most problematic witl1 an alpha coeHicient of .49. The other four 

scales exceeded tile .70 criterion. The significance level for all tests was set at p=,05. 

Reliability of Treatment Implementation 

Tile tl1reat of I elialJility 01 treatm81 It Illlplelllelltatlon relates to tile consistency in 

treatments. This tl1reat was Illil lilllizecf ill Pilase I I)y using a testing booklet. and tile same 

sites and personnel for administering tile tests. In Pl1ase II, control was exerted by following a 

teaching plan, utilizing tile same personnel, and standardized materials from the American 

Heart Association. 

Random Heterogeneity of Respondents 

The tl1reat of random Ileterogeneity of respollcJents can be minimized by selecting 

homogeneous responelent populations (Cook & Campbell. 1979). A 110mogeneous sample of 

African-Americans was recruited for tile study. Also, relevant characteristics were measured 

and controlled for in the statistical analysis. 
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Other Threats To Internal Validity 

Compensatory Threats and Threat of Resentful Demoralization 

Some of tile internal tllreats to validity tllat were considered extremely important for 

this study during tile initial data collection and implementation of the community based 

program related to the possibility of sensitivity of minority groups and the use of monetary 

incentives. The internal threats to be considered were as follows: r.ompensatory equalization 

of treatments, compensatory rivalry, and possible resentful demoralization (Cook & Campbell, 

1979). These threats cannot 1)8 controlled even by ranclolllization (Cook & Campbell, 1979). 

To control for tllese tllreats, time was allowed for adequate planning with center staff prior to 

implementing Phase I. Tilis also allowed time for communication to all interested persons. 

The two sites chosen were servll1g tile majority of low income African-Americans within the 

immediate research area. During tile initial data collection, ttle investigator discussed the 

project with all interested groups, provided posters explaining the project, and a sample of the 

study questionnaire. Also criteria for 11113 study were flexible to allow any adult African

American to participate. Tile CiLiota sampling to get different ages and both males and 

females in the sample was cOllsielered fair by staff and participants, as it allowed more of the 

neighborhood a cllance to par1icipate. ratiler 1I1al1 all senior citizens WllO were more frequently 

at the centers. Staff made efforts to disseminate information to all potential SUbjects within the 

neighborhood by telephone ct:llis. 

Diffusion of treatments 

Diffusion of treatments was also considered a real tilreat, therefore, it was planned to 

use two sites to test difierent interventions. However, only one site participated in Phase II, so 

the research design was aCljusted for olle site participation. At tile site, many of the subjects 

interacted on a daily basis making it too difficult to control for diffusion of difierent treatments. 



Therefore, only one treatment plan was used, pretest and posttest results were measured. 

Modifications in the program were made and then retested with a second group. 

History, Maturation and Testing 
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The threat of history was not considered controllable. Some control over maturation 

and testing was done by using survey data as tile pretest to prevent duplicate pretesting, and 

Iirnilill!:J ihe amount of time for tile intervention program. Tile program was designed to be 

intensive over a four week period of tiffle. No otller Ilealtll related programs were being 

offered at the neighborllood centers during til at time. 

Instrumentation, Selection, and Mortality 

Instrumentation was not consieJered a tllieat as tile same questionnaires were used in 

pre and post testing and adfflillisteled i)Utll tiflles by tile investigator. Statistical tests for 

differences between participants were acJlllinistered to control for selection biases. The 

monetary incentive was planned to reduce attrition, and tlluS exert some control over mortality. 

Statistical control was also used by measuring tile effects of such variables as age, gender. 

education, and income. 

In summary, tilreats tilat were not adequately controlled and considered limitations to 

the study were as follows: measurelllcmt error in two instruments out of six administered in 

Phase I. In Phase II, limitations were sample size, use of only one group for interventions, and 

attrition during the intervention programs. Pilase II also was limited related to lack of control in 

interaction of testing and treatment and interaction of cJif1erent treatment methods. 

SUMMARY 

In Chapter t11ree, tile ffletllodolo~y was preseflted. The sample and setting for the 

study with African-Americans was ciesclii)ed as well as tile subject criteria. A two phase 

research design was descrii)ecJ. Phase i consisted of collecting data with five instruments and 

a survey in order to assess risk factors, risk reduction behaviors, and psycilosocial variables 



predictive of risk reduction behaviors. Tile instruments and reliability and validity data were 

presented. Data col!ection and preintervention planning protocols and methods were 

discussed. Data analysis plans for Phase I to answer tile research questions 1 through 7 

included descriptive, correlatioi"kll ancl Illultiple regression tecllniques to describe the total 

sample, to identify risk reductiorl behClviors, to test for tile moderator and mediator variables, 

to generate tile data based models of predictors of tile risk reduction bellaviors, and to test 

the stated predictions of the model. 
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Phase II of the r'2searcll study consisted of a community-based Intervention pilot study 

in which data from Pilase I were utilized to develop and test specific interventions. Data 

analysiS plans for ptlase II to answer researctl questions 8 tllrough 12 utilized descriptive and 

correlational techniques to describe differences between the intervention groups and the total 

sample, to test the eHectiveness of interventions, and to evaluate trle results of the community

based program. Limitations to Ule stucJy were discussed including threats to both external 

and internal validity. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The results of data analysis are described in Chapter 4 for each of the research 

questions. Researcll questions were generated for two pllases of the study and are as 

follows: 
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1. What are tile deillograpilic cllaracteristics of the African-American group used 

in the study? 

2. What are Ule risk reduction bellaviors in tile group? 

3. What are the psychosocial characteristics of the group? 

4. Are tl1ere differences in tile group based on the demographic moderator of 

gender? 

5. When the model is tested. Wllicll independent variables meet the criteria as 

mediators? 

6. Whicl1 independent variables in tile model meet tile criteria as moderators? 

7. What are tile total effects of tile variables tested in each risk reduction 

bellavior l11oclel7 

8. Do tile predicltons of tile variables derived from previous researcl1 hold true in 

the risk recluctioll models generated frolTl tl1ese data? 

9. Are tl1ere differellces in tile clemograpl1ic and psycllOsocial predictors 

between African-American subjects wllo decided to participate in phase II of 

the research and tllose Wl10 (lid not? 

10. Wilat are tile results of tile planned interventions tl1at were tested in the 

community-based program? 

11. Wilat subject risk reduction bellavior cl1anges were tile result of the 

community-based progranl interventions? 
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12. What changes were initiated in tile program based on program and participant 

evaluation? 

RESULTS OF PHASE I RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

In Phase I, research questions 1 through 8 were tested. The results of each research 

question are presented in sequence. 

1. WHAT ARE THE DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GROUP? 

One hundred forty-tl1ree of tile 150 questionnaires were returned for a 95.3 percent 

response rate. The sample cO/lsisted of 51 males and 92 females who identified themselves 

as African-American. The mean age was 52.17 witl1 a standard deviation of 1.59 years. The 

median age was 55.0. Marital status was not asked, but tile mean number in household 

was 3. 

The highest level of education cOlllpleted by tile sample is described in Table 3. 

Eighteen percent completed higllscllool, 4 percent attended some vocational training, 37 

percent attended college and 13 percent received college degrees. Thirty-nine percent 

reported that they were presently working and 61 percent were eitller unemployed, not 

working or retired. 

Table 4 describes tile allnual income levels reported by tile group. Thirty-five percent 

reported less tl1an $6000 per Ilousehold. Twenty-seven percent reported $6100 to $12,000, 

17 percent reported $12,100 to $18,000, and 9 percent reported $18,100 to $24,000. Five 

percent reported more tl1an $24.000. Tilirty-eigilt percent reported tllat income was enougtl 

~or basic needs and 62 percellt reported tllat it was not enougll for basic needs. 
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Table 3. Highest Level of Education Completed by ttle Sarnple (N = 143) 

Highest Education 
Level Cornpleted Nurnber (N) Percent of Sarnple (%) 

Eighth Grade or Less 18 13 

Sorne Higll SCllool 22 15 

High School Graduate 25 18 

Vocational School 6 4 

Sorne College 53 37 

College Graduate 10 7 

Graduate Degree 9 6 

143 100% 

Table 4. Annual Incolll8 Level of Sample (N = 143) Per Housellold Mean Household = 3 

Income Number (N) Percent 01 Sample (%) 

Less than 6000 50 35 

6100 - 9000 17 27 

9100 - 12,000 21 17 

12,100 - 15,000 10 7 

15,100 - 18,000 15 10 

18,100 - 24,000 13 

More tilan 24,000 8 6 

Missing 9 6 

143 100% 

--_ ......... _----------
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2. WHAT ARE THE RISK FACTORS AND RISK REDUCTION BEHAVIORS? 

Subjects were asked about Ilistory of heart disease. Table 5 describes the results. 

Seventy percent reported tllat someone in the family Ilacl high blood pressure. Sixty percent 

reported someone in the family had heart disease. Twenty-four percent of subjects had been 

told by a physician that tlley had Ileart clisease and 9 percent of subjects reported that they 

had diabetes mellitus. 

Twenty-six (18%) of subjects kllew ti1eir cllolesterol level and reported a range 

between 133 and 300 witll a 11l8Clil of 202. Sixty-two (43%) subjects knew their blood 

pressure and reported a systolic range from 100 to 180. Twenty-four (39%) of the 62 reported 

systolics above 140. Sixteen (26%) reported diastolic at 90 or higher. Forty-two subjects 

(31 %) reported 1I1at were taking medication for high blood pressure. 

One hundred ten or 78°0 repol1ed no alcol101 use. Subjects WllO reported use of 

alcohol are described in Table (j and Table 7. Sixty-six percent reported no smoking or 

tobacco use. Only 14 subjects (9°0) reported smoking 1 pack or more per day. Weigllt risk 

factor for heart disease wa~ computed using "RISKO" developing by the American Heart 

Association, and was by self-report of weigllt and heigllt. Table 8 shows this analysis. Forty

three percent of the sample were at 1l10clerate or high risk clue to overweight. 

The dietary 11abits of subjects were analyzed from a 7 day food frequency report. A 

risk factor for fat in diet was computed by totaling tl18 number of meat, eggs and dairy 

products per week as was descril)ed iJY Becker and Levine (1 98f)(Table 9); and the risk 

factor for sodium was also assigned based on tile same life style risk instrument described by 



Table 5. Medical History 

Family History of Higil Blood Pressure 

Family His!.sry of Heart Disease 

Subject History of Heart Disease 

Subject History of Diai)etes 

Table 6. Alcohol Use 

# of Drinks/Day 

2 

3 

4 

6 

9 

N 

99 

60 

24 

13 

On Weekdays 
N 

15 

10 

3 

2 

77 

% 

70 

41 

17 

9 

On Weekends 
N 

8 

21 

4 



Table 7. Kind of AlcollOI 

Time 

Weekday 

Weekend 

Wine/Beer 
N 

7 

8 

Table 8. Weight Risk lor Heart Disease (N = 14) 

Risk N 

No Risk 28 

Slight Risk 52 

Moderate Risk 32 

High Risk 28 

Table 9. Dietary Fat Risk 

Risk Level Frequency N 

Risk 0 0-3 7 

Risk 1 4-7 13 

Risk 2 8 - 12 26 

Risk 3 13 - 24 66 

Risk 4 >24 30 

Kind 
Cocktails 

N 

21 

23 

Combination 
N 

4 

4 

20 

37 

23 

20 

% 

4.9 

9.2 

18.3 

46.5 

21.1 
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Becker and Levine (1987)(Table 10). Sixty-seven fJercent of tile sample had reported fat 

intake high enougll to put ttlelll at moderate to high risk for heart disease. Thirty percent of 

the subjects were at moderate to ~ligll risk due to intake of salt. 

Subjects were asked about usual exercise activity. Table 11 illustrates type and 

frequency of exercise activities. Walking was ttle most frequently reported exercise activity. 

Approximately 54% (N = 143) reported walking 2 or more times per week. Forty-five subjects 

(31 %) reported never walking. Tile mean activity level for ttle group was 2.8 times/week. 

(Table 11.) Exercising at Ilome was tile second most reported activity with a mean of 1.2 

times/week. 
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Subjects were also asked wllat activities did tlley do to control stress or to relax each 

week. Table 12 describes types of activities and mean times/week. Relaxing by self was tile 

most frequently reported activity and was done by 87% of subjects. Family activities and 

enjoyable work were reported 1-7 times/week as an activity by 70 percent of the group. Sixty

eight percent went to cllurcll iJt least once/week. Sixty-five percent Illet with groups at least 

1/week and also did IlotJt)ies Olle or Illore tillles/week. 

3. WHAT ARE THE PSYCHOSOCIAL CHARACTERISTiCS OF THE GROUP? 

Health Knowledge 

Subjects were asked to circle risk factors til at cOlltribute to ~leart disease out of a list 

of 11. All factors on tile list were correct for a score of 11. Table 13 illustrates tile risk factors 

and number of subjects who iclemlifieel correctly eacll risk factor. Smoking, saturated fats, and 

stress were most frequently indica:ed by 77 to 85% of subjects. Sixty-seven percent identified 

family history as a risk factor; 53 percent identified diabetes; and 40 percent identified age. 

Being a man or being a womall was seen as a risk factor for heart disease by 19% and 14.7% 

respectively. Seventy-five percellt of subjects identified Iligll blood pressure as a risk factor 

for heart disease. 



Table 10. Dietary Salt Risk 

Risk Level 

Risk 0 

Risk 1 

Risk 2 

Risk 3 

Risk 4 

Frequency 

o 

1 - 3 

4-6 

7-9 

10 - 12 

N 

30 

34 

34 

36 

8 

% 

21.1 

23.9 

23.9 

25.4 

5.6 

80 
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Table 11. Exercise 

Activity Mean/Week 

Walking 2.80 

Exercise at Horne 1.28 

Sports .85 

Bicycle .63 

Running .45 

Swim .30 

Exercise Class .20 

Mean Total Activity = 2.8/week 
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Table 12. Relaxation Activities 

Activity Mean/Week SD 

Relax by Self 4.37 4.18 

Enjoyable Work 2.59 2.35 

Family Activities 2.32 2.26 

Hobbies 2.34 3.37 

Go to Church 1.68 5.97 

Meet with Groups 1.72 2.53 



Table 13. HealHl Knowledge (N = 143) 

Knowledge of Risk Factor 

Smoking 

Stress 

Saturated Fats 

Cholesterol 

Higll Blood Pressure 

Family History 

Diabetes 

Lifestyle 

Age 

Men 

Women 

Number Who Identified 
Correctly 

121 

115 

110 

109 

107 

96 

75 

69 

57 

27 

21 

83 

Percent 

85 

80 

77 

77 

75 

67 

53 

48 

40 

19 

14.7 
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Health Locus of Control 

The maximum score per item was six and minimum was 1 for 11 total questions. The 

mean internal score was 3.7 out of 6 questions and the mean external score was 3.2, out of 5 

questions indicating tllat subjects were slightly more internal than external (Table 14). 

Health Beliefs 

Table 15 shows tile total susceptibility and severity scores with 36 a maximum total 

score and 6 a minimum score. In general subjects perceived themselves susceptible to high 

blood pressure and heart disease and Iligh cholesterol, and considered the conditions 

serious. They did not identify very many barriers to undertaking preventive measures such as 

balancing job hours, family life or stress (Table 16). Lack of money for a healthy diet was the 

largest barrier reported witrl lovu of jLl! Ik food ttle second. 

Health Abilities 

Perceptions of difficulty to undertake risk reduction behaviors was measured as an 

inverse indicator of self -efficacy. Table 17 SllOWS tile activities and degree of perceived 

difficulty from 1 to 9 by subjects witll 1 indicating no difficulty and 9 tile most difficulty. 

Subjects reported almost equal difficulty in the risk reduction behaviors when measured as 

group means. However. since over 60~o of sul)jects did not smoke, smokers vs non-smokers 

were compared. Tal)le 18 is elifficulty rated by smokers vs non smokers. 

Life Values 

Subjects were asked to number in oreler of importance the values they considered 

important to a happy life. Nine clloices were given with an optional write in response (Table 

19). Health was ranked higllest follow(~d by self-respect. family life, being independent, 

accomplishments, good job, close fllell(15. social importance. and exciting life in respective 

order. Fourteen subjects I/vrote ill Cilristian lifE:, God or similar words as their first value. 



Table 14. 
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Mean Scores, Standard Deviations, Maximum and Minimum Possible Scores, 
and Number of QuestiollS in Healtll Locus of Control Subscales (N = 143) 

Health Locus of Control Mean SO Maximum Minimum Number 
of Items 

Internal 3.7 1.18 6 5 

External 3.2 .95 6 6 

Table 15. Mean Scores. StclildarcJ Deviations, Maximum and Minimum Total Scores, and 
Number of Questions ill Healttl Belief Subscales ( N = 143) 

Health Beliefs Mean SO Maximulll 

Susceptibility 22.38 5.22 36 

Severity 24.37 7.04 36 

Barriers 26.20 11.00 66 

Minimum 

6 

6 

11 

Number of 
Items 

6 

6 

11 
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Table 16. Barriers: Items on Questionnaires (N = 143) 

Barriers/Activity Mean Score SD 

Job Hours/Exercise 2.30 1.6 

Dislike of Exercise 2.50 1.6 

Family Life/Exercise 2.01 1.5 

Stress Level/Exercise 2.10 1.5 

Unsafe Neigllborhood for/Exercise 2.08 1.5 

Lack of Time/Health Diet 2.20 1.5 

Lack of Money/Health Diet 2.80 1.8 

Love of Junk Food/Healtll Diet 2.65 1.7 

Family Food Preferences/Health Diet 1.99 1.4 

Stress/Smoking 2.50 1.7 

Craving/Srnoking 2.25 1.9 
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Table 17. Healttl Abilities (N = 143) 

Difficulty (1-9) 

Activity Item # Mean so 

Eating Low Fat Low ellolesterol Foods 3.9 2.65 

Using Less Salt 2 3.6 2.91 

Walking 30 Minutes/Day 3 3.9 2.99 

*Quit Smoking 4 4.1 3.50 

**Practicing Relaxation 5 3.9 2.77 

* N = 113 
** N = 142 



Table 18. Quit Smokillg Difficulty Frequency Range (N = 113) 

Difficulty Level Number Percent 

56 50 

2 4 3 

3 3 2.5 

4 3 2.5 

5 5 4.5 

6 2 2 

7 5 4.5 

8 5 4.5 

9 29 26.5 

113 100% 

Mean and Median Difficulty III Smokill~ of Smokers Vs. NOli-Smokers 

Smokers Mean - 4.08 
Non-Smokers Mean - 3.75 
Smokers Median - 4.0 
Non-Smokers Median - 3.5 
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Table 19. Life Value Ranking (N = 143) 

Life Value Rank Mean SD 

Health 1.83 1.7 

Self Respect 2.72 2.2 

Satisfying Family Life 2.90 2.4 

Being Indepenclent 3.12 2.4 

Feeling of ACCOlllplislllnent 3.46 2.4 

Good Job 4.29 3.5 

Close Friends 4.50 2.9 

Social Importance 5.50 3.5 

Exciting Life 5.70 3.3 

1 = Most Important to 10 = Least Important 



Money and ability to travel were otiler values written in but tilese particular write ins ranked 

lower than number one. 

4. WHAT DIFFERENCES CAN BE BASED ON GENDER IN THE GROUP? 
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To measure differences in all psycllosocial variables and health behaviors of the 

survey group based on gender, t-tests were done. The following significant differences based 

on gender were found. Women had significantly higller health knowledge scores than men 

(t=1.9, df=141, p=.05), and fewer perceptions of difficulty in performing risk reduction 

behaviors (t = 2.1, df= 11 0, p=. 0:3). Men ill tile group cOllsumed significantly more alcoilol 

than women (t=3.5, df=70.9, p=<.001), and smoked more tllan women (t=2.3, df=139, 

p=.02). 

5. WHEN THE MODEL IS TESTED WHICH INDEPENDENT VARIABLES MEET THE 

CRITERIA AS MEDIATORS? 

Tile variables within eacll stage were first assessed for the potential problem of 

multicollinearity prior to initiation of tile regression analysis procedures. Multicollinearity refers 

to intercorrelations among independent varial)les. Tile greater the correlations between 

independent variables, tile smaller tile cfeterminant of the matrix. High correlations between 

two independent variables also result in a reduction in tile magnitude of tile regression 

coefficients and an increase in tlleir standard error (Pedllazar, 1982). Kerlinger (1973) 

suggested that correlations equal to or .ill excess of .70 constitute evidence of multicollinearity. 

Table E1 (N = 143) (Appelldix E) cJi~pICly~ results of tile Pearson Product-moment correlations 

of the main effect variables III tile lllQ(fel. None of tile correlations were Iligll enougll (above 

.70) to be considered IllUlticollillear. 

Next, intermediate mociels for ttle six risk reduction bellaviors were constructed using 

the significant Pearson Moment correlatiolls between tile motivations and individual 

perceptions and eacll risk reduction bellavior (Figure 1). The purpose of this analysis was to 



identify sets of variables tllat could meet eitller mediator or moderator criteria. Figures 2 

through 7 show those variable relationstlip patterns ttlat were significant at p= < .05. 
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Multiple regression was ttlen lIsed to test ttle possilJle mediating affects of the 

individual perception variables wt'lere a mediating configuration of variables existed for testing. 

For example, in Figures 2 and 3, healtll value was a possible mediator between risks and diet 

fat, and between risks and diet sodium Ttlere was also a possible mediator effect of external 

locus of control between risks and (Iiet fat. In Figure 5, given the relationship patterns seen in 

the zero order correlations, t1lere was no potential for a mediator relationship; and therefore, 

no need to test furttler for a 11lediation effect tllrougll regression analysis. However, the 

demographic variables could be tested as moderators of the relationsllip between 

susceptibility and stress reciuction. 

To test for mediation using regression models. olle tests ttlree equations: first, 

regressing the meciiator on tile independent variable; second, regressing the dependent 

variable on the independent variable. i:lI1d ttlird regressing the dependent variable on both the 

independent variable and 011 It ll' lllecJiator (Baron & KeIIlIY. 1986), For example. as seen in 

Figure 2, a significant relationstlip exists between Risks and Healtll Value (the mediator on the 

independent variable), between risk allCJ diet fat (tile dependent variable on the independent 

variable), and between Healttl Value and diet fat (the dependent variable on the mediator). 



INTERMEDIATE MODELS OF SPECIFIC OUTCOME VARIABLES 

rusKs---------------------=·18~--------------~ 

EXTERNAL LOC 

SEVERITY 

DIFFICULTY 1 

DIFFICULTY 2 

DIFFICULTY 4 

Figure 2. Diet Fat Intake. 

RISKS __________________ -...;;;;.2"-3 ___________ DIET SODIUM 

HEALTH VALUE 

DIFFICULTY 1 

DIFFICULTY 2 

Figure 3. Diet Sodium Intake. 
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INTERMEDIATE MODELS OF SPECIFIC OUTCOME VARIABLES 

RISKS 
-.16 

HEALTH VALUE -.16 

SUSCEPTIBILITY -.2 

DIFFICULTY 3 

Figure 4. Amount of Exercise. 

-.16 
SUSCEPTIBILITY ----------- STRESS REDUCTION 

Figure 5. Amount of Stress Reduction Activity. 



INTERMEDIATE MODELS OF SPECIFIC OUTCOME VARIABLES 

-.33 
ruSKS------------------------ALCOHOL 

HEALTH VALUE 

DIFFICULTY 4 

Figure 6. Alcohol Consumption 

-.20 

BARRIERS 

DIFFICULTY 2 

DIFFICULTY 4 

Figure 7. Smoking Activity. 
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If during regression analysis, IIle palll Irolll risks to diet fat equals zero or is significantly 

diminislled when both the independent variat)le (Risks) and tile mediator variable (Health 

Value) are entered into the equation with diet fat as the dependent variable, tllen Health 

Value is supported as a mediator of Risks relative to diet fat. 

The result of testing willl all six dependent variables was that a mediation effect was 

supported in only one case and is depicted in Figure 4. External Locus of Control was 

supported as a mediator of risks relative to exercise. No other mediation effects were 

supported in the other five dependent varial)les. 

6. WHICH INDEPENDENT VARIABLES IN THE MODEL MEET THE CRITERIA AS 

MODERATORS? 
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A rnoderator is defined as a variable 1I1at affects IIle direction and/or strength of the 

relationship between an indepelldent or predictor variable and a dependent variable. Possible 

moderator effects were tested by aeJdillg tile interactions between the independent variables 

that met the criteria for possible moderator affect to tile regression equations. One criterion for 

a moderating variable is that, ideally, tile moderator variable should be uncorrelated with both 

the predictor and tile dependent variable and tllat it conceptually can be specified as an 

independent variable (Baron & Kellny, 1986). F or this stuely, tile criterion was amended to the 

following: (1) include variat)les Ilot correlated willl tile predictor independent variable of risks, 

but (2) include variables if correlations willl the dependent variable do not exceed .40. In 

order to test for moderator effect a regression equation is tested using as tile independent 

variables each of the predictor varial)les as well as an interaction term combining the 

predictors. For example, in tile first I110elel (Figure 2, Diet Fat), tile first equation included the 

predictors (Risks) and Healtll ValLie allel tlleir interaction term, Risk x Healtll Value. Health 

Value alone was tile only varial)le IIlat entered tile equation, so Health Value was not 

supported as a moderator for Risks relative to tile outcome diet fat. Next the equation of 
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Risks, Severity, and tlleir interaction term Risks x Severity was regressed on the dependent 

variable Diet Fat. Risks and severity dropped out of the equation leaving the interaction term 

Risks x Severity; thus severity moderated Risks relative to the outcome diet fat. Difficulty 1 

was also found to be a moderator in Figure 2. In tile next model (Figure 3 Diet Sodium), the 

moderators for risk relative to tile dependent variable diet sodium were health value, difficulty 

1, and difficulty 2. 

In the third risk reduction model (Figure 4 Exercise), healtll value and difficulty 3 

moderated the relationship between risks and external. In tile fourth model (Figure 5 Stress 

Reduction), there were no moderators to test, given tile lack of correlations with other 

variables. In the fiftll mode! AlcollOI (Figure 6), Ilealth value and difficulty 4 were moderators 

of risks relative to Alcol'lOl. In tile sixtil model (Figure 5 Smoking), no moderators were 

supported. 

After this testing for IllocJerating effects, all remaining variables were entered for each 

risk reduction behavior. Tile variables tllat stayed in the equation for each model (Table 20) 

were then tested for contribution of direct and/or moderator effects of the demographic 

variables of age, gender, education and income. 

The results of this regression analysis are reported next. Education entered as a 

direct effect for Stress Reduction l)ellClVior (Figure 8). EeJucation moderated the effect of Risk 

Severity in Diet Fat. Age entered as a direct effect only for Diet Sodium behavior. Age also 

entered as a direct effect in Diet Fat. Age entered as a moderator of Risk Severity in Exercise. 



Table 20. Models Prior to Entering Demographic Variables 

Dependent 
Variable 

Stress 
Reduction 

Diet Fat 

Diet Sodium 

Exercise 

AlcoilOI 

Smoking 

Independent 
Variables 

Susceptibility 

Risks X Severity 
Difficulty 4 
Difficulty 1 

Risks X Health Values 
Difficulty 1 

Risks X Difficulty 

Risks X Healtll Values 
Dif1iculty 4 

Difficulty 4 
Risks 

Beta Culmultive R2 R2 Change 

-.27 .05 
.21 .09 .04 
.19 .12 .03 

-.27 .06 
.26 .12 .06 

.36 .12 

-.32 .12 
.30 .21 .09 

.75 .58 
-.13 .60 .02 
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Age entered as a direct effect in AlcollOI and Smoking bellaviors. Gender entered as a 

moderator of Risk Healtll Value in Alcohol behavior. Gender also entered as both a direct 

effect in Smoking and as a moderator of Difficulty. Income did not enter as a direct or 

moderator effect. 

7. WHAT ARE THE TOTAL EFFECTS OF THE VARIABLES TESTED IN EACH RISK 

REDUCTION MODEL? 
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For the final predictioll lilocJel. all varial)les remaining after tile testing of direct and 

moderating effects of tile demograptlic variables of age. gender, education, and income were 

added to each equation. Multiple regression was used to ernpirically test the Uleoretical 

model. The stepwise metllod was used to regress the final variables on Ule outcomes (risk 

reduction behaviors). Because tile results of tile model testing would be used to determine 

appropriate interventions, a criterioll of (p= .05) was used to enter a variable into the analysis. 

Standardized regressioll coefficients (Betas) were used to assess the hypothesized 

causal pathways. Standardized coefficients are scale free and can be compared across 

different variables: however tlley are population specific and cannot be compared across 

populations (Pedhazur, 1982). Figure 8 illustrates tile final predictors for each risk reduction 

behavior. Table 21 SllOWS tile stepwise regression results for each risk reduction behavior. 

Education (8 =.18) explained 2 per cent of tile variance in Stress Reduction. The 

prediction is that Ule tligtler tile education level tile more stress reduction activities: or 

conversely, tile lower tile educational level tile less stress reduction activities were used. 

Age (8:= .44) explaillec.l 19 per cent of tile variance in Diet Sodium intake. The 

prediction is that the older tile person, tile less diet sodium consumed, or conversely. tile 

younger the person, tile more diet soeliulll consumed. 

Twenty-one per cent of tile variance in Diet Fat was explained by Age (8= -.42) as a 

direct effect and by tile interaction of Age witll Risk Severity (B=-.18). Tile predictions are 
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Table 21. Regression Results: Final Model 

Dependent 
Variable 

Stress 
Reduction 

Diet Fat 

Diet Sodium 

Exercise 

Alcohol 

Smoking 

Independent 
Variables 

Education 

Age 
Education X Risks 
X Severity 

Age 

Age X Risks X 
Difficulty 3 

Age 
Difficulty 4 
Gender X Risks X 
Health Value 

Difficulty 4 
Gencler 
Age X Dilticulty 4 
Age 

Beta Culilluitive R2 R2 Change 

.18 .02 

-.42 .18 

-.18 .21 .03 

-.44 .19 

-.25 .06 

-.24 .15 
.26 .21 .16 

-.27 .27 .06 

.25 .58 
-.12 .60 .02 
.52 .61 .01 

-.20 .63 .03 
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that the older the person, the more risks, and the higher the perception of severity, the less 

consumption of diet fat; and conversely, the younger the person, the less risks, the lower the 

perception of severity, and the greater tile consumption of diet fat. 

Six percent of the variance in Exercise was explained by the interaction of Age with 

Risk Difficulty (8=-.25). Tile predictions are the older the person, the more risks, and the 

greater the difficulty, the less exercise; or conversely, the younger the person, the less risks 

and difficulty, the more the exercise. 

Twenty-seven percent of tile variance in alcollol was explained by Age (8= -.24), 

Difficulty (8= .26), and Risk Healtil Value moderated by Age (8= -.27). The predictions were 

as follows: the older the persoll tile less alcollol consumption; the more the perception of 

difficulty, the more tile alcollol consumption; older woman witil risks for Ilypertension, but 

higher health value consume less alcollol tllan men, younger persons, or those with less health 

value. Also there is the converse prediction: the younger the person, the more alcohol 

consumed; and younger men witil less risks and less health value consume more alcohol than 

older women who have higller Healtil Values. 

Sixty-tllree percent of ti-le variance in Smoking was explained by the direct effects of 

Age (8= -.20), Gender (8= -.12) and difficulty (8=.25), and by the interaction of Age and 

Difficulty (8= .52). The predictions are as follows: tile olcler tile person, tile less smoking 

behavior; women smoke less tilan men; the higher the perception of difficulty in stopping the 

more smoking behavior; olcler persons have Iligller perceptions of difficulty in stopping 

smoking. The converse predictions are as follows: the younger the person the more smoking 

behavior; men smoke more 0-1<111 women; tile lower tile perception of difficult, the less smoking 

activity; and younger person Ilas less perceptions of difficulty in stopping smoking. 
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Tests for Violations of Statistical Assuillptions 

All variables in the final equations were again checked for multicollinearity. Only one 

correlation exceeded the .70 criterion. Age x Difficulty 4 was correlated with Difficulty 4 at .87, 

p=.001 (Table E2, Appendix E). Despite the level of correlation both variables entered the 

equation for Smoking. 

The use of multiple regression is based on several statistical and theoretical 

assumptions. The major assumptions are as follows (AsI1er, 1983; Pedl1azur, 1982; Verran & 

Ferketich, 1984): 

Multiple Regression Assumptions 

1. Mean of tile reSiduals is zero. 

2. TIle variance 01 81 rors at all values of X is constant (110moscedasticity). 

3. Residuals are not correlated witll tile residuals associated with any other 

observation or Wltl1 tl18 Independent variat)Ic:. 

4. TIle residuals are Ilorrllally distrit)uted. 

5. The independent variat)les are fixed. 

6. The ine!ependent variables are measured without error. 

Residual Analysis 

Graphic residual an21ysis was Lisee! to examine tIle statistical assumptions that the 

error terms have a Illean of zero, a constant variance, and are normally distributed. The 

results of the grapl1ic residual analysis for each equation in tIle Final Model are in Appendix F. 

All residuals had a Illean of zero for eael1 of the equations in tile final model. Figures F1 to F9 

show that residuals 11ae! a normal distribution for Stress Reduction, Diet Fat, and Diet Sodium. 

TIle normal probability plot SllOWS consistency l)etween tile observed and expected 

residual values. TIle lack 01 [JClttern in tile scatter plots as evidenced by equal scatter around 

the mean demonstrates eqLlal variallce of tIle residuals. TI18 concentration of data points 
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within two standard deviations leneJs further confirmation to tile normalcy of the distribution 

(Verran, 1987). Exercise (F10 to F12, Appendix F) showed a positive skew. The scatter plot 

for exercise illustrates a fan shaped pattern ratl1er tllan a randomized scatter suggesting a 

curvilinear relationship. The scatter plots for Alcohol and Smoking illustrate the results of two 

groups - abstainers and users in tile same distribution. 

Measurement Error 

It is assumed in multiple regression tl1at tile independent variables are measured 

without error. Random measurement error has the effect of attenuating the proposed 

relationships. Measurement error was assessed by inspecting the alpha coefficients of 

reliability for each index of tile independent variables. 

The instruments used for the research study that Illet criterion of 0.70 alpha coefficient 

were the Health Belief Total Scale (.87). Risk Factor KnowleeJge Scale (.74), and Life Values 

(.80). Ttle internal Ileal 111 10cLis of control sulJscale approacl1ed reliability at 0.68 but the 

external health locus of control subscale was 0.49. Difficulty as a total scale measured by the 

health abilities scale had a reliability of .60. Each item was used as a scale rather than the 

total scale, but the issue of relial)ility remains unresolved as single item measures cannot be 

subjected to internal consistency reliability assessment. and flO test-retest analysis was 

undertaken to test stability in eacl1 iteills performance. Tile item (difiiculty 5) addressing 

difficulty in relaxing did !lot enter as a predictor of stress reduction or any other behavior. 

Other Difficulty items 1-4 entered in one or more of the risk reduction behavior equations. 

8. DO THE PREDICTIONS OF THE VARIABLES DERIVED FROM PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

HOLD TRUE IN THE RISK REDUCTION MODELS GENERATED FROM THE DATA? 

The tl1eoretical model predictiollS are reviewed next with results tram data analysis. 



Predictions of the HealU1 Belief Model 

The following predictions of a Health Belief Model perspective on health promotion 

behaviors were reflected in the literature. 
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1. The Iligller tile perception of susceptibility to hypertension the greater the risk 

reduction behaviors. 

2. The rligher tile assessment of the seriousness of hypertension the greater the 

risk reduction j)ellaviors. 

3. The greater Ule assessment of barriers tile less the risk reduction behaviors. 

Severity was the only Health Belief Model variable 1I1at entered in the final model 

(Figure 8). Severity rnoderatecJ tile relationsllip of risks to Diet Fat, and was in turn moderated 

by age. Tile prediction of tile IIlodel was tllat tile older tile person, the more risks present 

and the higher the perception of seriousness of ilypertension, the less intake of Diei Fat. 

Although only severity elltered tile final model, perceived susceptibility and severity 

may also be accounted for by risks Wllicll was a predictor. Risks was a variable that 

measured the number of family and medical history risks for heart disease. The higher the 

number of risks the more likely tile incJividual would engage in risk reduction behavior. 

Barriers cJid not enter, but cJifficulty was a major predictor. 

Predictions of Social Learnillq fv1aciel: 

The following predictlollS of a social learnillg Illociel perspective on 11ealth promotion 

behaviors were reflected in tile literature. 

1. The higher tile Ilealth value and internal heallil locus of control is for the 

individual, the greater will I)e tile individual's perception of susceptibility to 

hypertension and tile perceived seriousness of hypertension. 

2. Tile higller tile Ilealtil value and internal Ileallil locus of control the less will be 

the individual's perception of barriers to risk reduction behavior. 
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3. Tile Iligller tile 118alttl value and internal Ilealttl control ttle greater wilt be ttle 

number risk reduction lJehaviors. 

4. Individuals wittl bOttl Iligll healttl value and internal Ilealttl locus of control wilt 

have less perception of difficulty and wilt exllibit the greatest number of risk 

reduction bellaviors. 

5. The higher the perception of diHiculty (less self-efficacy) the more the 

perception of barriers by ttle individual. 

6. Tt-Ie Iligller the perception of difficulty tile fewer ttle number of risk reduction 

behaviors. 

7. External locus of control will be associated witll Iligtler perceptions of diHiculty 

and barriers alld decreased risk reduction t)ellaviors. 

8. Individuals wittl internal locus of control and low perceptions of difficulty wilt 

exllibit Iligller rls~ reductioll t)ellC:",0IS 

The finding of tllis stucly cielllOllstr8ted ttlat Internal Locus of Control and External 

Locus of Control did not enter tile final Ilealth promotion models for specific outcome 

behaviors. I-Jealttl value moderated tile eHect of Risks wittl '£\Icohol use. Age moderated the 

interaction of risks and Health Value. Tile prediction of tile research model is the older the 

person, the higller ttle Ilealtll value. and ttle higher tile number of risks, tile lower wilt be the 

intake of alcollol. 

DiHiculty (inverse of sell-efficacy) elltered ttle final Illodel as a negative predictor of 

exercise and positive predictor of alcollol and smoking. Difficulty as a direct predictor (8=.25) 

and difficulty moderated by age (8= .52) contributed tile Iligllest explanation in the model in 

the equation for smoking. Difficulty was a major predictor in the model in the direction 

supported by the literature. 



RESULTS OF PHASE II RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

TESTING THE COMMUNITY BASED INTERVENTION PROGRAM 

9. ARE THERE DIFFERENCES IN THE DEMOGRAPHIC AND PSYCHOSOCIAL 

PREDICTORS BETWEEN AFRICAN-AMERICAN SUBJECTS WHO DECIDED TO 

PARTICIPATE IN PHASE II OF THE RESEARCH AND THOSE WHO DID NOT? 
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The following discussion includes significant diHerences between those who identified 

themselves as participants or lion participants in ttle Pilase I survey, and between Phase II 

participants and the rest of the survey group. 

Comparison of Participants ami ~~on Participants from Phase I 

There was no significant difference between tile means of analyzed with t-test for 

independent sample in psycllosocial variables in those WllO wislled to participate (N=84) 

compared to those who stated tlley did not wish to participate (N = 59). However, there were 

significantly more men tllan WOlnel1 WllO decided not to participate (t=2.9, df=141, p=<.05). 

There was also significantly Iligller alcollol use in tile group tllat cllose not to participate in 

the risk reduction intervention classes (t= 19, dl=84.2, p=.03). Tile group who chose to 

participate practiced significantly more stress reduction tecllniques (t =2.5, df= 136.4, p= .02) 

than the group who did not wisll to participate. 

Comparison of Pilase II Participants witll Survey Group 

Twenty-eigllt SIJi)jPcts participated in tile intervention classes Wllicll included 6 men 

and 22 women. Seven had originally stated til at ttley did not wish to participate in Phase II so 

it was not possible to compare tilem witil tileir pretest. A t-test comparison was done on the 

remaining 21 subjects witll tile rest of tile survey group (n= 122) on all variables used in the 

regression model. Two varial)les sllowed a significant difference between the groups. The 

mean age of tile participants was 64 compared 10 the survey group age mean of 50(1=30, dt 

143, p.=.003); and tile level of p(:!rceiveli severity was Iligller for participants (t=2.04, df 116, 
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p< =.04) than for tile total survey group. During the intervention sessions, one elderly male 

died. Of the remaining 20 participants, 11 completed tile classes and posttests. 

10. WHAT ARE THE RESULTS OF THE PLANNED INTERVENTIONS TESTED IN THE 

COMMUNITY BASED PROGRAM? 

The results of the Pl1ase I analysis pointed out areas to be targeted for intervention in 

Phase II. Since the majority of subjects did not know tl1eir cl10lesterol or blood pressure 

levels, a free screening for cl10lesterol (ti1rougl1 cooperation with tile local county health 

department) was planned at tile two neigiliJorl100cl centers wl1ere subjects participated in 

Phase I of tile researcl1 project. 

Modifications of Planned Interventions 

In tile original plan, 11ealti1 education was a major part of tile interventions. Tile data 

also showed that there was still a need for healtt1 education as the mean Health Knowledge 

score for the subjects was 5.6 out of a possible score of 11. A number of subjects who 

expressed interest in participating in Pl1ase II were also interviewed as to topics of interest for 

the classes. 

The second area targeted for intervention in tile original plan was assessment of 

individual risks. The data indicated tilat tl1ere were considerable dietary and weight risk 

factors, so individual analysis of diets witl1 tile USDA recommendations was a planned 

intervention. The final model supported tllat education afiects dietary fat (Figure 8). Other 

planned interventions illcludeu tile foliowill~J cllulesterol screening; 11eight and weight, blood 

pressure measurement; and finally self-assessment of all individual risk factors for heart 

disease using the "Risko" tool. Tile third area targeted was increasing psychomotor skills 

through teaching subjects to monitor tl1eir own blood pressure. This plan was discussed with 

staff and survey participants at neigl1borl100d centers, and met witll enthusiasm. Equipment 
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was purchased with the goal of leaving it at tile neigllbortlood centers for individual use after 

the training sessions. 

The excellent participation in It-Ie survey in Ptlase I seemed to be largely due to the 

monetary incentive. In fact, tl'le nUlllrJer of subjects was increased from 100 to 150 because 

of the demand. Therefore, it was planned to continue to use monetary incentives for Phase II. 

The goal was to encourage participation and decrease dropout. 

Results of Motivation/Incentive Strategies 

Screening 

Table 22 and Table 23 SllOW tile results by gender, age, race, income, and cholesterol 

level of cholesterol screening at the two centers tllat were scheduled as part of the research 

project. At Site 1 classes were in progress at tile time of tile screening. AltilOUgll tile 

cholesterol screening was targeted toward tile African-American survey group (n= 143), the 

screening done by tile healtll clepartment was open to all who wislled to participate. Forty

seven persons participated, 11 were African-Americans; compared to Site 2 where 59 

participated and only 2 were African-American. Of tile 11 who participated at Site 1, three or 

27.5% of African-Americans I'lacl very tligtl levels of cllolesterol and 42% (11) of white 

participates had very high levels. 

The screening was used as a motivation strategy. Other factors were also assessed 

for causes of participation or floll-participation. The income level of participants at Site 2 WJS 

lower overall than Site 1, anel tile average age of participants was tligher at Site 2. Both sites 



Table 22. Site 1 Ciloiesterol Screening on November 20, 1991 

Total Screenings: 47 

Cholesterol Levels (mg/dl) 

200 200-239 240+ 

SEX: 
Males 9 5 10 
Females 9 8 6 

AGE: 
25 0 0 
25-34 3 0 0 
35-44 3 0 0 
45-54 0 3 2 
55-64 6 2 3 
65-74 3 7 9 
74 2 2 

RACE: 
White 8 11 
African-Americ;:lIl 0 2 3 
Hispanic 1 1 
Native American 2 0 
Asian u 1 0 
Other 2 0 0 

INCOME: 
11,650 9 6 7 
11,651-21,553 7 3 8 
21,553 2 4 

WORK CLASS: 
Blue Collar 12 8 13 
White Coilar 6 5 3 

CHOLESTEROL: 
Total 18 13 16 
Percentage 38.30~o 27.66':" 34.4% 

Total 
Screened 

24 
23 

1 
3 
3 
5 

11 
19 
5 

20 
11 
3 

1 
2 

22 
18 
7 

33 
14 

109 



Table 23. Site 2 Cholesterol Screening on November 14, 1991 

Total Screenings: 59 

Ciloiesterol Levels (mg/dl) 

200 200-239 240+ 

SEX: 
Males 17 10 12 
Females 6 2 3 

AGE: 
25 0 0 0 
25-24 0 0 0 
35-44 0 0 0 
45-54 2 1 1 
55-64 1 2 2 
65-74 12 12 10 
74 8 6 8 

RACE: 
White 3 0 
African-American 0 1 
Hispanic 12 11 8 
Native Americall 9 7 6 
Asian 0 0 0 
Other 0 0 0 

INCOME: 
11,650 18 17 14 
11,651-21,553 5 4 0 
21,553 0 0 

WORK CLASS: 
Blue Collar 19 19 9 
White Collar 4 2 6 

CHOLESTEROL: 
Total 23 21 15 
Percentage 39.98% 35.59'30 25.42% 

Total 
Screened 

40 
11 

0 
0 
0 
4 
5 

34 
16 

4 
2 

31 
22 
0 
0 

49 
9 

47 
12 

110 



are in neighborhoods where many African-Americans live. Botl1 sites were offered the 

intervention classes but only Site 1 participants signed up for the classes. 
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Table 24 shows the total screening for cholesterol done by the county health 

department since 1985 including tile present screening. Tile 11 African-Americans who 

participated in the research project screening are part of tile total 15 who have participated 

since 1985. At Site 2, no previous screening had been conducted by the health department; 

however, the cholesterol screening is oftered to seniors only at Site 2 on a monthly basis 

through another agency. 

Eight of tile intervention participants 11ad tl1eir cholesterol levels checked at the free 

screening. Two were elevated. III tile concurrent intervention classes only five subjects had 

their cholesterol cl1ecked. Tile otl1er Ulree su\)jects participated in subsequent intervention 

sessions scheduled atter tI'le cl10lesterol screrming. 

Self-Assessment-Dietary Analysis 

Participants were asked to keep a detailed food diary of one to three typical days for 

use in the computer analysis of tl1eir diet against USDA recommendations for total fat, 

saturated fat, protein, vitamins ,Illinerals and fiber. Of tile 15 participants who completed food 

diaries, the total fat intake was reporteel between 15 and 121 grams, wi1l1 a mean of 51 grams 

of fat. Most of tile sample also were below 50';:0 of tile minimulll recommendations for vitamin 

86 and B 12, folacin, magnesiulll and zinc. In addition, most of the women were also below 

recommended levels of iron ami calcium. Nine of the 15 were more than 50% deficit in 



Table 24. Site 1 Cholesterol Screening Total January 1, 1985-Novernber 14, 1991 

Total Screenings: 150 

SEX: 
Males 
Females 

AGE: 
25 
25-34 
35-44 
45-54 
55-64 
65-74 
74 

RACE: 
White 
African-American 
Hispanic 
Native American 
Asian 
Other 

INCOME: 
j 1,G5u 
11,651-21,553 
21,553 

WORK CLASS: 
Blue Collar 
White Collar 

CHOLESTEROL: 
Total 
Percentage 

Ciloiesterol Levels (mg/dl) 

200 200-239 240+ 

16 36 46 
17 21 14 

0 0 
5 0 
3 2 2 
1 10 3 
8 12 21 
8 16 21 
7 16 13 

22 46 44 
4 4 7 
4 6 5 
0 0 2 
0 0 0 
3 2 

21 29 35 
6 13 15 
6 15 10 

26 53 57 
7 4 3 

33 57 60 
22.00% 38.00~o 40.00% 

Total 
Screened 

98 
52 

1 
6 
7 

14 
41 
45 
36 

112 
15 
15 
2 
0 
6 

85 
34 
31 

136 
14 

112 
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vitamin A, C, and E. Total fiber was also below tile recommended level of 15 with a range of 

1.7 to 23 grams and a mean of 8 grams. Subjects who had participated in tile cholesterol 

screening were very interestecl in tile diet analysis and kept more detailed diaries for the 

maximum three days. 

Exercise and Stress Analyses 

The group was reassessed to confirm exercise levels. Approximately 60 percent 

reported walking as tile forlll of exercise. One subject (age 60) reported participating in 

sports several hours per day lJE~cause Ile bOtil coacl1ed and played l)aseball. Twenty-five 

percent of the subjects reponecl no exercise and tllis included two of tile youngest 

participants both men ages 20 and 45. 

On the original survey, sLlI)jects were not asked about stress levels, rather the survey 

at time one addressed stress reduction activities. However, during tile intervention sessions, 

participants were specifically asked about tile amount of stress they were experiencing, 

Approximately 30 percent reported very 11igll stress, 20 percent moderate stress, and the 

remaining 50 percent reported none to minimal stress. At tile end of tile first intervention 

program, participants suggested more information on stress reduction and the inclusion of a 

relaxation tape that was discLisseu ill ulle of tile educational films. Relaxation tapes were 

made and incorporated into tile intervemion pro~ral1l. Participants were tllen asked on the 

class evaluations how many times tlley listened to tI·w tape during tile four weeks. None 

reported over two times. 

Behavior Interventions 

Monetary incentives were utilized as a strategy to increase participation and decrease 

attrition in the intervention sessiOllS. AltilOugll a monetary incentive seemed to be a major 

factor in participation in Pilase I, it (lid not result in large numbers of class participants for 

Phase II. Therefore. staff alld participants were asked wllat other factors contributed to lack 
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of participation and dropout. Tile major factor stated by participants was lack of time to 

participate in the classes due to so many olller activities oHered at the neighborhood center 

and in the community related to the holiday season as well as individual activities related to 

the holiday season such as more company and traveling to visit others. 

Also, as previously stated, one participant died before completing the intervention 

sessions. Many of the oUler participants were eitiler neigllbors or friends and missed the final 

session which was IIle week of tI le fUlleral. Make up sessions were sclleduled but only two 

returned. 

Results of Educational/Skills Strategies 

Digital blood pressure monitoring cutfs designed for self-monitoring were purchased 

from a medical supply outlet. However. tile instruments proved to be unreliable ill actual use 

with lay subjects even Ulougll tile instr LllTlents were tile best quality available. In addition, 

most subjects were initially resistant to taking tlleir own blood pressure, and tllought having a 

nurse or doctor take their blood pressure was more reliable. The unreliability of results while 

practicing appeared to reinforce tlleir perception tllat monitoring tlleir own blood pressure was 

not useful. 

However, as a result of Ilclvillg tlleir blood pressure measured, three participants went 

for medical follow-up. One ferllaie participant wrote 011 Iler evaluation ttlat she had 

discontinued taking Iler t)lood pressure medication, but after seeing tllat Iler blood pressure 

was elevated every session slle returned to Iler physician for a reevaluation and resumed 

taking her medication. Anotller participant stated 1I1at sl'le Ilad been taking the same 

medication for a number of years witllout meclical reevaluation but realized in tile classes that 

she needed reevaluation, and as a result was put 011 anotller medication which gave better 

blood pressure control. 
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11. WHAT SUBJECT RISK REDUCTION BEHAVIOR CHANGES WERE THE RESULT OF 

THE COMMUNITY BASED PROGRAM INTERVENTIONS? 

Since only 11 participants completed botll tile pre and post tests, a difference at 

p=.10 was considered acceptable. Tilere were no significant differences. However, there 

were small decreases in tile Illean of susceptibility and barriers and increases in perceived 

severity and health knowledge. Difficulty remained the same. Internal and external locus of 

control both increased to a small degree. 

Eight of tile participants had tlleir cllolesterol levels cl1ecked at the free screening. 

Two were elevated. In the concurrent intervention sessions, five had their cl10lesterol checked. 

The other three who were screened requested to participate in subsequent sessions after the 

cholesterol screening. 

Because four weeks was illSullicient time to see many cllanges, and a longer time 

frame was not possible for tile classes due to time constraints, closing of the neighborhood 

centers during the Iloliday season, allll/or participants (lid not attend all sessions, participants 

were asked what bellaviors tlley intended to cl1ange as a result of tile classes. Table 25 

shows the results. Most stated 1I1ey intencled to cllange one or more of their risk behaviors. 

Several wrote in the evaluations tilat tlley had already reduced cllolesterol and salt as a 

response to the cholesterol screening elild information received during the class sessions. 

12. WHAT CHANGES WERE INITIATED IN THE PROGRAM BASED ON PARTICIPANT 

AND PROGRAM EVALUATION? 

Participant evaluation was conducted with a forillal written evaluation (Appendix B) 

and an informal discussion. All participants rated the sessions as extremely useful. They 

suggested reducing 1I1e number sessions from four sessions to two sessions; serving 

refreshments; and using bellel allelio visual equipment. Some stated tl1at tile time scheduled 

was not convenient, and olllers tllougllt III at tile frequellt cllange of rooms due to repainting 
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Table 25. Responses to Question: As a Result of Classes Do You Intend to Make Any of 
the Following Cl13nges? 

YES NO 

Reduce Amount of Fat Ciloiesterol 9 2 

Reduce Salt in Foods 7 4 

Exercise More 8 3 

Practice Stress Reduction 11 

Lose Weigllt 7 4 

Recheck Cholesterol 9 2 

Check Blood Pressure More Otten 9 2 
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of the centers was confusing. More tirlle was spent willl dietary analysis than originally 

planned as this was an area that most panicipants found very interesting, one that is 

amenable to education, according to IIle data generated model for diet fat and diet sodium. 

Stress reduction was another area of focus, stress reduction was also predicted in the 

final model to be affected by education levels. Relaxation tapes were made for all participants 

at their suggestion during 1I'le intervention classes. 

Based on participant evaluation. IIle second intervention sessions were shortened to 

two class sessions with a work sl18et to turn in aft8r four weeks. Times were decided by 

majority vote of the class so IIlat everyone was satisfied willl the times scheduled for classes. 

Make-up classes were also sClleduled but were not attended. 

Program evaluation was ongoing and consisted of meeting with staff weekly on an 

informal basis or by telephone calls to cliscuss problems, cllanges. and possible solutions. To 

evaluate acceptance of the program. Tilompson and Kinne (1990) suggest assessing the 

following indicators: (1) change in policies. (2) support for project, (3) participation in project, 

and (4) involvement in probl8m solving. StaN at tile site wllere the intervention sessions were 

held actively supported IIle project in a number of ways, and as most were African-Americans 

themselves their participation provideei role Illodeling for sul)jects. Staff telepllOrp.d 

participants to recruit and to inforlll lI,em of any cllanges. Staff also participated in the 

screening and classes, and disseillillated information 011 the classes by telephone and by 

word of moulll. Staff tried to aCCOlllllioelate all requests for rooms and times for the project. 

and called the investigator at 1101118 if any problems appeared. In addition, staff discussed the 

project with other organizations. city stafi. and comillunity melTlbers and introduced the 

investigator whenever possible: tlley also illcluded results of tile project in tlleir newsletters. 
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SUMMARY 

In summary, the researcll was conducted in two pllases. The purposes of Phase I 

were to assess the risk factors for Ilypertension, demograpllic and psychosocial 

characteristics, and risk reduction bellZtviors in a group of African-Americans. Risk reduction 

models were then generated from tile data prior to developing a community-based 

intervention program for Phase II of the research. The community-based program was tested 

and evaluated in Pilase II. 

One hundred forty-tilree of tile 150 questionnaires were returned for a 95.3 percent 

response rate. The sample consisted of 51 males and 92 females WllO identified tllemselves 

as African-American. Tile mean age was 52.2 witll a standard deviation of 1.59 years. The 

median age was 55.0. Marital status was not asked, but number in household had a mean of 

3. Sixty-one percent of tile sample reported incomes of less than S12,000 annually, and 62 

per cent reported tllat tlleir income was not enougll to meet basic needs. 

The highest risk factors for Ilypenellsion reported by subjects were diet fat and diet 

sodium intake and lack of sufficient exercise. OrJly 22 percent of subjects reported alcohol 

use, and 34 percent reported smoking. 

Assessment of relevant psychosocial variables revealed that subjects were slightly 

more internally oriented than external, and Ilad higll health value. Subjects had high 

perceptions of the severity of Ilypertension and tlleir own susceptibility, but did not perceive a 

high level of barriers to risk reciuctlon bell<:lvior. The number one barrier identified was lack of 

money for a healtilY diet. Perception of arlticipated difficulty in undertaking risk reduction 

behaviors was low for all beilaviors except smoking. 

The risk reduction models generated from tile data did not support mediating effects, 

but did support several rnoderclting effects I)Otll between tile independent variables and with 

the demograpllic varial)les of dge, gemler anei educaiion. Irlcome did not enter any of tile 
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models. Age and difficulty were the Ilighest predictors of risk reduction behaviors in the final 

models. Graphic residual analysis was used to test statistical assumptions. 

Twenty-eight subjects participated in Phase II, tile community-based program. 

Although staff and participants at one site were very supportive and positive about the 

program, the small number completing the whole program prevented seeing significant 

differences. Also the lack of participation at tile second site limited comparisons of between 

group interventions and controls. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Findings fro III Phase I and Phase II presented in the previous chapter are discussed 

relative to metllodological and theoretical issues and limitations of the study. The implications 

for nursing theory construction and nursillg clinical practice, and recommendations for further 

study are presented. 

INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS 

The purposes of this research were: 

(1) To identify Africdn-AIIlelican illcjividual and group risk factors for hypertension 

to target for fisk recjucllon Interveiltlon. 

(2) To identify tile denlogl apllic and psyctlosocial variables tlla! are most 

predictive of risk reduction bellaviors for Ilypertension alllong a specific group 

of African-American persons. 

(3) To design and test a model lilat combines important demographic and 

psychosocial delerll liliClllls of risk reduction bellaviors for Ilypertension as 

incjicated by review of tile literature and previous research. 

(4) To generate data based Illodels of ttle predictors of each risk reduction 

bellavior for hypertension identified in tile group of African-Americans. 

(5) To design an intervention program to reduce risk bellaviors for hypertension in 

the saille group of African-Americans Llased on tile generated risk reduction 

bellavior Illocjels. 

(6) To pilot test specific illterveillions designed to reduce risk for hypertension for 

this group of African-Americans. 

(7) To evaluate tile results of tile cornmunity-based intervention program with this 

group of African-Americans. 
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Phase I of the researcll addressed purposes one tllrough four. Tile analysis of the 

instrument and survey data (11=143) were used to achieve purposes one and two. Purposes 

three and four were acilieved tllrougll testing a 1I1eoreticai model and generating models from 

the data for each risk reduction bellavior; and purposes five througll seven were tested in a 

pilot community-based intervention program. 

Methodological Issues 

The conceptual model (Figure 1, Cilapter 3) for tllis research combined variables from 

the Health Belief Model anel Social Learning Theory 1I1at Ilave been most predictive of 

preventive Ileallll behaviors. TllUS, tile major focus of testing tile conceptual model was to 

identify mediator and moderator effects as well as linear relationships. Often the literature 

interchangeably uses tile terllls mediation and moderation. For tllis study, a clear distinction 

was made in testing for mediator and moderator effects as suggested by Baron and Kenny 

(1986). 

The mediator function of a variable represents tile generative mecllanism through 

which the focal independent variables me al)le to influence tile dependent variable. Central to 

social learning theory and Lewin's tlleory is tllat the effects of stimuli on behavior are 

mediated by various transformational processes. Mediators represent properties of the 

individual that transform tile predictor variable in some way. 

The moderator variable function partitions a focal independent variable into subgroups 

that establisll its domains of IllClxilllUIll effectiveness in regard to the dependent variable. 

Moderators are often introduced wilen there is an unexpected weak relationsllip between the 

predictor and the dependent varial)le; wllereas, mediators are best used wilen there is a 

strong relationship between tile predictor and dependent variable (Baron & Kenny, 1986). 

Baron and Kenny describe tile steps to test for bOtll mediator and moderator effects. The 



method closely resembles IIlat descril)ed by Hartwig and Dearing (1979) in thp.ir classic 

publication on exploratory data analysis. 
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Hartwig and Dearing (1979) recommend an exploratory multivariate analysis to 

accomplish testing for 1)0111 direct amI rllteractive effects. This type of analysis does not rely 

just on techniques suctl as factor analysis or stepwise regression, but on a step by step 

approach looking at pairs of variables and ttlen groups of variables. The approach should be 

incremental with eacll step of IIle analysis based on tlle understandings of tile previous step. 

The steps involved in this type of analysis are as follows (Hartwig & Dearing, 1979): 

1. Eacll variable SllOUld be understood and symmetrized. 

2. Relationsllips l)etweerl all pairs of variables should be tlloroughly understood 

and linc3rized. 

3. Multivariate relationsllips slloulcl be built frurn bivariate relationships by adding 

additional explal1atory variables whicll SI1100111 successive rougllS. 

4. Causal implications Sllould be drawn from the relationships between pairs of 

rouglls. 

This procedure was essurlliCilly usecl to first explore possible mediator relationships in 

the risk reduction models (Figures 2 - 7. Cllapter 3). Securru, I noderator effects were explored 

in the same models, and finally tile effects of tlle deillograpilic variahles were systematically 

added to each model. Residual analysis is used as a final step in tile process. Tllis 

procedure resulted in no mediating effects being supported, but several moderating effects 

were discovered. Also tllis metllod allowed comparison of results with and without the effects 

of the demographic variables (T<1I)les 20-21, Cilapter 4). Age and gender were major direct 

and moderat i'lC,1 predictors in tile final Illodel. Education entered as both a direct and 

moderator effect. 
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The fact that no mediator effects were supported in the final model may have been 

due to measurement error and/or a weak relationship between the predictor and dependent 

variable. In initial steps of analysis, a mediating effect was found in the Exercise Model 

(Figure 4); External Healtll Locus of Control was found to mediate the effect of risks relative to 

exercise. TIle External Healtll Locus of Control subscale was used intact from Wallston and 

Wallston's Health Locus of Control instrument. However. witll tllis sample, the subscale did 

not meet tile criterion for reliability of .70. and also sllowed lack of validity during factor 

analysis. Other variables in tile Illocfel did meet reliability criterion, and construct validity was 

supported with factor analysis. 

Baron and Kenny (1986) state tllat mediation is best done in the case of a strong 

relationsllip between tile preLliclur clllC.1 cr iter iurl vClrial)le. Tile relalionsllip between risks (used 

as an indicator of past medical experience or Ilistory) and the dependent variables does not 

exceed ,33 Pearson product mOlllent correlation in any of tile risk reduction models (Figures 

2-7), but was a predictor in every model in tile initial models. The otller motivation variable, 

health knowledge, specified ill tile conceptual model (Figure 1) did not correlate with any of 

the dependent variables in tile initial 11l0clels. Tilese two variables were supported by the 

assumptions of the underlying tlleories fur placement in tile model as motivators. 

Because the Healtll Belief Moclel was clenved frolll Lewin's field theory, the 

assumptions of the model unclerlying tile relationsllip specifications are that it is the interaction 

of variables that produces tile pr ecficteu outcollie. Tile assumptions of Social Learning Tileory 

also suggest that tile expected relationsllip of variables is multiplicative. The results of this 

study supported ttle assumptiorls tllat tile relationsllip of variables is multiplicative. However, 

it is likely that given 1I1e total moc!erate level of explained variance for eacll risk reduction 

model, there are olller variables til at need to be considered 1I1at were not specified in the 

conceptual model. 
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Theoretical Issues 

The explanation by the predictors for risk reduction activities for the research group 

varied from a low of 2 percent for stress reduction and 6 percent for exercise to a high of 63 

percent for smoking. The middle range in explained variance of outcomes was from 19 

percent for Diet Sodium: 21 percent for Diet Fat: and 27 percent for Alcohol at p< .05. 

Although the amount of explanation was not high for sOllle behaviors, several exceeded the 

amount of variance reported in similar studies of these variables. Harwick (1989) found in her 

study (N = 143) that tile varialJles in Murdaugll's Preventive Behavior Model (1987) which 

include barriers, benefits, healtll locus of control, and value orientations accounted for 13 

percent variance in dietary halJits; 9 percent variance in smoking behaviors, 16 percent 

variance work/leisure activity at p.:::..lO. Anotiler study (Pender, 1990) with a larger sample 

(N = 589) and with more variables including denlOgrapllic varialJles, accounted for only 31 % of 

the variance of heal1l1 prorllolirlg activities. 

Age and gender were found to be major direct and moderator predictors in this 

research study. Older persons and women were more likely to have positive risk reduction 

behaviors except for exercise. Tilese findings are similar to otiler studies of both preventive 

and health promoting practices irl Wllicll a greater incidence of desirable health behaviors was 

found among women and older adults (Walker, Volkan, Secllrist & Pender, 1988). Pender 

(1990) also found that tile 1II0difying factors of Age and gender contributed to tile explanation 

of health promoting lifestyle (N= 589). 

From the Healtll Belief Model varialJles tested in the model only perceived severity 

entered the final model (Figure 8). Tilis may be related to 1I1e etilnicity of 1I1e group. In a 

large study in Illinois (US Dep,-li"lrllcrll of Commerce. 1980). African-Americans and less 

educated individuals reported greater disease susceptibility and severity. Davies and Ware 

(1981) in testing heal1l1 belief concepts reported 1I1at norl-wllite, women, less educated, and 
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lower income participants expressed greater susceptibility to disease. This relationship was 

again found in the Miclligan Survey (1990) conducted by Weissfeld, Kirscllt, and Brock 

(N=2802 with 22% African-American and 77.4% white in ttle sample). Susceptibility did not 

enter the model, ttlis Illay be partially explained by the moderately Iligh correlation between 

the scales at r= .55. Further validity assessment of tile two scales needs to be done to 

determine if they are illeasurill~ tile s<Jllle or different constructs. Participants did not 

perceive a high level of ban'iers to undertaking risk reduction bellaviors. Furtller study needs 

to be done to determine if difficulty, Wllicll did enter ttle model, was a barrier or the inverse of 

self-efficacy. 

Neither Internal or External Healtll Locus of Control entered the final model as 

predictors of risk reductioll l)ellZlViors in lIlis study. Tilese variables are often tested in 

research with preventive Ile81111 1)(~llaviors. Pender (1990) found tllat internal health locus of 

control was a predictor of Ileallil-proillutilig lifestyles but other researchers (Brown, 

Muhlemkamp, Fox and Osborn, 1983 and Duffy, 1988) did not find any relationsllip. 

Health Value was a predictor in tllis researcll study: this contradicts tile findings 

reported by several researcllers incluciing Pellcier (1990) ill a study of health-promoting 

lifestyles in tile work place. Peillier stclted tllat tile lack of association may Ilave been due to 

the high value placed 011 118al111 f)y sufJJects in relatioll to oliler values. Workers ranked health 

on a scale of one to 10 witll 10 being most ililportant and tile mediuill rank was 9 (N = 589). 

In this research study, healtll value was also ranked as tile number one value, and was found 

to interact with risk and gender in explaining alcollol use. Older women with high Ilealth value 

used less alcohol than otller ~roLips. Healtll value did IlOt enter into tile other risk reduction 

models (Figure 8). 

Anticipated difficulty was tested ill lile model as elil inverse indicator of self-efficacy. 

Subjects reported allllost equal IIleall difficulty ill tile risk reduction behaviors except smoking 
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cessation when measured as a group. Difficulty entered ttle final model as a negative 

predictor of exercise, and positive preejictor of alcohol and smoking. Difficulty was also 

moderated by age and gender. Difficulty as a direct predictor (8 = .25) and difficulty 

moderated by age (6=.52) contributed the highest explanation in the model in the equation 

for smoking. 

The effect of difficulty as a major predictor Ilad been reported in few studies. For this 

study, difficulty was seen as a ll1ajor deterrent to exercising, especially for older women. 

Difficulty also was the lIlajor balrier to stopping smoking. and/or limiting alcohol intake, 

especially for older persons alid men in tile study. Tilis supported tile findings of Sennot!

Miller and Miller (1987) who found tllat difficulty (N = 68), conceptualized as a negative 

indication of efficacy, was consistently a stronger preejictor of ttle individual's likelihood of 

adopting a risk-reduction behavior tllan was effectiveness of the bellavior. 

Difficulty was not a preclictor for diet fat. diet sodium, and stress reduction. Age and 

Risk-Severity moderated by Education were predictors of diet fat intake. Age alone predicted 

diet sodium intake, and Education entered as a direct efiect for stress reduction. These 

findings lend support to tile Ilypothesis made by Strecller et aI., (1986) tllat other outcome 

variables may account for certain risk reduction behaviors wilen difficulty is not higll. 

Difficulty was also deillolistratecl as a factor in tile community-based program. It was 

most likely a factor for wily niost particqxlIits in tile cOllllllullity-based program wanted fewer 

classes, and were not elltilusi~lstlc ai)oLlt ilicreasilig exercise or quitting smoking. However, 

subjects appeared very interested in tile diet analysis and stress reduction components. This 

also corresponds with Pender's (1990), findings when conducting work place health promotion 

classes over a three month period. Employees improved in nutrition and stress management, 

but decreased exercise bellaviors even tllougll a fitness center was available at tile worl< site. 

The findings lIlat eacll risk reejuctioll bellavior was predicted by different variables 
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and/or diHerent interaction patterns of tile same variables (Figure 8) supports further study of 

each risk reduction bel1avior rati1er ti1an looking at risk reduction bel1avior as a conglomerate 

or as summed healtl1-promotive bel1aviors. This pOSition is supported by Palank (1991) who 

recently reviewed the literature pertinent to the determinants of health-promotive behavior. 

She concluded that models SUCl1 as Pender's were not conclusive; her concern was that little 

evidence exists on how specific types of behaviors relate to one another. Palank (1991) 

stated that knowing tile deterr IIIIlCHltS of a lifestyle index rnay be insignificant if the goal is to 

target specific behaviors. For example. a person's perception of control may be a significant 

predictor of lifestyle bel1aviors in general; but lI1at tile variable may not impact on an 

individual's decision to engage in exercise. 811e recolTlmended focusing research on the 

impact of various factors on singular bel1aviors rather 1I1an lifestyle patterns. 

In summary, wilen e1l111icity was controlled, age, difiiculty, and gender contributed the 

most to explanation of rrsk relluclioll l)el1l:lVIOr for t1ypertension In tillS sample of African

Americans. Education did enter the equations for stress reduction and diet fat intake. 

Participants in the community-based program were most interested in modifying diet fat intake 

and increasing stress reduction. Tt1is was tl10ught to be due to their perception of less 

difficuilY for doing tl1ese bellaviors, al \0 perllaps tile appeal (novelty) of the educational 

methods employed, computer d::.~isiecJ cllliJlysis of dietalY I,abits, and stress reduction audio 

tapes. The findings tilat none of 1I1e risk recluction bet1aviors were predicted by the same 

variables or same pattern of interactiollS of variables inclicates that tl1ere is merit in studying 

the predictors of eacl1 outcome bel1avior rall1er 1I1an using models 1I1at combine risk reduction 

behavior into a lifestyle index. 

INTERPRETATION OF LIMITATIONS 

Tt1reats to construct vclliclity, statistical conclusion validity and internal validity were 

discussed in the limitations seellOl1 of CtlClpter 3, Me1l10clology. In Pl1ase I, specification was 
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considered to be controlled I)y including all variables in tile model that had been supported in 

the literature and previous researcll as IllOst predictive of risk reduction behavior. However, 

the low explained variance in tile Exercise (6%) and Stress Reduction (2%) models particularly 

indicates a need for respecification. 

Anotiler threat in Pilase I was Illono-operation and mono-metilod bias. Multiple 

measures may have led to more explanation or knowledge about missing variables. Also 

measurement error may have been a factor that contributed to lack of support for mediator 

relationships in the model. 

In Phase II, tilere were many limitations to the stuc!y relevant to tile difficulty of 

controlling threats to validity under field conditions. Tile first threat that presented i;-) the field 

was compensatory equalization of treatments and cOlllpensatory rivalry by respondents due to 

offering monetary incentives. Altilougll Illuch planning and comlllunication about tile research 

project was done prior to data collection. some subjects at Site 2 tllougllt they were not being 

included in the project. They called tile university and ciemanded to be part of the research 

and receive their sllare of tile ITlolletary incentives. Fortullately. tile investigator was able to 

meet with all interested parties aile' resolve tile problem. Also, staff at Site 1 talked with staff 

and subjects at Site 2 to reinforce tllat tlley were to be included. Tile investigator was invited 

to speak at Site 2 at a neigllborllood meeting tllat was well attended. Altllough Site 2 then 

subsequently participated in Pilase I of tile researcll project. they did not participate in 

Phase II. 

Differences in participation at tile two sites appearec! to be partly due to difference in 

staff organization and tile fact tllat tile staff more actively participated bOtil in tile planning and 

actual intervention at Site 1 as cOlllparee! to Site 2. At Site 1, the investigator and staff worked 

closely together in recruiting sul)jects and planning tile actual intervention classes. At Site 2, 

there were fewer staff members to assist tile investigation. and it was Illore difficult to get 
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information to subjects, even tt10ugh tt1e investigator announced and explained the research 

at a neighborhood meeting. Arlotiler reason for less participation at Site 2 may have been 

due to a concurrent crisis in tllat neigllborllood involving tile arrests of several youths who 

were suspected in a Ilighly publicized crime. Tilere was muctl media attention and 

neighborhood this incident. 

The next threats to the study were low sample size and possible self-selection bias for 

Phase II of tile study. Monetary incentives were a major factor in the higll participation in 

Phase I of the study. However. tile slrlClIl lIulllt)er attending tile classes indicated that 

monetary incentive was not ellougll to motivate participants, or 1I1at tile incentive was not high 

enough. It is possible that the 11 WllO fillished may tlave done so without the incentive or it is 

also possible that ttlere would have been rio participants wittlOut tile incentive. However, the 

monetary incentives did promote good feelings about tile project in general and about the 

sponsoring organization wl10 provideel tile funding (American Heart Association). See letter 

from Site 1 (Appendix G). Sell -seetior I iJias must be considered as 1I1ere were few participants 

in Pilase II who smoked or useel alcollol. Also the mean age was 11igher. The final models 

increased age was associated willl increased risk reduction bellaviors except for exercise. 

However, an eHort was made to recruit yOLlllger sutJjects and rnale subjects for Phase II. This 

did result in five males out of tile eleven par1icipants completing all of the classes. The five 

males had greater risk for heart clisease as measured by "RISKO" ttlan did the female 

participants. 

Recruitment Ilas iJeeli a major issue for many researcll and community programs 

targeting minorities. Baronwski & Morton. et al., (1990) developed a center-based program for 

exercise change among "Black-AmericcHl families to cJecrease cardiac disease risk". A total of 

728 potential families were identified, but despite intensive efforts, 338 families were never 

contacted; 114 families were not suitatJle for tile researct1 because of preexisting chronic 
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diseases; 116 families refused at initial contact; 24 families agreed but did not show. Finally, a 

sample of 94 was entered into tlile study. The sessions were planned two times per week for 

14 weeks. This program provicled free babysitting, free transportation, and material incentive 

such as exercise tapes, clollles, gift certificates, etc. After all possible barriers were removed; 

however, only about 20 percent actually participated. As a result, no differences were 

detected between experimental and control groups on indicators of cardiac fitness. The 

investigators concluded tllat more cOil1munity-based programs were needed. 

Althougll IIlis researcll stucly included a cOlllmunity-based program, the small sample 

size was the most likely cause of flO clifference between pretest and posttest. The cholesterol 

screening 5 year results (Tables 22-24) point to tile low participation (3) of African-Americans 

prior to the research study. A substantial perceflt increase in the screening that targeted this 

group for the researcll project was evident at Site 1. AltilOugll flO differences were found in 

pre and posttests willl tile panicipants in the comillunity based program; as a result of having 

their blood pressure measured. tilree par1icipants went for medical follow-up. One female 

participant wrote on her evaluation IIlat slle llad discontinued taking Iler blood pressure 

medication, but after seeing IIlat Iler blood pressure was elevated every session, she returned 

to her physician for a reevaluation and resumed taking Iler medication. Another participant 

stated that she llad been taking tile SclrTle meclication for a number of years witllout medical 

reevaluation but realized in the classes tllat slle needed reevaluation, and as a result was put 

on another medication Wllicll gClve better IJlood pressure control. 

Lastly, anotller major tluedt to Pl1ase II of tile researcll study was interaction of 

different treatments because flori-participation at Site 2 limited using different interventions at 

each site as planned. Wilen only Oile site was available it was not considered feasible to 

have two intervention groups Clt tile sallie site because of tile tl'lreat of diffusion of treatments. 

Many of the participants were related tllrougll family to eacll otller or close neighbors. Cook 
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and Campbell (1979) state tllat tile one group pretest postlest design is useful for suggesting 

new ideas, but not suHicient for permitting strong tests of causal hypotheses because it does 

not rule out a number of alternative interpretations. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY CONSTRUCTION 

Theory building is a cOlllplex process. But the variables studied in tilis research are 

those that are of interest to many researcllers. Each test can help clarify concepts and 

relationships, and indicate what variables to add or delete leading to respecification of the 

models and retesting. 

This study supportecl tl18 underlying assumption of the Health Belief Model and Social 

Learning Theory 1I1at tile relatlollsllips l)etween tile variables are multiplicative, as moderating 

effects were found but no illeliiating effGcts were supported. This study also supported the 

value of looking at tile impact of various predictors on singular behaviors rather than lifestyle 

in terms of patterns. 

Implications for Nursing Practice 

The fact tllat tile partiCljJelilts in tile intervention sessions were mostly women and 

older (lTlean 64 years) suppurts utller reseClfcll fiIl(JII1~s. iJut does not increase understanding 

of how to prolTlote Ilealtll prevention among mell and younger persons. However, recent 

trends and research in gerontOlogy, emptlasize tile need to recruit older adults for preventive 

health programs. 

German and Fried (1989) reported tllat tile focus of gerontological and geriatric 

literature since 1985 lIas beell UII improving public awareness for preventive health for older 

adults. This is due partly to tl18 fillClings of tile Fraillingilaill study tllat concluded that even in 

the absence of diagnosed disease, r:ertain carcliovascular risk factors appear to be predictors 

of future disability in older adults. Tile IllOSt important predictors were presence of 
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hypertension and smoking. German and Fried (1989) concluded that preventive Ilealtll and 

risk reduction is important in maintaining quality of life in tile older adult. 

Anotller factor t~lat is often overlooked is tile positive aspects of diffusion of 

treatments. Althougll men and younger persons also need intervention, one needs to look at 

the impact that women have on tlleir falllily ai1er attending intervention sessions to really 

evaluate the total impact of tile program. For example, if women learn tile importance of and 

how to reduce fat in their diet, tlleir knowledge Illay also aifect 110W tlley prepare family meals. 

The fact that minOrity groups appear to participate less in health prevention may be 

partially explained by age and gender IIlore tllan etllnicity as tllis study demonstrated 

important direct effects as well as Illoderating effects due to age and gender wilen ethnicity 

was controlled. In addition, altilOugll organizational factors were not specified in this study 

they appeared to be important factors influencing participation. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Since Illany researcllers from pSYC110logy, sociology and nursing, to name a few, are 

conducting studies witll tile Scllll(:! variables, it would be Ilelpful if a meta analysis of these 

studies was done to determine tile most preelictive variables and reliable instruments for 

measurement. Then, a Illore fully explal13tory model migllt be developed and tested that 

represented a collaborative effort basecl all tile various SCllools of 1I10ugilt about wllat predicts 

health prevention and/or prolllotioll belliwiors. 

It is evident, IIlat IIlere is still need for further work willl special groups in order to 

determine 110W to plan, recruit, ami implemellt sLiccessful cOlllmunity baseel intervention 

programs. Longitudinal studies are neeeled to assess wllat factors may provide more 

prediction of risk reduction lJell,wiors. Organizational factors were not sp-::Gified in this study 

but appeared to be important factors influencing participation. Althougll tile Health Belief 

Model focuses on personal. social, and pSyCI10Iogic factors related to bellavior cllange, the 
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specific impact of communication on tile process of cllange is not assessed (Dignan & Carr, 

1987). 

Difficulty as a negative indicator of self-efficacy in this study was a major predictor of 

frequency of exercise, alcollol use. and smoking activity. However, the measurement of 

difficulty needs further development and refinement to increase reliability. The response 

format of measurement of difficulty in ti1is study may have been an issue. In the Sennott-~~iller 

and Miller (1987) study, rnagnitucJe estimation was used. However, because of the need for 

training subjects how to respond to a magnitude estimation format, tilis was not considered 

with this researcll sample. Tile fueus of tile study was on simplification of instruments and 

directions due to tile possil)illty of working witi1 a low literacy group. Tile concept of difficulty 

needs further exploration. Res8(lrcll 118ecJs to be done to determine If difficulty can logically 

serve as a negative indicator of self-efiicacy or if it is a separate variable that Ilas its own 

content domain separate from self-efficacy. 

The low reliability of tile Healtil Locus of Control scale may have been a factor in 

tllose variables not entering tile linal nlode!. In addition. other types of analysiS such as a 

reduced rank regression analYSIS wllere tile numerical responses to tile questionnaire items is 

used as a set of predictors Illay 11ave yielded additional information and larger predictions. 

The focus of this study was not instrumentation so tilis type of analysis was not planned. 

However, the number of scales useel ill ti18 study amJ tile results of tile factor analysis 

indicates that refinement of 1118 scales I)y combining some subscales would decrease 

redundancy. Also becCluse age W<JS a strong predictor in tile model, the real effect of age 

could be better analyzed USilHj legresslon ClIlalysis witi1 age stratified groups: Ilowever, a 

larger sample size would I)e I f(jeU8ci. 

it is also planneeJ to refllle tile community based program from suggestions by 

participants and offer tile program again to otiler African-American groups as well as otller at-
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risk groups. During the intervention pllase of tllis study, dietary information was gathered in 

one class, but analysis was done away from tile site due to lack of portable equipment at the 

time of the study. Since participants clid not always attend eacll class, tl1is was a problem in 

providing timely feed back. Tile investigator is presently working on a computer assisted 

program to be used at tlle conllllLlllity site that will assess individual risk factors and diet 

adequacy, and then provide a printout to tlle client of recommended changes and samples of 

healthful diets based on their food preferences. 

Providing more individualized 11ealtll information is an important health pr0motion 

strategy. A receni Siudy by Caggiula and Watson (1992) found tllat two of the most important 

characteristics or predictors of compliance witll a low cllolesterol diet was the amount of 

educational materials received ~1I1d 1l1l' ~lIIlOLH1t of Ill'~ltll professional help in individualizing a 

diet plan. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The results of this study indicated tllat tl1ere is better understanding and more 

variance explained of outcol11e variables IJY testing in all interactive model. It also supported 

studying each risk reduction l)ellavior separately. Tile recol11mendations for future study 

include refining U1e instruments and conducting furtller literature review and/or conducting 

exploratory qualitative researcll to determine aclditional variables to include in tlle model. This 

is especially needed for tile stress reduction and exercise bellaviors. FUl11ler refinement of 

the community-based program would inclucle focusing on one outcome behavior at a time 

with a two group quasi experililelital format. and exploring organizational factors tllat 

contribute to participation. RepllCc1tillg tile study willl olller African-American groups is 

recommended. 
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SUMMARY 

The primary purposes of tllis study were to specify relationsllips in the conceptual 

model, and to use data from tile model to determine interventions for risk reduction for 

hypertension in a specific at Iligll risk group. Moderating relationships in the model were 

supported, but no mediating relutiollsllips were supported. Tile final model supported looking 

at each risk reduction behavior separately for intervention as each was explained by diHerent 

variables. Risk bellaviors tllat participallts were Illost interested ill cllanging were dietary and 

stress. Smoking, exercise, aneJ alcollol use were predicted by diHiculty and age. Limitations 

to the study included inadequate specification and measurement error in Phase I. In Phase II, 

small sample size, and lack of treatment control in field conditions were the major limitations to 

the study. The study has significant implications for tile development of community-based 

health education program, and supports an interactive model approach. 
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Tucson. Amon, 85721 
(6021 62b·6154 

Human Subjects Review: "Psychosocial Predictors of Risk Reduction Behavior 
for Hypertension In Black Americans' 

Your research project has been reviewed and approved by William Denny, M.D., Chairman of the University 
of Arizona Human Subjects Commillee, and deemed to be exempt from review by their full committee. 
You will be receiving a confirmation letter from Dr. Denny, In addition, your project has been reviewed 
and approved as exempt by the College of Nursing Human Subjects Review Committee. A disclaimer may 
be used versus a signed consent form. Please be certain that the subjects read the disclaimer prior to giving 
their oral consent to the research. 

We wish you a valuable and stimulating experience with your research. 

LC/ms 



SUBJECT DISCLAIMER 
FOR 

RESEARCH PROJECT 
PREDICTORS OF RISK REDUCTION BEHAVIOR 

FOR HYPERTENSION IN BLACK AMERICANS 
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You are being asked ~o volun~arily 
participate in a study ~o iden~ify your health 
knowledge, beliefs and values abou~ high blood 
pressure and hear~ disease, and ~o identify your 
risk for high blood pressure and/or hear~ 
disease. I am par~icularly choosing to do this 
study wi~h Black Americans because research 
shows that Black Americans have a higher risk 
for developing high blood pressure and hear~ 
disease chan other groups, and more research is 
needed. 

By answering the quesrionnaires you will be 
giving your consent co par~icipa~e. Your 
iden~ity will no~ be revealed ~o o~hers, and 
your answers will be kept confiden~ial. You may 
choose ~o answer some or all of ~he ques~ions. 
I will be available to answer any questions you 
may have abou~ ~he s~udy. There are no known 
risks to participating in ~his scudy, and you 
may wi thdraw from the s~udy a~ any ~ime. 

The overall goal for chis scudy is to 
develop met:hods t:o increase your knowledge about 
high blood pressure and to decrease your risk 
for developing high blood pressure. You will be 
given an opporcunity to par~lcipace in this part 
of the st:udy at a later time if you wish to do 
so. 

Thank you, 
Evelyn Cesarot:ti RN, M.S. 

626-6154 



PARTICIPATING IN PART II OF THIS RESEARCH 

THE SECOND PART OF THE STUDY WILL INVOLVE 
ATTENDING CLASSES ABOUT HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE AND 
HOW TO PREVENT OR CONTROL IT. YOU WiLL ALSO 
LEARN TO TAKE YOUR OWN BLOOD PRESSURE IF YOU 
WISH. AFTER THE CLASSES YOU WILL BE ASKED TO 
COMPLETE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AGAIN. 
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YES~ I WOULD LIKE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 
SECOND PART OF THIS RESEARCH STUDY. PLEASE 
WRITE YOUR NAME ,ADDRESS, AND PHONE NUMBER OR 
HOW I HAY CONTACT YOU FOR THE SECOND PART OF THE 
STUDY. 

: 

NO, I DO NOT W~VT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 
SECOND PART OF THI S STUDY. 



TH( UNI\[RSITY Of 

140 ARIZONA 
October 28/ 1991 HlALTH SCllNClS C[NT[R 

J6'lO ~ W,r:-rn. BIC,' ;,"" 
Tucson M..!ond ,,:.-~..; 
Ib02J 62b'b7~; I.t~ ~>, -) .. ~ 

Evelyn L. Cesarotti, R.N. ,M.S. 
College of Nursing 
Arizona Health Sciences Center 

RE: HSC A91.10S TESTING INTERVENTIONS TO REDUCE RISK OF 
HYPERTENSION IN BLACK AMERICANS 

Dear Ms. Cesarotti: 

We received your above referenced project. The procedures to be 
followed in this study pose no more than minimal risk to 
participating subjects. Regulations issued by the U.S. Department 
of Health and Human Services [45 CFR Part 46.110(b)) authorize 
approval of this type. project through the expedited review 
procedures, with the condition(s) that subjects' anonymity be 
mal~tained. Although full Committee review is not required, a brief 
sumnary of the project procedures is submitted to the Committee for 
their endorsement and/or comment ( if any I after administrative 
approval is granted. This project is approved effective 28 October 
1991 for a period of one year. 

The Human Subjects committee (Institutional Review Board) of the 
Unlversity of Arizona has a current assurance of compliance, number 
H-123J, which is on file with the Department of Health and Huma~ 
Services and covers this activity. 

Approval is granted with the understanding that no further changes 
or additions will be made either to the procedures followed or to 
the consent form(s) used (copies of which we have on file) without 
the knowledge and approval of the Human Subjects committee and your 
Co:lege or Departmental Review Com.mittee. Any research related 
physical or psychological harm to any SUbject must also be reported 
to each com.mittee. 

A university policy requires that all signed subject consent forms 
be kept in a permanent file in an area designated for that purpose 
by the Department Head or comparable authority. This will assure 
thelr accesslbility in the event that university officials requlre 
the information and the principal investigator is unavailable for 
sc,me reason. 

Sincerely your.s/ 

William F. De~nYI M.D. 
Chairman 
Human Subjects Com.mittee 

WFD:rs 
cc: Departmental/College Review Com.mittee 



SUBJECT CONSENT FOR RESEARCH PROJECT: 

TESTING INTERVENTIONS TO REDUCE RISK FOR 
HYPERTENSION IN BLACK AMERICANS 
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I AM BEING ASKED TO READ THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL TO ENSURE THAT I AM INFORMED 
OF THE NATURE OF THIS RESEARCH STUDY AND OF HOW I WILL PARTICIPATE IN IT, IF I 
CONSENT TO DO SO. SIGNING THIS FORM WILL INDICATE THAT I HAVE BEEN SO INFORMED 
AND THAT I GIVE MY CONSENT. FEDERAL REGULATIONS REQUIRE WRITIEN INFORMED 
CONSENT PRIOR TO PARTICIPATION IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY SO THAT I CAN KNOW THE 
NATURE AND THE RISKS OF MY PARTICIPATION AND CAN DECIDE TO PARTICIPATE OR NOT 
PARTICIPATE IN A FREE AND INFORMED MANNER. 

I AM BEING INVITED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ABOVE i\lAMED RESEARCH PROJECT. THE 
PURPOSE OF THIS PROJECT IS TO IDENTIFY AND REDUCE RISK FOR HYPERTENSION IN 
BLACK AMERICANS BY EXAMINING MY OWN HEALTH BEHAVIORS AND LEARNING WHAT I 
CAN DO TO REDUCE MY OWN RISK FOR HYPERTENSION. I AM BEING INVITED TO 
PARTICIPATE AS A BLACK AMERICAN WHO IS EIGHTEEN YEARS OR OLDER. 
APPROXIMATELY 100 SUBJECTS WILL BE ENROLLED IN THE RESEARCH PROJECT BUT ONLY 
20-25 IN EACH CLASS. IF I AGREE TO PARTICIPATE I WILL BE ASKED TO DO THE 
FOLLOWING: 

1. ATTEND 4 CLASSES - ONE EACH WEEK LASTING APPROXIMATELY 1 HOUR. 

2. PARTICIP.ATE IN CHOLESTEROL SCREENING CONDUCTED BY PIMA COUNTY HEALTH 
DEPARTMENT WHICH WILL REQUIRE A FINGER STICK BLOOD SAMPLE. 

3. PARTICIPATE IN LEARNING TO TAKE MY OWN BLOOD PRESSURE. 

4. ALLOW MY HEIGHT AND WEIGHT TO BE MEASURED. 

5. KEEP AN ACCURATE FOOD INTAKE LIST FOR 3 DAY FOR ANALYSIS ON MY DIET. 

6. LISTEN TO TAPES PREPARED FOR ME IN CLASS. 

7. COMPLETE QUESTIONNAIRES AFTER THE CLASSES, SIMILAR TO THOSE TAKEN IN 
THE PILOT STUDY. 

I WILL BENEFIT FROM PARTICIPATING IN THiS STUDY BY LEARNING ABuUT MY OWN RISK 
FOR HYPERTENSION AND WHAT I CAN DO TO REDUCE MY RISK FOR HYPERTENSION. 
THERE WILL BE NO COST TO ME. IN ADDITION IF I COMPLETE THE 4 CLASSES AND 
QUESTIONNAIRE AT THE END OF THE STUDY I WILL RECEIVED $20.00 FROM FUNDS GIVEN 
BY THE AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION. IF I AM UNABLE TO COMPLETE THE ENTIRE 
STUDY I WILL RECEIVE $5.00 PER EACH SESSION THAT I ATIENDED AT THE END OF THE 

'STUDY. 

MY INDIVIDUAL PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS AND ANSWER TO QUESTIONNAIRES WILL BE 
KEPT CONFIDENTIAL. THE PIMA COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT WrLL KNOW MY 
CHOLESTEROL SCORE, BUT WILL NOT KNOW IF I AM IN THE RESEARCH PROJECT. 
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SUBJECT CONSENT FOR RESEARCH PROJECT: 
TESTING INTERVENTIONS TO REDUCE RISK FOR HYPERTENSION IN BLACK AMERICANS 
PAGE 2 

BEFORE GIVING MY CONSENT BY SIGNING THIS FORM, THE METHODS, INCONVENIENCES, 
RISKS AND BENEFITS HAVE BEEN EXPLAINED TO ME AND MY QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN 
ANSWERED. I UNDERSTAND THAT I MAY ASK QUESTIONS AT ANY TIME AND THAT I AM 
FREE TO WITHDRAW FROM THE PROJECT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT CAUSING BAD FEELINGS 

OR AFFECTING MY MEDICAL CARE. MY PARTICIPATION IN THIS PROJECT MAY BE ENDED 
BY THE INVESTIGATOR OR BY THE SPONSOR FOR REASONS THAT WOULD BE EXPLAINED. 
NEW INFORMATION DEVELOPED DURING THE COURSE OF THIS STUDY WHICH MAY AFFECT 
MY WILLINGNESS TO CONTINUE IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT WILL BE GIVEN TO ME AS IT 
BECOMES AVAILABLE. 

I UNDERSTAND THAT THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE Filed IN AN AREA DESIGNATED BY THE 
HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMIHEE WITH ACCESS RESTRICTED TO THE PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR, EVELYN CESAROTII, OR AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF THE COLLEGE 
OF NURSING DEPARTMENT. I UNDERSTAND THAT I DO NOT GIVE UP ANY OF MY LEGAL 
RIGHTS BY SIGNING THIS FORM. A COpy OF THIS SIGNED CONSENT FORM WILL BE GIVEN 
TO ME 

Subject's Signature Date 

Parent/Legal Guardian (if necessary) Date 

INVESTIGATOR 

I HAVE CAREFULLY EXPLAINED TO THE SUBJECTS THE NATURE OF THE ABOVE PROJECT. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE THE PERSON WHO IS SIGNING 
THIS CONSENT FORM UNDERSTANDS CLEARLY THE NATURE, DEMANDS, BENEFITS, AND 
RISKS INVOLVED IN HIS/HER PARTICIPATION AND HIS/HER SIGNATURE IS LEGALLY VALID. 
A MEDICAL PROBLEM OR LANGUAGE OR EDUCATIONAL BARRIER HAS NOT PRECLUDED 
THIS UNDERSTANDING. 

Signature of Investigator Date 
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APPENDIX B 



RESEARCH PROJECT: 

PREDICTORS OF '"RISK REDUCTION BEHAVIOR 

FOR HYPERTENSION IN BLACK AMERICANS 
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SUBJECT DISCLAIMER 
FOR 

RESEARCH PROJECT 
PREDICTORS OF RISK REDUCTION BEHAVIOR 

FOR HYPERTENSION IN BLACK AMERICANS 
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You are being asked to voluntarily 
participate in a study to identify your health 
knowledge, beliefs and values about high blood 
pressure and heart disease, and to identify your 
risk for high blood pressure and/or heart 
disease. I am particularly choosing to do this 
study with Black Americans because research 
shows that Black Americans have a higher risk 
for developing high blood pressure and heart 
disease than other groups, and more research is 
needed. 

By answering the questionnaires you will be 
giving your consent to particlpace. Your 
identity will not be revealed to others, and 
your answers will be kept confidential. You may 
choose to answer some or all of the questions. 
I will be available to answer any questions you 
may have about the study. There are no known 
risks to participating in this study, and you 
may withdraw from the study at any time. 

The over.all goal for this study 1s to 
develop methods to increase your knowledge about: 
high blood pressure and to decrease your risk 
for developing high blood pressure. You will be 
given an opportunity to participate in this part 
of the study at a later time if you wish to do 
so. 

Thank you, 
Evelyn Cesarotti RN, M.S. 

626-6154 
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PARTICIPATING IN PART II OF THIS RESEARCH 

THE SECOND PART OF THE STUDY WILL INVOLVE 
ATTENDING CLASSES ABOUT HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE AND 
HOW TO PREVENT OR CONTROL IT. YOU WILL ALSO 
LEARN TO TAKE YOUR OWN BLOOD PRESSURE IF YOU 
WISH. AFTER THE CLASSES YOU WILL BE ASKED TO 
COMPLETE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AGAIN. 

YES, I WOULD LIKE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 
SECOND PART OF THIS RESEARCH STUDY. PLEASE 
WRITE YOUR NAME ,ADDRESS, AND PHONE NUMBER OR 
HOW I MAY CONTACT YOU FOR THE SECOND PART OF THE 
STUDY. 

NO, I DO NOT WANT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 
SECOND PART OF THIS STUDY. 



HEALTH KNOWLEDGE 
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PLEASE CIRCLE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING THINGS THAT YOU BELIEVE COULD CAUSE HEART 
DISEASE. 

SMOKING 

SATURATED FAT 

CHOLESTEROL 

BLOOD PRESSURE 

FAMILY HISTORY 

AGE 

BEING A MAN 

BEING A WOMAN 

NON-ACTIVE LIFE STYLE 

STRESS 

DIABETES 



HE~TH LOCUS OF CONTROL 

This questionnaire contains statements with which you may agree ~r 

disagree. Beside each statement is a scale which ranges from 
stongly disagree(l) to strongly agree (6). Circle the numbe~ that 
you feel is your belief. There are no wrong or right answers, but 
1. t is important that you circle what you really believe ,and not 
what you think you should believe. The more you agree the higher 
will be the number you should circle. 

1- If I take care of myself, I can 1 2 3 4 5 6 
avoid illness. 

2. Whenever I get sick, it is 
because of something I've done 
or not done. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

3. Good health is largely a matter 
of good luck. 1 2 3 4 5 

4. No matter what I do, if I am 
going to get sick I will get 
sick. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

5. Most people do not realize how 
often sickness is a result of 
accidental happenings. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

6. I usually just do what my doctor 
te 11s me to do. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

7. There are many strange diseases 
around,that you can never know 
how or when you might pick one 
up. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

8. When I get sick, I know it is 
because I have not been eating 
right or getting proper 
exercise. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

9. People who never get sick are just 
plain lucky. 1 2 3 5 6 

lO.People's i 11 health results from 
the i r own carelessness. 1 2 3 4 

c
5 6 

11 . I am responsible for my own 
health. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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RISK ASSESSMENT 
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THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ASK ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR HEALTH 

BEHAVIORS IN ORDER TO MEASURE YOUR RISK FOR DEVELOPING HIGH BLOOD 

PRESSURE AND/OR HEART DISEASE. IT IS IMPORTANT TO BE ACCURATE 

AND HONEST IN YOUR ANSWERS. YOUR INFORMATION WILL BE KEPT 

CONFIDENTIAL AND YOUR IDENTITY WILL NOT BE REVEALED TO OTHERS. 

YOU MAY HOWEVER CHOOSE NOT TO ANSWER SOME OR ALL OF THE 

QUESTIONS. 

1. AGE ___ _ 

2. FEMALE __ _ OR MALE ___ ? 

3. HEIGHT ____ _ 

4. WEIGHT ____ _ 

5. NUMBER OF PERSONS LI~ING WITH YnU ___________ _ 

6. LEVEL OF EDUCATION: 

PLACE CHECK AT 

HIGHEST EDUCATION 

YOU HAVE 

EIGHTH GRADE OR LESS 

SOME HIGH SCHOOL 

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE 

VOCA7IONAL SCHOOL 

SOME COLLEGE 

COLLEGE GRADUATE 

GRADUATE DEGREE 

7; ARE YOU WORKING OUTSIDE OF THE HOME? 

8. HOW MANY HOURS PER WEEK? 

9. WHAT KIND OF WORK OR POSITION DO YOU NOW 

__ YES __ NO 

HAVE, _______________________________ __ 



10. PLEASE CHECK THE INCOME LEVEL OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD. 

___ LESS THAN $6,000/YEAR ___ $6,1000 - 9,000/YEAR 150 

___ 9,100 - 12,000 

___ 15,100 -18,000 

ABOVE 24,000 

12,100 - 15,000 

18,000 - 24,000 

11. DO YOU FEEL THE AMOUNT OF INCOHE FOR YOU HOUSEHOLD IS : 

ENOUGH FOR 'BASIC NEEDS EVEN IF YOU COULD USE HORE. 

NOT ENOUGH FOR BASIC NEEDS. 

12. DOES ANY ONE IN YOUR FAMILY HAVE HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE? 

___ YES _NO. 

13. DOES ANYONE IN YOUR FAMILY HAVE HEART DISEASE? __ YES _NO. 

14. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TOLD BY A DOCTOR 

THAT YOU HAVE HEART DISEASE? __ YES _NO. 

15. DO YOU HAVE DI ABETES? _YES _NO. 

16. WHAT IS YOUR HOST RECENT CHOLESTEROL READING, IF YOU 

KNOW? __________________ _ 

17. WHAT WAS YOUR LAS~ BLOOD PRESSURE 

READING? __________________ __ 

18. ARE YOU TAKING kNY HEDICATION FOR BLOOD PRESSURE __ YES_NO? 
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19. IF YOU ANSWERED "YES" TO » 18, PLEASE LIST WHAT MEDICATIONS 

YOU ARE TAKING. 

20. EATING 

Below 1s a list of foods. Do you eat any of tnese foods? How 

many times a day do you eat them? How many times a week? 

Day Week 

l. cereal 

2. milk 

3. eggs 

4. fruit 

5. green vegetables 

6. pork 

7. bee f 

8. chicken 

9. fish 

10. butter 

11. :r.a r gar i n e 

12. fr ied food 

13. Fast Food like hamburgers, chicken 

14. Pizza 

15. soft drinks 

16. bread 

17. candy, cak~ or other sweets 

18. Salty snacks- chips/etc. 

19. rice or potatoes 

20. other v~getables 



21. ALCOHOL 

1. How many alcoholic drinks do you have each day 152 

Monday to friday. 

What do you drink? ______________________________________ __ 

2. How many drinks do you have d day 

on Saturday and Sunday? 

What do you drink? 

22. SMOKING 

If you do not smoke go to neXt section. 

1. How many cigarettes do you imoke a day? 

2. How many times each day do use smokeless 

tobacco - chewing, snuff, pouches, etc. 

23. EXERCISE 

How many times a week do you do the following: TIMES/WEEi< 

1 . Go walki.ng for at least 30 minutes 

2. Ride a bicycle 

3. Running 

4 . ,Swimming 

5. Go to an exercise class 

6. Exercise at home 

7. Play sports 



24. STRESS CONTROL 
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How many times a week do you do the Following: 

1. Do work that I enjoy. 

2. Do family things that I enjoy. 

3. Do hobbies. 

4. Meet with friends. 

5. Relax by myself 

6. Go to church 

7. Meet with other groups 



HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE HSALTH BELIEFS 
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THE FOLLOWI NG QUEST I ONS ASK HOW LIKELY IS IT THAT YOU WOULD GET 
HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE BY DOING THE THINGS LISTED. PLEASE CIRCLE. YOUR 
ANSWER. 

1. I f I always eat the way I do now 
cholesterol in my blood would be: 

,my getting high levels of 

1 2 3 

Extremely 
Unlikely 

Very 
Unlikely 

Moderately 
Unlikely 

Moderately 
likely 

5 6 

Very Extremely 
Likely Likely 

2. If I exercise every day, my getting high blood pressure would 
be: 

1 

Extremely 
Unlikely 

2 

Very 
Unlikely 

3 

Moderately 
Unlikely 

Moderately 
likely 

5 6 

Very Extremely 
Likely Likely 

3. If I don't stop smoking, my getting high blood pressure would 
be: 

1 

Extremely 
unlikely 

2 

Very 
Unlikely 

3 

Moderately 
Unlikely 

Moderately 
likely 

5 6 

Very Extremely 
Likely Likely 

4. Do you think that you will get high blood pressure at some time 
in your life? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Extremely 
unl Hely 

Very 
Unlikely 

Moderately 
Unlikely 

Moderately 
likely 

Very Extremely 
Likely Likely 

5 .00 you think that you are just as likely to get high blood 
pressure as some one else your age? 

1 2 3 4 :, 6 

Extremely Very Moderately Moderately Very Extremely 
unlikely Unlikely Unlikely likely Likely Likely 

6. Do you think you could have a heart attack at some time in your 
-Ii f e? 

1 2 J 4 5 6 

Extremely Very Moderately Moderately Very Extremely 
unlikely Unlikely Unlikely likely Likely Likely 



THE FOLLO~ING QUESTIONS ASK HO~ SERIOUS WOULD IT BE FOR YOU TO HAVE 
OR DO THE FOLLO~ING THINGS. PLEASE CIRCLE YOUR ANS~ER. 

7. My getting high levels of cholesterol in my blood would be: 

1 
Not at all 
serious 

2 
Slightly 
serious 

3 
Moderately 
serious 

4 5 b 
Above avg Very Extremely 
serious serious serious 

B. My gaining too much weight would be: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Not at all Slightly Moderately Above avg Very Extremely 
serious serious serious serious serious serious 

9. My continued cigarette smoking would be : 

1 
Not at all 
serious 

2 
Slightly 
serious 

3 
Moderately 
serious 

10. My lack of exercise would be 

1 
Not at all 
serious 

2 
Slightly 
serious 

3 
Moderately 
serious 

4 5 6 
Above avg Very Extremely 
serious serious serious 

4 5 6 
Above avg Very Extremely 
serious serious serious 

11. How serious a health problem would having high blood pressure 
be for you? 

1 2 3 4 5 E 
Not at all Slightly Moderately Above avg Very Extremely 
serious serious serious s er i ous serious serious 

12 . How seri.ous a health problem would having a heart attack be 
for you? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Not at all Slightly Hoderately Above avg Very Extremely 
serious serious serious serious serious serious 

THE FOLLO~ING QUESTIONS ASK ~HAT KEEPS YOU FROM DOING THINGS THAT 
ARE GOOD FOR YOUR HEALTH AND HOW OFTEN. PLEASE CIRCLE YOUR ANSWER. 

13. My job hours prevents me trom doing regular 
1 2 3 4 

NOT AT ALL FE~ OCCASIONALLY 
TIMES 

MODERATELY 
OFTEN 

exercise. 
5 6 

VERY EXTREMELY 
OFTEN OFTEN 

14. My dislike for exercise keeps me from a regular program. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

NOT AT ALL FEW OCCASIONALLY 
TIMES 

MODERATELY 
OFTEN 

VERY E~TREMELY 

OFTEN OFTEN 
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15. My family life keeps me from exercising. 
1 2 3 4 

NOT AT ALL FEW OCCASIONALLY 
TIMES 

MODERATELY 
OFTEN 

16. My stress level keeps me from exercising. 
1 2 3 4 

NOT AT ALL FEW OCCASIONALLY MODERATELY 
TIMES OFTEN 
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5 6 
VERY EXTREMELY 
OFTEN OFTEN 

5 6 
VERY EXTREMELY 
OFTEN OFTEN 

17. Fear that my neighborhood 1s unsafe keeps me from exercising 
outdoors. 

1 
NOT AT ALL 

2 3 
FEW OCCASIONALLY 

TIMES 

4 
MODERATELY 

OFTEN 

5 6 
VERY EXTREMELY 
OFTEN OFTEN 

18. Lack of time prevents me from following a healthy diet. 
1 2. 3 4 5 6 

NOT AT ALL FEW OCCASIONALLY 
TIMES 

MODERATELY 
OFTEN 

VERY EXTREMELY 
OFTEN OFTEN 

19. Lack of money keeps me from following a healthy diet. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

NOT AT ALL FEW OCCASIONALLY MODERATELY VERY EXTREMELY 
TIMES OFTEN OFTEN OFTEN 

20. My love for junk food keeps me from following a healthy diet. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

NOT AT ALL FEW OCCASIONALLY MODERATELY VERY EXTREMELY 
TI MES OFTEN OFTEN OFTEN 

21. My family's likes 
healthy diet. 

and dislikes keeps me 

1 2 3 

NOT AT ALL FEW OCCASIONALLY 
TIMES 

4 

MODERATELY 
OFT~N 

from preparing a 

5 6 

VERY EXTREMELY 
OFTEN OFTEN 

22. My stress level prevents me [rom stopping smoking. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

NOT AT ALL FEW OCCASIONALLY 
TIMES 

MODERATELY 
OFTEN 

VERY EXTREMELY 
OFTEN OFTEN 

23. My craving for cigarettes prevents me from stopping smoking. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

NOT AT ALL FEW OCC~SIONALLY MODERATELY VERY EXTREMELY 
TIMES OFTEN OFTEN OFTEN 



HEALTH ABILITIES 
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To prevent HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE it is recommended that you 90 

certain things. Below are some of the activities. Circle the 

number that best describes how difficult it would be for you to 

do each of these activities. 

1. Eating foods with low fat and low cholesterol. 

Extremely _________________________________________________ Extremely 

Easy 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 Difficult 

2. Using less salt in my food. 

Extremely ________________________________________________ ~Extremely 

Easy 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 Difficult 

3. Walking 30 minutes a day. 

Extremely ________________________________________________ ~Extremely 

Easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Difficult 

4. Quit smoking. 

Extremely ________________________________________________ ~Extremely 

Easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 D1fficult 

5. Practicing relaxation 

Extremely _________________________________________________ E.xtremely 

Easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Difficult 
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LIFE VALUES 

THE FOLLOWING LIST OF THINGS ARE CONSIDERED IMPORTANT TO A HAPPY 
LIFE BY MANY PEOPLE. PLEASE NUMBER IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE TO YOU. 
NUMBER (1) BEING MOST IMPORTANT AND NUMBER (10) BEING LEAST 
IMPORTANT TO YOU. 

SATISFYING FAMILY LIFE 

EXCITING LIFE 

GOOD HEALTH 

CLOSE FRIENDS 

FEELING OF ACCOMPLISHMENT 

BEING INDEPENDENT 

GOOD JOB 

SELF RESPECT 

SOCIAL IMPORTANCE 

OTHER ___________________________ PLEASE WRITE IN. 
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:·f '.:;~-.. American Heart Association 
. -
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SuB'":J.:.:'" ;. 
;.~. ~ . 
to:,: 
':':".':J:' 

EOUALS ;-

Su9""'":' , 
Sue""':" ? 

EOUALS I I 

S'.J5"':'~:':T .. 

SUB~"":" 

EOUALS 

SuB-r;::..:" , 
SuB~ ""C" . 

l.~:'> ': 
:":;1: J 

FINAL SCORE 
EOUALS O FINAL SCORE 

EOUALS 

YOU" 
HEIGH1 r-___ WEIG~T CATEG()~' lib' 1 

Fl IN 
WEIGHT TABLE FOR MEN '-:5'-;"';"+-u-O":,0::"""'2::-3-1 

! .... !F.;'~.:, ,D . 

.. 00" Ie: YOu' l'le'9h~ tWIH"cul 
snCll"S),n Ihe lar Ipl~ COlUMn 
an: In(ln 'tac across 10 I. nO 
.~~ cau~9:':y .nlO wn.cn you' 

~19": fir. "\0001 ClothIng) 
WOulC fall 

~ VP'O 126 
~ uP 10 129 
~ • uP 10 \)'( 
5 ~ uP IU IJ~ 

6 up 10 lJ~ 
~ , uO IU 14.: 

5 8 uP lOUt: 
~ 9 uOICO 15:' 
5 10 uC 10 1~" 
~ 11 !.Iuto I~" 
6 ('I .JC 10 16~ 
6 u~llC, '7;" 
6 uPIO 17~ 

f u~ I" 'A: 
6 
b 
b 

124.148 "9·173 
1?7152 15J·176 
130·156 157 182 
'33·'60 Hj, '-06 
'3& 163 164 190 
140168 159196 ,.,17. 17~·203 

'·9'79 'BO·~09 
153184 18~,:'U 

15819~ 19; 22' 
1621g. 19~·n' 
16& 199 70V .. ,I 
I 7' ~O~ 2V!i ~J' 
1'6111 2111'~ 
'e' 7" 

ESTIMATE o~ SYSTOLIC BLOOD PRI~E~S~S~U~R~EE~~t8~~EI;~~ 
ESTIMATE O~ BLOOD CHOLESTEROL 

17. pru~ 

"9D l uS 
183 PiUS 
l87 piuS 
191 plu!. 
197 plus 
104 pluS 
210 pIU~ 
21!J Pl ... ~ 
222 Plu. 
228 plu~ 
'l) DIU!. 

Becausf' :lC/" :llj~: ;'~~ 
S""P a",: OiOCtc C"'O'f'!o'- ~ 

'" e fela',f:oC Ie we';"" .. 
eSh"'a't :,' tnese "to a:!~' • 
1(;1 eac' .... e'9"1 : a:t-c' , 
pr,"\!f'C o' .... t- OC'~O'" 

:nf :,,~ ,.t· 
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WHAT YOUR 
SCORE MEANS 

10-14 

15-19 

20 & 
over 

'fo .. "'Iii ... e onp Ollhe iOWl'SI riskS 01 neat! alsel1St 10' yOu' 
iI~f' ol"C Sf" 

Vc,,,; "a",t- " .C)Iot Ie mOOf"atp 'ISIt 01 nean OISC~se lor yOw' 
BQt olnC sel au: Iherp IS ~ome loom 10' ,mproveme'" 

Yo"" "ave a mOOerale 10 r'ugn r,Sk 01 ne.ltl dllease 10' 
,'010.1' iQP ano Sea Wllh COnStderable loom lor 11110,0..,e· 
"1'lrnl on somr I~CIQ'S 

YOu hil"'! iI nigh I,Sll. 01 dl:Ve'lOP,ng ntt3n dlUlise 101 you' 
aor and sel wlln a 9'1tal oealui ,oom lor rmp'Oveme-nl 
'" i':: !aCIOIS 

"c .. "a"f> " ... (>1'1 ",g" tlSk 01 aeveloPlng neat! disease '0' 
... Ou' age 3"C sel ano snoulCllake Immeolatp aCllon on 
all "S~ 'ac1')'5 

WARNING 
• II yOu nave OllOtlDS gaul 01 I II~hIV 

r1lsl0r'( 01 near! d.sease YOu' ilCtua l 
'15k. Will be 9rlll" Ihln .nOlclleo 0'1' 
Ihll 'PP"IUt 

• II you dO nOI "heM- '(OUI cutle,,1 01000 
p,.nul, 0' ~IOOO ChOl15le'OI le",el 
)'01.1 shOuld VISII )'Ou' onys.IClan 01 
h •• Uh Clnle, 10 hive Ihe"" measureC 
Thin ligUle ',Qu r SCOlf loa., .. lor II 
mo't aCCY'Ile Oele'mmihon 01 YOUI 
'ISk 

• \I you lIe CMtf¥telgnl "'ave 1'IIgn blOOCl 
pr.ssure or high blOOO ChOllllerOI Of 
Sm\)kl Clglfilles. YOUI 10ng'lI~rm liS" 
01 hllll dl,uSe IS InCtUUC even II 
yOur risk In Ihe nl.1 "'Yelal yUfS IS 

'''''' 

HOW TO 
REDUCE YOUR RISK 

. T" Ie Cu'l s:no .. ,n9 permanent!) • 
Tne'(- a'e many groglli""S avallaOle 
"'avt' ,"0",1 OIOOC o'ess,.re c1'Iec"'pc 
'egu!a'l~ :I'f'lera01y e",e') :welve 
"':''''.''S .ilte' aile.cO "yO ..... OIOOC 
;,'e:;.soJ'f' 's "'g'" see .,.our onys'clan 
~er:'\errOt .. :>.ooc ~'~ss .... 'e mea'Clne 
's :::'~! .. e!lec:'ve .r :a"e'1 reg .... rallv 
:CI"!,'O~1 yOu' oa I.,. e_e'c,s.e (01 ,a~ .. 
~' " t.. nal' "CI.I' 0 1 c"s .. "'alll,ng 
S'A ,..,,..,,n; 0' O:nf' eo"lo.,.aOle aCI'~ 

Ily 'I'1oula nor be Clilhcull 10 1,1 InlO 
your day 

• Give some seflous IhOUQhl 10 vOul 
diet /I yOu a'e Ove'welgtll 0' ea' a 101 
01100<:15 h'91'1,n Ululate" laiD' 
Chol,Sle'ot (whale milk cheese ~ggs 
buller lally ICOOs hied 1000':lsllnen 
Chinges ShOUld bf!' mace In y~u' aIel 
LOOh. iOI !h! Ame",",,, Ha;Jft Assocja· 
I,on CooJcOOOli I! your local CO<:,..,Slofe 

• VISI! 0' wrll! )'OUI 10CII Heart Asso 
CUI lion for rurlhel InlOlmllion Inc: 
caples 01 Iree pamphlets on man~ 
relaleCl 5ubllC1S Including 
• R.Ouelng )'Ou' fisk 01 hla" IIIBC. 
• Controlling hIgh blOOd p,eSSure 
• Eallng 10 lI.8ep youl hUtl heal\p,~ 

• HOW 10 510P srnOkln~ 
• Eaercl'lng 101 gooa flea"'''· 

SOME WORDS 
OF CAUTION 

I' ,,:: .. I'lclvE' c,a~eles go",' a' a lam,ly 
~'Slu' .. Co' f'lea" 'J,sea!.t yO",' le.il fiSk 
:' -;e ... e 1:lZl,n,# "'f.ir~ o'sease w,lI oe 
g'eille' It'la" ,~c,calfC O} va ... ' RISI<O 
SC:"i,o I' yO .... ' S:OIf' 'S '''''9'1 af'lo .,.0 .. 
...... 1;' c.'''e :;:l' mc..:'f ~, It\e~p aua':.ona l 

;I'c.~le""~ ... t .... SnO .. 'C ; .... 1:' Oarlocula' 
al'to"'t'C ... 10 't1c"""1i ..c .. ' ··S· 

• II you all!' a woman unoe' 45 yell's 01 

i man unoe' 35 years. 01 age yo"" 
RISKO score rrpresents an upoe' 
IImll on rour Iial 'ISk 01 oevelop,t'Ig 
ntarl olsease It'I thIS ca!lot' yo .... : leal 
"Sk 15 prooa01y 1000l Ini1n mo,caleO 
by your scorE' 

. Ul,ng yOUI welgnt cltego,y to e5h· 
malf' yOur I,(\IO\'C blOOO ple!.~\JIf' 01 
you' blOOO CnCIUlelol Itve l ma~~~ 
~u' RISKO score leu. accu'ate 

• Your 'COIl Will IlnOIO over,SlIma'e 
youl '1'10. I' YOUI IClual values or. 
m.se I~ Importlnl IICIO" Ilf aver· 
agt lor som.one 01 yOut nllghl ana 
welghl 

• You, score w,1I undellSlim.le you' 
fl5k I' you' aClul1 blooa p""ure 0' 
chOll5ter~ ' ...... 115 abOYe IV'(lge 10' 
\oml'Onl 01 yOur h"gnt 01 wtlgh! 
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WHAT YOUR 
SCORE MEANS 

WARNING EJ 
la 

Yo~ "hl!' 0,\.,.. 1,); i .. C: IOweSI 1I,'Il$ 0' neal! Qlse;tst 10' yOu' 
iQ~ ano se. 

Yo"" nl\lt .. lOw 10 mOCer£le IIS"- or nun disease lor VO"" 
agr ana S~I 0I0.0I: tnel, IS 10m. ,oom 10' .mplO/ement 

• II you haYf OilOtlU goul 0' I 11~lly 
nlllOly 01 nelrl dlSIUI! yOu' actual 
',sll; will be Ot.II,' In.n '"Ole,leo by 
Ihl' .oprl,ut 

...... "" .... 
10-14 

15-19 

20 & 
over 

Yo.., ".\l1! a nlOderale 10 I'lIgh 'Ilk 01 I'li.lrl dlloeUf 10' 
'(Ou' aQ" ana I.e_ WI!n conl.oetltHe ,oom 10' mlP'OVt· 
",tnl on somt I'Clors 

YOu I'll'" iI hlO'" 'I' .... 01 O~lOPlng hUll o,seau 101 YOUI 
.gr inC $" w,ln " glial oe.1 01 room 101 Implovt'menl 
;'I .... allllClors 

't'O~. 1la...r ~ vt'Y hlQI'I '15k 01 developing nean ciseuc 101 
'tOu' 'Q" al"la St. aha ShOuld like Immeolile acllon on 
al' "5~ 'aClo's 

• II you dO nol knew. you' curren! crOQe 
prlllu" or blOOO Cno'UIt'Iollrvel 
yOu ShOuld Villi )'01.11 PhYSIC' I" Or 
n,.lIh tlnl!!,r 10 h ..... In!!,", me,su'ee 
Th.n ItguI, yout ICO'. 'Oall'\ 10' I 
mOIl '"ulil, Clele'mln,hon 01 youl ,.,k 

• II you ,r, C7w'e1wt'ghl. nlve nigh 01000 
pr'SlUII' 01 hlOtl blOOd ChOluterol or 
smOke e1gllllits. your long'lIlm "S'" 
01 h.art dlsean IS Incr,aUCll'Vtn II 
YOUI fiSk lilli'll!' nl.1 s.eve-tal yea', IS 

''''' 

HOW TO 
REDUCE YOUR RISK 

Tr, 10 Cu" smo .. ,ng Of:,mlnenll), 
T"'t'f .lIe many clog'ams av"laOle 
""ave' yOu' DIoDe c'euu'p Chtc-..o 
't9u'a"~ p'tl,=,IaO'y tvt'~ 'welve 
""'Io,..,hS aIle' age.(O II )"0\01 1 01000 
:>'essloJ't' IS ""'9'" Sfe '(QUI pnySIClan 
i=lt""l!'mot" o,ooC ;>'.SSulf "'tc.c.nf 
·s O~''f e"eCI.ve II :a"trt 'egulall\, 
:O"S'O~I yOy' ca"y •• t'c'u' 101 ,ac'" 
~I t I ;. nal' "Cu' 0' D"S. "",al •• ng 
S\'I·lTIm,ng o· o"",~, o!'I"I,OyAOlt HCI'''' 

.Iy Shoula nOl be OII~ICult 10 III .nlO 

you' oa..,. 
, G''Ii somi S6110uS loougnl 10 your 

diet II ~u "f Ovt',,,,,,,.gnl. O. cal a 101 
ollOOdS high In sahlI, led lal 01 
enel'SlerOl Iwnole mIlk cneese eggs 
bUill I Ian..,. 1000S IfI!d 100050) Ihen 
chang~s ShOUld bt mace .n YOu' Olel 
LuOk lor In, Am&flc.n H,~" Assoc", 
'.on CoollOOOIo. III '(QUI local bOOkSIOft 

• VISII 0' WIll. YOUI lOCI' Helll ~~O 
CII .. on 101 luUh,,' mJormAI.on ~nCl 
tOples 01 Itee p.mphlalS on many 
t.I,I.d sub!K1, Including 
• R.Cluelng your IIsk 01 ntan 'lIac~ 
• ConHOItlng hlgr'l DlooO p'essu'e 
• Elling 10 k"P .,.our neatl he.llh} 
• HOw 10 SlOP SrnOk.It'lg 
• EI.tCISlng 10' gooo I'Ila"" 

SOME WORDS 
OF CAUTION 

" yo: ... na..,t o·a:>eles 001,11 0' 11 lam.ly 
""SIO'y 0' /'Ita" o.slasr yOy' 'eal It51! 
C'. ChtIO~'''Q "'ea'~ Q'SU~t ..... ,'1 t>e 
9't,'e" tr'Iin .na,calte 0) yOu' RISKO 
SC::;'E" II yOv' SCO't ·s n'9" ana yO,", 

na .... " Ont 01 mCllt 0' 'tltst aca.llonal 
P'Ot.IP"'H. 'f') ... ~"'~ .. !C: v,,,t P'tliCula' 
illfl'''''O'' 10 '~OvC·"'~ 1'0\,11 ',s" 

, II you a,p a woman unce' 45 yeatS 01 

• man unoer J~ y.als 01 age YOUI 
R1SKO SCOlP t.tmutnls In uppe' 
IIm.1 on YOUI Ital "Sk 01 oeveloO'l"Ig 
n,,;tl clisent In I/'I·S cast" '(Ou' 'fal 
fiSk IS p'OOably lOw!' 1niln IOClcaltd 
by 'tOur SCOlf 

, U"ng YOU' welghl calego'y 10 ('Sl" 
malt VOu' SySIOI.c t1IOOO p'eUurp 0' 

'tOur blooO CI'\oleSlt'OI lL"Vtl mlke~ 
you' RISKO SCOff I"S 'CCullle 

• Your ICO" 'WIll IIno 10 Ov"'Sllmlle 
yaur fll\. ~t yout 'C'lual yJi1uts on 
Ih.", h\O Imparlln' I,CIO'I .', lve' 
age 101 someone 01 you' ntlg"\! InC! 
...... 'gnl 

• YOUf SCOI, Will unOe',SlImalv )'QUI 

"Ik " YOU' at1u.1 blOOO tH,UUI, 01 
C~"I"oJ ' ..... 1 'I. lbOYf lve'lgt 10' 
lom.an, 01 you' h'IOnl 0' welg"" 
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UNDERSTANDING 
HEART DISEASE 

II' "'t" UI\lIOC 51"1("\1 " 'to """"'~II."I 
:~.I: .. I"~ 10 !l~OOO P.IO~h· n,t.' t:,I':I. 
yY:" 1'0'" ':Olon",., PI!.'il" fI.\.· •• • .. · Clot., 
10.;\:', :,fl,.y (11~"Se-." tr,.,!' 1I'f:::01 -"\1111 

"".I" !_P<' O' hfl"l (!'Sfltll\t., .I'ln 1110:" 
*,:",IIlU t:ilUk 01 o.a'h 'n In .. UII'I~C! 
$::w.s df'l(1 m.tly OCt\f!. CUur'llll~5 

COlIl":Uy he:!tI OI\IlUt' t~ Iht- I";"Sull 
" ",,,on,uv i\lne'O'ioClffC'I~ CUf""a'y 
;\I"t.Hos.C~IOI':6 1:- III ... "~n~ 01 '''r pit I. 
:-,,. ~ wlue" ~II ilCr.\Il1Iulilll'UIl (,'II ';III. 
:tt;"tl~115 'taa, IU A II\lC't'''''lt~ .111~ II", 

1('It,'I"'r, Of U\,. 'fll1\." ,.,;\11\ ollh~ II':~"I':
I" ... • .. rt'J~ ~1·.~II~I'''h'(1 :",'Kor. .u.~ 
''''''ttl\l) Itl :1: .. 'I .... ,. mll~rl .. ~I\o "I h',,' 
~ ::. "II~II t~· ·I~.I' t" ., .... i1t:'. Oli\<o \'1_"",-1&,1: 

:. .• ..:t.'~nS"~ 

.:'.:~' :: .. :-:/ 
d~ 

Tf\t" r.,.Iull.no ·tt~:I'CI,on o· "'t- ~'v(I" 
~uPPI., I.J nw IIUilfl 1,1\.S,C'l· .•• " ,.11.', •. 

.nlur., IC. tilt! muK~ .I't •· •• :11 ...... ',~,.' . 
IChnl "MU" II th- ".111(10", .,~ .',. 
D'oon !'IouD"'v .~ 1t,t\t"'t':)1 " ,I IIJ'I·,'I~I'.". 
ove, I PthOO Of llmt.' II~ f~i'" ,"u,.t.I.' 
Cell, led by the III5IhC.tO ilfll"y S"II..,. 

·11' .... fs,ble IMJurv lind Ol!' Th".2 
known ," .. n'YOCn,tM""lfl"ehO~' '" 
h'a'i ;.11·'0. 

Scltt'\I')I) "';I"'~ 1.1('111.'~c ., "'., ..... ,. 

II1CIIJ'\ w~.Ch f"~ 1.11..,' WI'" ,I', • 

~IVrt"ft(I"k .. h"llOCJ Ot IIS~ 0: /"''''0' .. , "_ 
;'~I,,,,,,;,· 1 h.-.", r"",,;t)t' S:;l·: ............ . 
"Sk 1,'1.:l)l!<o II ...... ,lw,n. :,.:."' .. , .. :.... , 
!lav,'IQ ,I lil'I1'I~ ""51":, :")1 "'I.'.," ,: ...• 'T" 

.• Ut un,'..or"UDI~ t"IOWf\OV\" '~: I"" .". 
~'\J"'ltcnl1l"\i .. 1;H.1C'!t ·nCI",e,· t",; ,II ,.' 

Ihl: lat'IO'). ",WH ItJ Ot!IClln,u'l,' Y ... · 
RISKO SCllle Can 01: cnnn!!':11 to' 

APPRAISING 
YOUR RISK 

T, ... RISKO hl"n "~Il"'n "PP',"!!.",,~ • 
• 1" .1)0< .. \10' 1)1 h!oo- 1("1' aO\.lIl~ """'r; (!I' 
'''''I lUI'l.'nll. $:"\OV. t"Vt(Jf'II~,. ~.: !IC;," 

\"'\':l~' Ho.\tf'VC'1 .1 yOU .III~':V:\ 'laVI' 
',,' •• t; " .... " ... ,: ')0 "t'I, ,1I111oU1!.,:.III1.,· 
'~' •• W()4. "",,"l va",' 00(101 11\ '1::',,,"'.11':1111,; ',,-',,' I.,,, 

. ':'~ O"Q,n., ~OI1l";)f "I RI!:i!((') .... iI .. 
C~"'fiia:.w:-~: :', !"'~ M,':h,YIJI' I"'Il' ,., 

4510(.'1:10" 
• II "&1, ~fr. IU'Ihv, OM'!:)P!?\.! ~ .. Ihl' 

.""u·\:iln ..... ilfl AsWC.ahO" ..,.,.~"" !nr 
,1, •• ,.,1"1"0 01 Crs. J""'I", :tI"lC 5,,'1:., 
MCt<,'lItly In Bosion II '5 :JM.t!'11 on 11\, 
~I,ut\lnQn~n\ Sldl\\Old tsllU Cr.lca~I.' 
nt'all Oll.ate 'h"O,e~ Tht'IO'"';\I"", 
RISKO Wltl" 1''''11'0 .. na ',""en L1y CJ. 
L.;i,)o.fl, M CP'lhmDl,I.lln Alln O' A,m.1I 
·.\leII'Dl'I~ loll In. N;lltonJlI t"~.1,. Ct'~~I" 
~I lit\" Si',lyt tnt~ Of MItCl'I.'''\" III 
'1VV':O" 

, RISMO SCOI .. " .'t t)lItC ~'IN" !~I ... ' 
Iht' ~"o,: ,MD()fUlnl ",0(1:1,0]1111' ',1 .. ',' • 
~h'CI. c:Onl"bul(lI". I~ ON.'I(.,~ "._., 

01 n ... "t tJ'!L\"a~t Tfltt'tt' 'IiCIn'" ' ••.•••• 
yO",' ~'g": ~'UVI: "',,"'lilt; :;)'(.01,1; 

"~'SIIIOI I~I bno USt" \': 1,;,:", •..•. 

, Trw RISKO Korl' ~'" OOUt,"a "''1., 
'u'f'~ fl11.i1 flS~ 01 OMIC~II\; "ilo . 
Ulr.ri\!t(' '1". u~ ",,,.~ \ofYq'a' _I>i,'" ;. 
votll": '~I",: yO"" ;""'\\,"11., 'al";l'M ", ~ •• 

cJ,n~i' ,:,, 'uer a'sflJIP 
, The ~ISKO ~III n;z,,'e .1:";,.', ',., .... 

not :, ~u:J'IIIUlt lOt rlIF\OIOvg" ;>'1., 

el' "."ll1ln~hOIi .,,'tI jill""""""''': th 
YOUI ""~I( .• n Ralnll .: .,.,,11 nVIL\ vv ... 
""." nlOrv abOul 'IOu' ""~ :,)1 o",,~:~p 
.ng " ... il'l ""'.'C! Dnc WI'I It\C:IC,II .. 
w:tr .. '" ,,'-uen tv" CWO 't-<1L1Cc> ". ~ •••..• 
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Phase II: Implementing the Community-Based Program 

Overview of Intervention Sessions 

All groups receive basic 4 sessions: 

Session One 

A. Pretests of Psychosocial and Physical Variables: 

1. Psychosocial: IHLC, health belief model variables, health value, self
efficacy, knowledge and preventive health behaviors. 

2. Physical: blood pressure, weight, and height by investigator. Cholesterol 
screening by Pima County Health Department. 

B. Risk appraisal: 

1. Knowledge. 

2. Attitudes. 

3. Behaviors. 

C. Discussion of hypertension: 

1. Definitions, ranges, types. 

2. Treatments. 

3. Risk factors: 

a. Controllable: diet, stress, inactivity, smoking, weight, alcohol. 

b. Uncontrollable: age, sex, heredity, race. 

4. Treatment. 

5. Consequences of non-treatment. 

D. Client Goals: 

1. Listing of risk factors that are significant to individual. 

2. Prioritizing of risks to individual and how they can be controlled. 

3. Learning to monitor own blood pressure. 



Overview of Intervention Sessions 
PAGE 2 

E. Objectives of Session One: 
1. To assess individual risk of heart disease and hypertension. 

2. To define blood pressure and hypertension. 

3. To explain tile consequences of non-treatment. 

4. To develop skill in monitoring own blood pressure. 
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5. To provide ongoing feedback of sessions with audiotapes after each 
session. 

Session Two: Part I 

A. Dietary considerations in hypertension: 

1. Sodium. 

2. Potassium. 

3. Cholesterol and saturated fat. 

4. Alcohol and caffeine. 

5. Self-assessmellt of nutritional practices. 

B. Objectives of Session Two: Part I 

1. To explain WilY restriction of sodium, cholesterol, and fat can be of 
benefit to Ilypertensives. 

2. To explain the effects of caffeine and alcohol on blood pressure. 

3. To assist client to develop positive eating strategies by completing 
computer analysis of food intake. 

Session Two: Part (I (Optional) 

A. Weight control: 

1. Implications for hypertensives. 

2. General guidelines. 

3. Individualize specific plans and self-assessment of risk factors by use of 
computer assisted program. 



Overview of Intervention Sessions 
PAGE 3 

B. Objectives of Part II: 

1. To explain tile role of weight control in relation to hypertension. 
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2. To assist client to develop eating strategies for home and dining out. 

Session Three 

3. To assist client to develop diet plan suitable for client's needs, 
preferences, and life style. 

4. To provide ongoing feedback trougrl ci;->alysis of food habits and weight. 

A. Exercise: 

1. Relationsllip to Ilypertension. 
2. Benefits. 
3. Criteria. 
4. Self-assessment of exercise level and risk factors. 

B. Objectives of Session three: 

Session Four 

1. To explain how exercise benefits hypertensives. 
2. To assist client to devise a strategy to incorporate exercise into daily 

routine. 

A. Stress management: 

1. Definition. 
2. Effects. 
3. Techniques. 
4. Self-assessment of stress level. 

B. Objectives of Session Four: 

1. To recognize pllysical and emotional signs of stress and its relationship 
to Ilypertension. 

2. To practiced one or more techniques for stress reduction: 

a. Progressive relaxation. 
b. Biofeedback. 

Posttest Sessions 

A. Retesting of variables as in pretest (see questionnaire). 
B. Blood pressure, weight, and oHler physical data. 
C. Self-report of oUler risk-reduction behaviors (stress, exercise, diet, etc.). 
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~~.~ 6 ~ Attention 
~w..~ If you took part in 

\- .' Part 1 of the Research Project: ... r. 
Hypertension Prevention ,-:"\l 

In Black Americans ~~ '1./ . "\ 
,(-> ( . 

\th~~ 

You are invited 
to sign up for Part 2 classes: 

• Learn to take your own blood pressure 

• Have your diet analyzed by computer 

e learn how to reduce your stress 
• And more .. .1 

Where: Northwest Center 

When: Fridays 
Beginning Nov. 1 

Time: 9 a.m. to 10:30 am. 

QUlncle Douglas Center 

wednesdays 
Beginning Nov. 6 

4:30 p.rn. to 6 p,m. 

classes IImltea to the first 25 persons whO sign up, YOU must have comp/eteC1 Part 1 to 
Sign UP for these classes. 
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HiSh Cholesterol 
can sneak up 

on you 

Get yours checked FREE! 
by the Pima County Health & Nutrition Department 

here at your neighborhood center: 

Where: Quincy Douglas Center 

When: Thursday, Nov. 14 

Time: 7 a.m. - 10 a.m. 

Where: Northwest Center 

When: Wednesday, Nov. 20 

Time: 10 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
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The tol/owing 'true or false· questions test your know/edge of heart dis
ease and how to reduce the risk Of developing It. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

The three most important heart disease risk factors that you 
can do something about are: high blood pressure. smoking 
and elevated blood cholestrol. 

A heart attock or stroke Is of len the first symptom of high 
blood pressure ondlor eleyoted blood cholesterol. 

People with high blood pressure are generally nervous and 
tense people. 

A blood pressure of 140/90 or more is generally considered 
10 be high. 

High blood pressure Is even more of a problem among 
blocks than il Is among whites. 

In oddilion to Ihe large number of cancer and heart disease 
Clealhs that result from smoking. more than 90 percent of 
emphysema deaths are due to smoking. 

Heart disease is the 12 killer of women in the United Sloles. 

Physical Inactivity Is related to heart disease. 

TRUE FALSE 

DO 

DO 
DO 
DO 
DO 
DO 

DO 
DO 
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Food Check Questionnaire Fill m your dares on rhe Imes below 173 
Toaay 4 whS 8wkS 12wks 

Foods High in Cholesterol 

Most cholesterol·rich foods (such as meat 
ano c"eese) are also high in saturated fat. So 
wet' De ge",ng 10 them laler in the questionnaire. 
Trle Itrs: two Ques\1ons concern food that IS 
su;:>er .rllgn In choleslerol 

Egg yolks: How many did you have each 5 or more CJ D D CJ 
week? 3-4 CJ D CJ CJ 

2 or less Cl Cl CJ CJ 

Organ meats (liver. sweelbreads. kidneys. 4 or more Cl D CJ D 
etc I How many limes did you eal Ihese 2-3 CJ CJ CJ D 
each month? . , or less Cl CJ CJ CJ 

Meat, Poultry and Fish 

3 How many 3·ounce portions of beef. Iamb 7 or more CJ CJ CJ CJ 
or pork did you eat each week, including 4-5 CJ CJ CJ CJ 
meat In mixed dishes like tacos. 3 or less Cl CJ CJ CJ 
casseroles. elc. 

(One 3·ounce portion IS the size of a deck 
01 cards If your porllons were double thaI 
size tess uP and counl Ihem as "2'· ) 

.: 010 you get rid ot as much meal fat as Sometimes CJ CJ D CJ 
pOSSible by culling II oH. and draining it oH Usually CJ CJ CJ CJ 
OUling cooking? Always 0 0 D 0 

How many times a week did you eal hot 4 or more Cl CJ CJ CJ 
oogs. bacon. sausage and sandwich 2-3 CJ CJ CJ CJ 
meats like bologna and salami? , or less CJ CJ CJ CJ 

6 When you ale chicken or fish. how often Often CJ CJ CJ CJ 
was II deeD flied or pan fried? Somellmes CJ CJ CJ CJ 

Rarely or CJ CJ CJ CJ 
never 

W'1er· you ale chicken or lurkey. did you Often D CJ CJ D 
a;so eat the skin? Somehmes CJ D CJ CJ 

Rarely or CJ D CJ CJ 
never 

8 How otten was your meal. poultry or fish Ohen CJ CJ CJ CJ 
served with a hlgh·fat sauce? (Buller. Sometimes CJ CJ CJ CJ 
cream sauce. cheese. gravy) Rarely or CJ CJ CJ CJ 

never 



FIll tn your oales on /tle Itnes OelOw 

Dairy 

9 What type 01 milk did you drink? Regular CJ CJ CJ 
1%-2% fat l .. 
Nonfat CJ CJ CJ 

\~ How many Ounces of regular cheese did 5 or more D CJ CJ 
you eat per week. such as cl1eddar. lac, 2-4 
A:"':ie~ ,can or S,,:,-nss? , or less CJ CJ CJ 
! 1 ounce IS Ihe size 01 a , . cube. or a 
sandwlcn SliCe) 

How many times a week did you eat ICC-
cleam? 4 or more CJ CJ CJ 
(Don t count low·fat frozen desserts Ilk~ 2-3 
Ice milk or nonfat frozen yogun) , or less CJ CJ CJ 

Oits and Spreads 

\ 2 How many times on an average day dlc 7 or more CJ CJ CJ 
>'cu add one 01 these spreads 10 your S-£ 
1000 butter margarrne. mayonnaise. 4 or less CJ CJ CJ 
sour cleam 01 salad dreSSing? 

'3 O,d you lead labels so you could cui dC.'ln Hardly ever CJ CJ CJ 
on hyorogenated and tropical oils? Sometimes CJ CJ CJ 

Nearly always CJ CJ CJ 

Sweets and Snacks 
\ . How many limes a week did you eat 7 or more 0 CJ CJ 

candy bars or baked goods such as sweel 4-6 0 CJ CJ 
rOllS. donuts. pastry. COOkies. cakes? 3 or less CJ 0 CJ 

. = How many times a week did you eal 7 or more CJ 0 0 .J 

!rersh Itles chips. nuts. crackers or bL 4-6 0 0 0 
le'ec Popcorn? 3 or less 0 CJ 0 

Each time you fill in this ~ueslionn8ire, write the total number 
of "red", "gray", and "blae k" answers on your Progr~ss Chart. 

D 

D 

CJ 

D 

0 

0 

CJ 

CJ 

CJ 
CJ 
CJ 

CJ 
CJ 
CJ 

CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
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HEARTLIFE 

... the beat that counts, 

FIBER 
c: :),,' '5 I'JL:nd only In planl 100dS Dlelary l,rJer IS Ihal pOrilon Of 
! •• .'15 vegelables whole grain prOduCls. be~ns. lenlliS and Olher 
D,ar,1 fOOdS nOI broken down by Ihe bOdy durmg digestion The 
,'.', :' I'loes of dlelary fiber are sOluble and Ins:)luble fiber 

SOLUBLE FIBER 

SOURCES 

oats (oal bran and oalmea: 
barley 
fegumes (drred beans 
ana peas) 
fruits 

INSOLUBLE FIBER 

SOURCES 

wheat bran 
bran cereals 
whole grain prOducts 
vegetables 

THE FACTS 

BENEFITS 

• lowers cholesterol levels 
• helps stabilize bloOd sugar 

In dlabellcs 
• Increases feeling of fullness 

which can aid in welghl loss 

BENEFfTS 

• helps prevent Consllpatlon 
and bowel problems 

• helps reduce the fisk 01 
colon cancer 

The National Cancer Institute reCOrT''11ends that we double our tiber Inta~e 1020.35 grar,s 
')1 tiber per day 

~------- Pima County Health Department -_-..Ii 
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WHAT YOU CAN DO 
- c' get 20,35 grams of dietary fiber d" 1'1 Increase your Intake of hlgt1 fiber foods by eallng 
~')re o! Ihe following 

Dried beans: One serving equals 'It CuP cor",ec and prOVloes 9 grams 01 hber 
P::lIC' ::Jeans kloney beans lima Deans :.< own beans while beans peas and lenlllS 

Whole grain foods: One serving provideS 2 3 grams of fiber 
Breaas maOe with whole wheal. rye br,," or oatmeal fone slice) 
pasia made with whole wheal ('!<- cuP), 
b2r~ev or rice ('II cuP) 
crac"ers made wllh whole Wheal rye or granam (2,6 squareS), 
popcarr, (Wllhoul added salt or butter, 3 cuPS) 
whO'e gram ::ereals oatmeal, or oat bra 1',.,1 CuP) 

Vegetables: One servrng equals 1 cup raw Jr 'II cup cooked 
anc ::>rOVloes 2 grams of fiber 
Sc..;asf'l Drr. brOCCOli, brussel sprOul' peas asparagus 
a"c: SUing bears 

Fruits: One serving equals '/2 cup or , mea .. m and provides 
2 g'ams a! fiber 
AJ:",''2S apr'CJIS bananas, t'errles orar:;es grapeiruli. ,I. 
:Jears ra,s"",s and prunes 

Nuts and Seeds: Qr>e ounce serving prov,c:~s 3 grams 

S_-'::Jwe: r o.;"""p,,'-, sesame seeds anc: ail varlelles 
:,: • _:s 

DO IT TODAY 
• Aoo 'Ibe r graoually to m,n,mrze "'!esllnal gas and, or discomfort 1ne gas ,s le"'pJ'2', 

arc 'IOV DOOy will aOjuSI Drrn~ :'Jlen;y of '.."ater,,6,S glasses a oa • 

• Reao ";Joe ;abels ana cnoose 1")0,, ~\lgh In fiber 

o IncreaSE: your fiber Intake 10 2C 35 grams per day 

• 
, .. the beat that counts. 
Telephone: 624-8390 
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Exercise and stress Survey 

List what types of exercise you usually do each day and how long 
do you do it? 

What is the total amount of exercise you usually get in a week? 

How much stress do you feel you have? 

What do you do to reduce stress at the present time? 
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Age 61 
Sex - male 

FOOd 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
5. 
7. 
B. 

FOOdS eaten for total diet 

potato SZlIZld 
salad. lettuce Zlnd tomZlto 
sZllad dressing. rOQu~fort 

Chicken drum. with skin, rOZlsted ' 
beef, ground, regular 
PZlsta salad 
coleslZlw, with dressing 
sa!Zld, fruit 

9. Chicken breast, fried ,~'.' 
10. beans. baked, with tomato sauce 
11. cornbread 
12. butter 
13. syrup. corn 
14. potZltoes. mashed 
15. gravy, meat/poultry vc~' 

16, rOil, white, soft (dinner) 
17. butter 

lB, Frosted Flakes 
19. milk, fresh, whole 

20. cOla 

21, chicken nuggets (white meat) 
22, wh I te sauce 
23, cookie. chocolate chip 

24 pork rinds, fried 
25, roll. white, soft (dinner) 
25. coffeecake 

~~~~YSIS OF TOTAL DIET 

Amount 

2 cups 
(1 cup 
( 2 tZlblespoon 

j~'h ( medium piece 
( medium (4 OZ. raw) 

1 cuPs 
1 cups 

( 1 ) 1/2 cUP 

medium piece 
1 cups 

( I ) medium piece 
( 1 ) 1 PZlt (teaspoon) 
( 1 ) 1 tZlblespoon 

1 cups 
.25 cups 

( 1 ) one ro I I 
( 1) pat (teZlsPOOn) 

1.5 
1 ) 

5 

I cup 
cup 

CZln (12 fl. oz.) 

B one nugget 
.5 cups 

( 10) medium cookie 

I ounces 
( 2 ) one ro I I 

2 ounces 

PERCENTAGES OF RECOMMENDED DAILY DIETARY ALLOWANCES 

Protein 
''; I tZlm I n A 
II I te.m I n E 
,! ! tam InC 
""'t"!lamln 
Rlbollavln 
Niacin 
v I tZlm I,., 86 
FOlaCin 
VltZlmln 812 
CalCium 
Phosphorus 
MagneSium 
I ron 
Zinc 

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ ....•.....•.••...•...•..•.•..•.•..•.•....•.••••••.•...•..•... 
••••••• t .•••••••••••••••••••••• c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .........•.......•...........•.•....•..•.•............ ... ~ ... 
.....................•................••...•..••............. 
••••..........••..•. -~ ........••••••..••.• ~ •.......... ....... 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• M ••••••••• O •••••• 0 ••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 71% 
.a.D •••••••••••••• e •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 76% 
•••• s •••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••• e •••••••••••••••••• ••••••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• a ••• c •••• o ••• 76% 
•••• D ••••••••• e •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8 ••••••• ........•. a........................... 62% 

158% 
157% 
178% 
184% 
133% 
128% 
lBB% 
117% 

112'" 

158% 

155% 
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CALORIE, FAT, & FIBER TOTALS FOR TOTAL DIET 

Total Calories, 2830 kilocalories 

Total Fa t : 121.6 grams 

Total Sa t ur II t ed Fat, 3"1.9 grams 

Total Monounsaturated Flit, "13.6 grams 

Total Polyunsaturated Fat: 34.4 grams 

Total Cho I estero I , 375 mlillgrllms 

Total Dietary Fiber: 18.8 grams 

PERCENTAGE OF CALORIES FOR TOTAL DIET FROM 

Protein 
13 

Carbohydrate 
"18 

Fat 
38 

( 11 % of calories from 
saturated fatty acids) 

AlcOhOl 
o 

ESTIMATED SAFE AND ADEQUATE DAILY DIETARY INTAKES FOR TOTAL DIET 

Copper Sodium Potassium 

Safe Cally values: 2.0-3.0 mg 1100-3300 mg 1875-5825 mg 

Your values: 1."1 5040 3038 
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Age 57 
Sex - female 

roods eaten for total diet 

Food Amount 

1. peach .5 cups 

2. turkey, light, roasted, no s~in ( 1 ) 3 ounces, boneless 
( 1.5 ) one fillet 3. fish fillet, fried 

4. potatoes, french fries ( 1 ) regular order 
5. fruit-flavored soda 16 fluid ounces 

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

bread, white, loaf ( 2 ) 1 slice 
1 tablespoons 

( 1 ) large 
salad dressing, mayonnaise-type 
egg, whole, hard-cooked 
fruit-flavored soda 16 fluid ounces 

10. 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

cabbage, green, cooked 
onions, yellow 

( 1 ) 1/2 cup 
1 ounces 

chicken thigh, with skin, roasted 
dumplings, plain 

( 1 ) medium piece 
( 2 ) medium dumpling 
16 fluid ounces cola 

ANALYSIS OF TOTAL DIET 

Protein i tJ 
Vitamin A 
Vitamin E 
Vitamin C 
Thiamin 
Riboflavin 
Niacin 
Vitamin 86 
FolaCln 
Vitamin B12 
Calcium 
Phosphorus 
Magnesium 
Iron 
Zinc 

PERCENTAGES OF RECOMMENDED DAILY DIETARY ALLOWANCES 

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
*** ••• ************ •• ***************************************** 
•••••••••••••••• 25\ 
******.*.**.***********.**.*.*.*.,.****.. 67% 
.*.***.*************** •••••• ****** •• * 60% 
•••••••• * ••••••••••••••• - ••••••••• _ •••••••• _.... 78\ 
********.*******************.*.****v***********.*. 81% _ ...... -._ ..• _- •..• _.* .•... " ..•.. " .. , ••... *--*--, ... ***** •• 
*.* ••••• *** •••••• **.** •• **.******.**~. 61' 
** ••• ******.****.. 28\ 
••••••• ** •• ********.*****.**.**************** .*_. __ ..•...••.•••.. -.. 37\ 

74\ 

* •• *.** •• ** ••••••••• *~* •••• ~*.*.* ••• *.** •• *.** •• * ••• ** ••••••• 
* ••• *.*.***~* •••• ** •• * •••• * •• *** 51\ 
***** •• ****** ••• **** •••••••• *****.************ 75\ 
.***.* •• * •••• ~ •• *.* •• *.. 39\ 

CALORIE, FAT, & FIBER TOTALS FOR TOTAL DIET 

Total Calories: 1746 kilocalories 

Total Fat: 50.1 grams 
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Total Saturated Fat: 14.B grams 

Total Monounsaturated Fat: lB.7 grams 

Total Polyunsaturated Fat: 12.0 grams 

Total Cholesterol: 397 milligrams 

Total Dietary Fiber: B.6 grams 

PERCENTAGE OF CALORIES FOR TOTAL DIET FROM 

Protein 
16 

Carbohydrate 
57 

Fat 
25 

( 7 , of calories from 
saturated fatty acids) 

Alcohol 
o 

ESTIMATED SAFE AND ADEQUATE DAILY DIETARY INTAKES FOR TOTAL DIET 

Copper Sodium Potassium 

Safe daily values: 2.0-3.0 mg 1100-3300 mg 1B75-5625 mg 

Your values: 0.6 2000 1859 

CALORIE, FAT, & FIBER TOTALS FOR TOTAL DIET 

Total Calories: 1746 kilocalories 

Total Fat: 50.1 grams 

Total Saturated Fat: 14.B grams 

Total Monounsaturated Fat: 1B.7 grams 

Total Polyunsaturated Fat: 12.0 grams 

Total Cholesterol: 397 milligrams 

Total Dietary Fiber: B. 6 grams 

CALORIE, FAT, & FIBER TOTALS FOR TOTAL DIET 
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Age 71 
Sex - female 

FOOdS eaten for total diet 

FoOd 

1. orange Juice 
2. Corn Flakes 
3. m I I K, who I e 
4. oanana 
5. sugar, table 

6. burrito with meat and cheese 

Amount 

8 fluid ounces 
( 1 ) 1 cup 
( 1 ) 1 cup 
( 1 ) medium banana 
( 2 ) 1 teaspoon 

2 each 
3 ounces 7. cnili/taco sauce 

B. cream soda 
9. radish 

( 1 ) 1 can (12 fl. OZ.) 
( 1 ) 112 cuP, II I Ice:; 

10. orange Juice 
11. Granola 
12. apple 
13. m I I K, who I e 

14. franKfurter, beef and pork 
15. roll, hotdog/hamburger 
16. Ch I I Iltaco sauce 
17. salad, lettuce and tomato 
18. tea, brewed 
19. lemon J u I ce 
20. sugar, table 

21. cake, angel food 

ANALYSIS OF TOTAL DIET 

8 flu I d ounces 
( 1 ) 1/2 cup 
( 1 ) medium apple 
( 1 ) 1 cup 

( 2 one frankfurtt:r 
( 1 one roll 
( 2 1 tablespoon 
( , 1 cup 

12 fluid ounces 
( 2 ) 1 teaspoon 
( 2 ) 1 teaspoon 

1/12 of 10-lnCh 

PERCENTAGES OF RECOMMENDED DAILY DIETARY ALLOWANCES 

caKe 

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 

Protein 
II I tam I n A 

II I tam In E 
v I tam InC 
Tn lam I n 
R I bO f I a II I n 
N lac I n 
Vitamin 86 
FOlaCin 
V I tam In 812 
Calcium 
Phosphorus 
Magnesium 
I ro" 
Zinc 

+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••• .•......••.•..••• e....................... 67% 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 62% ••...•.....•.•.• ~ .••••....•. ~ ....•.........•.•............... 
••••••••••••• D ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ..............................................•.............. 
•••••••••••••••• $ ••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••• 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••• 0 63% 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c ••••••• 

78" 

............•..•..........••.••.....•...•.••.•..•..•.. 84% 
88% .......... 0.................................... 77% 

•••••••••••••••• e ••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••• 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 64% 
Q •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• O ••••••••• 76" 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~6% 

CALORIE, FAT, & FIBER TOTALS FOR TOTAL DIET 

104% 

243% 
112% 
102% 

103% 
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Total Fat: 52.3 grams 

Total Saturated Fat: 21.5 grams 

Total Monounsaturated Fat: 19.5 grams 

Total Polyunsaturated Fat: 7.6 grams 

Total Cho I estero I : I Ie m I I I I grams 

Total Dietary Fiber: 104.4 grams 

PERCENTAGE OF CALORIES FOR TOTAL DIET FROM 

Prete I n 
12 

Carbohydrate 
54 

Fat 
32 

( 13 % of calories from 
saturated fatty acids) 

AlCOhOl 
o 

ESTIMATED SAFE AND ADEQUATE DAILY DIETARY INTAKES FOR TOTAL DIET 

Copper Sodium Potassium 

Safe dally values: 2.0-3.0 mg 1100-3300 mg 1875-5625 mg 

Your values: 0.8 2220 2207 
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Evaluation 

On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the highest, rate the rollowing: 

1- The information in class 1 2 3 4 5 

2. The instructor 2 3 4 5 

J. The films and videotapes 1 2 3 5 

4. The time classes were given 1 2 3 5 

5. The room where classes were held 1 2 3 4 5 

Is there anything you would have liked to have had different or 
additional in the classes? 

As a result of the classes, do you intend to make any 
the following areas? 

Reduce amount of fat and cholesterol in diet 

Reduce salt in your foods 

Exercise lIIore 

Practice stress reduction 

Lose weight 

Check SP more often 

Recheck cholesterol 

Please give any other comments you have. 

changes in 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 
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Table E1. Pearson Moment Correlations of Main Effect Variables 

Correlations: AGE SEX EDUC INCOME RISKS SUSCEPT BARRIERS DIFFIC1 DlFFIC2 DlFFIC3 DlFFIC4 

AGE 1.0000 .2280 -.0827 .0217 .2806 .0545 -.1807 -.2471 -.2152 -.0670 -.2846 
( 143) ( 143) ( 143) ( 134) ( 135) ( 139) ( 112) ( 141) ( 142) ( 142) ( 113)' 
p= . p= .003 p= .163 p= .402 p= .000 p= .262 p= ,1)28 p= .002 p= .005 p= .214 p= .001 

SEX .2280 1.0000 .1596 .0179 .2474 .0456 -.1411 -.1718 -.2159 -.0750 -.0984 
( 143) ( 143) ( 143) ( 134) ( 135) ( 139) ( 112) ( 141) ( 142) ( 142) ( 113) 
p= .003 p= . p= .028 p= .418 p= .002 p= .297 p= .069 p= .021 p= .005 p= .188 p= .150 

EDUC -.0827 .1596 1.0000 .4075 -.1501 -.0885 -.0842 -.0791 -.0719 -.1676 .0497 
( 143) ( 143) ( 143) 134) ( 135) ( 139) ( 112) ( 141) ( 142) ( 142) ( 113) 
p= .163 p= .028 p= . p= .000 p= .041 p= .150 p= .189 P=.175 p= .198 p= .023 p= .301 

INCOME 0217 .0179 .4075 1.0000 -.0389 .0070 -.1221 -.0186 .0762 -.0451 -.0694 
( 134) ( 134) ( 134) ( 134) ( 127) ( 130) ( 105) ( 132) ( 133) ( 133) ( 108) 
p= .402 p= .418 p= .000 p= . p= .332 p= .469 p= .107 p= .416 p= .192 p= .303 p= .238 

RISKS .2806 .2474 -.1501 -.0389 1.0000 .2863 .2487 .0964 -.0275 .1487 -.1192 
( 135) ( 135) ( 135) ( 127) ( 135) ( 131) ( 105) ( 133) ( 134) ( 134) ( 108) 
p= .000 p= .002 P= .041 p= .332 P= . P= .000 P= .005 P= .135 P= .376 P= .043 P=.110 

SUSCEPT .0545 .0456 -.0885 .0070 .2863 1.0000 .2943 .2834 .1685 .0534 .2016 
( 139) ( 139) ( 139) ( 130) ( 131) ( 139) 111 ) ( 137) ( 138) ( 138) ( 111) 
P= .262 p= .297 P= .150 p= .469 p= .000 P- p= .001 p= .000 P= .024 P= .267 p= .017 

BARRIERS -.1807 -.1411 -.0842 -.1221 .2487 .2943 1.0000 .3502 .1387 .2725 .2652 
( 112) ( 112) ( 112) ( 105) ( 105) ( 111) ( 112) ( 110) ( 111) ( 111) ( 100) 
p= .028 P= .069 p= .189 P= .107 p= .005 p= .001 p= . p= .000 P= .073 p= .002 p= .004 

DIFFIC1 -.2471 -.1718 -.0791 -.0186 .0964 .2834 .3502 1.0000 .4706 .2244 .0158 
( 141) ( 141) ( 141) ( 132) ( 133) ( 137) ( 110) ( 141) ( 141) ( 141) ( 112) 
p= .002 p= .021 p= .175 p= .416 P= .135 p= .000 p= .000 p= . p= .000 p= .004 p= .434 

I-' 
(X) 

--.J 



Table E1. Pearson Moment Correlations of Main Effect Vari~bles (Continued) 

Correlations: AGE SEX EDUC INCOME RISKS SUSCEPT BARRIERS DIFFIC1 DIFFIC2 DIFFIC3 DIFFIC4 

DIFFIC2 -.2152 -.2159 -.0719 .0762 -.0275 .1685 .1387 .4706 1.0000 .2110 .2024 
( 142) ( 142) ( 142) ( 133) ( 134) ( 138) ( 111) ( 141) ( 142) ( 142) ( 113) 
P= .005 P= .005 P= .198 p= .192 p= .376 p= .024 p= .073 p= .000 p= . p= .006 p= .016 

DIFFIC3 -.0670 -.0750 -.1676 -.0451 .1487 .0534 .2725 .2244 .2110 1.0000 .1258 
( 142) ( 142) ( 142) ( 133) ( 134) ( 138) ( 111) ( 141) ( 142) ( 142) ( 113) 
P= .214 p= .188 p= .023 p= .303 p= .043 p= .267 p= .002 p= .004 p= .006 p= . p= .092 

DIFFIC4 -.2846 -.0984 .0497 -.0694 -.1192 .2016 .2652 .0158 .2024 .1258 1.0000 
( 113) ( 113) ( 113) ( 108) ( 108) ( 111) ( 100) ( 112) ( 113) ( 113) ( 113) 
p= .001 p= .150 p= .301 p= .238 p= .110 p= .017 p= .004 p= .434 P= .016 p= .092 p= . 

DIFFIC5 -.3306 -.0370 -.1311 .0380 .0392 .1677 .1309 .2356 .2530 .24~)4 .1214 
( 142) ( 142) ( 142) ( 133) ( 134) ( 138) ( 111) ( 141) ( 142) ( 142) ( 113) 
p= .000 p= .331 p= .060 p= .332 p= .326 p= .025 p= .085 p= .002 p= .001 p= .002 p= .100 

SEVERITY .0792 .1337 .0898 .0680 .1216 .5544 .2849 .1355 .1353 -.0285 .2078 
( 115) ( 115) ( 115) ( 108) ( 109) ( 113) ( 105) ( 113) ( 114) ( 114) ( 99) 
p= .200 p= .077 p= .170 p= .242 p= .104 p= .000 p= .002 p= .076 p= .076 p= .382 p= .020 

VALUES .2932 .1915 -.0149 -.0157 .1556 .0305 -.0964 -.2263 -.1641 -.0459 -.0680 
( 142) ( 142) ( 142) ( 133) ( 134) ( 138) ( 111) ( 140) ( 141) ( 141) ( 112) 
p= .000 p= .011 p= .430 p= .429 p= .036 p= .361 p= .157 p= .004 p= .026 p= .294 p= .238 

HLTHKNOW -.0936 .1512 .1560 .2016 .0714 .1763 .1290 .0117 .1427 -.0119 .1597 
( 143) ( 1 "3) ( 143) ( 134) ( 135) ( 139) ( 112) ( 141) ( 142) ( 142) ( 113) 
p= .133 p= .036 p= .031 p= .010 p= .205 p= .019 p= .088 p= .445 p= .045 p= .444 p= .046 

INTERNAL .0695 .0471 .0129 .1142 .1400 .0993 .0955 .0926 .0206 .1257 .1236 
( 139) ( 139) ( 139) ( 131) ( 131) ( 135) ( 108) ( 137) ( 138) ( 138) ( 111) 
p= .208 p= .291 p= .440 p= .097 p= .055 p= .126 p= .163 P= .141 P= .405 P= .071 P= .098 

EXTERNAL .0134 .0703 -.1733 -.0929 .2193 .1818 .1636 .2324 .2165 .2991 .0708 
( 132) ( 132) ( 132) ( 123) ( 125) ( 128) ( 105) ( 130) ( 131) ( 131) ( 1077 
P= .439 P= .212 P= .023 P= .153 P= .007 P= .020 P= .048 P= .004 P= .007 P= .000 P= .~34 t-' 

co 
co 



Table E1. Pearson Moment Correlations of Main Effect Variables (Continued) 

Correlations: DIFFIC5 SEVERITY VALUES HLTHKNOW INTERNAL EXTERNAL 

AGE -.3306 .0792 .2932 -.0936 .0695 .0134 
( 142) ( 115) ( 142) ( 143) ( 139) ( 132) 
p= .000 p= .200 p= .000 p= .133 p= .208 p= .439 

SEX -.0370 .1337 .1915 .1512 .0471 .0703 
( 142) ( 115) ( 142) ( 143) ( 139) ( 132) 
P= .331 P= .077 p= .011 P= .036 p= .291 p= .212 

EDUC -.1311 .0898 -.0149 .1560 .0129 -.1733 
( 142) ( 115) ( 142) ( 143) ( 139) ( 132) 
p= .060 p= .170 p= .430 p~ .031 p= .440 p= .023 

INCOME .0380 .0680 -.0157 .2016 .1142 -.0929 
( 133) ( 108) ( 133) ( 134) ( 131) ( 123) 
p= .332 p= .242 p= .429 p= .010 p= .097 p= .153 

RISKS .0392 .1216 .1556 .0714 .1400 .2193 
( 134) ( 109) ( 134) ( 135) ( 131) ( 125) 
p= .326 p= .104 p= .036 p= .205 p= .055 p= .007 

SUSCEPT .1677 .5544 .0305 .1763 .0993 .1818 
( 138) ( 113) ( 138) ( 139) ( 135) ( 128) 
P= .025 P= .000 p= .361 p= .019 p= .126 p= .020 

BARRIERS .1309 .2849 -.0964 .1290 .0955 .1636 
( 111) ( i 05) ( 111) ( 112) ( 108) ( 105) 
p= .085 p= .002 P=.157 p= .088 p= .163 p= .048 

DIFFIC1 .2356 .1355 -.2263 .0117 .0926 .2324 
( 141) ( 113) ( 140) ( 141) ( 137) ( 130) 
p= .002 P= .076 P= .004 p= .445 P= .141 p= .004 

DIFFIC2 .2530 .1353 -.1641 .1427 .0206 .2165 
( 142) ( 114) ( 141) ( 142) ( 138) ( 131) OJ 

P= .001 P= .076 p= .026 p= .045 p= .405 p= .007 (0 



Table E1. Pearson Moment Correlations of Main Effect Variables (Continlied) 

Correlations: DIFFIC5 SEVERITY VALUES HLTHKNOW INTERNAL EXTERNAL 

DIFFIC3 .2454 -.0285 -.0459 -.0119 .1257 .2991 
( 142) ( 114) ( 141) ( 142) ( 138) ( 131) 
P= .002 p= .382 p= .294 p= .444 p= .071 p= .000 

DIFFIC4 .1214 .2078 -.0680 .1597 .1236 .0708 
( 113) ( 99) ( 112) ( 113) ( 111) ( 107) 
p= .100 P= .020 p= .238 p= .046 p= .098 P= .234 

DIFFIC5 1.0000 .0689 -.0736 .2021 .0744 .0313 
( 142) ( 114) ( 141) ( 142) ( 138) ( 131) 
p= . p= .233 p= .193 p= .008 p= .193 p= .361 

SEVERITY .0689 1.0000 .0279 .3478 .0493 .0700 
( 114) ( 115) ( 114) ( 115) ( 111) ( 108) 
p= .233 p= . p= .384 p= .000 p= .304 p= .236 

VALUES -.0736 .0279 1.0000 -.1280 -.0842 .0105 
( 141) ( 114) ( 142) ( 142) ( 138) ( 132) 
p= .193 p= .384 p- p= .065 p= .163 p= .452 

HLTHKNOW .2021 .3478 -.1280 1.0000 .2563 .1333 
( 142) ( 115) ( 142) ( 143) ( 139) ( 132) 
P= .008 p= .000 p= .065 P= . P= .001 p= .064 

INTERNAL .0744 .0493 -.0842 .2563 1.0000 .3584 
( 138) ( 111) ( 138) ( 139) ( 139) ( 131) 
p= .193 p= .304 p= .163 p= .001 p- p= .000 

EXTERNAL .0313 .0700 .0105 .1333 .3584 1.0000 
( 131) ( 108) ( 132) ( 132) ( 131) ( 132) 
p= .361 p= .236 p= .452 p= .064 p= .000 p= . 

.... 
ill 
0 



Table E2. Pearson Moment Correlations of Final Model Variables 

Correlations: AGE EDRSEV AGERDIF3 DIFFIC4 SEX SRVAL AGEDIF4 EXTERNAL 

AGE 1.0000 .1076 .3697 -.2846 .2280 .3759 .0679 .0134 
( 143) ( 109) ( 134) ( 113) ( 143) ( 134) ( 113) ( 132) 
p= . p= .133 p= .000 p= .001 p= .003 p= .000 p= .237 p= .439 

EDRSEV .1076 1.0000 .4641 .0338 .2561 .5557 .1252 .0987 
( 109) ( 109) ( 108) ( 95) ( 109) ( 108) ( 95) ( 102) 
p= .133 p- p= .000 p= .372 p= .004 p= .000 p= .113 p= .162 

AGERDIF3 .3697 .4641 1.0000 -.0836 .1991 .6355 .0918 .3744 
( 134) ( 108) ( 134) ( 108) ( 134) ( 133) ( 108) ( 124) 
p= .000 p= .000 p= . P=.195 p= .011 p= .000 p= .172 p= .000 

DIFFIC4 -.2846 .0338 -.0836 1.0000 -.0984 -.0941 .8785* .0708 
( 113) ( 95) ( 108) ( 113) ( 113) ( 107) ( 113) ( 107) 
p= .00; p= .372 p= .195 p= . p= .150 p= .168 p= .000 p= .234 

SEX .2280 .2561 .1991 -.0984 1.0000 .6331 -.0387 .0703 
( 143) ( 109) ( 134) ( 113) ( 143) ( 134) ( 113) ( 132) 
p= .003 p= .004 p= .011 p= .150 p= . p= .000 p= .342 p= .212 

SRVAL .3759 .5557 .6355 -.0941 .6331 1.0000 .0825 .2682 
( 134) ( 108) ( 133) ( 107) ( 134) ( 134) ( 107) ( 125) 
p= .000 p= .000 p= .000 p= .168 p= .000 p= . p= .199 p= .001 

AGEDIF4 .0679 .1252 .0918 .8785 -.0387 .0825 1.0000 .1200 
( 113) ( 95) ( 108) ( 113) ( 113) ( 107) ( 113) ( 107) 
p= .237 P=.113 p= .172 p= .000 p= .342 p= .199 p= . p= .109 

EXTERNAL .0134 .0987 .3744 .0708 .0703 .2682 .1200 1.0000 
( 132) ( 102) ( 124) ( "107) ( 132) ( 125) ( 107) ( 132) 
p= .439 p= .162 p= .000 p= .234 p= .212 p= .001 p= .109 p= . 

* Exceeds Criterion Level of 0.70 -'-

:=: 
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Figure Fl. 

N Exp N 
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Figure F2. 
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Figure F3. standardized Scatterplot Of stress Reduction 
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Figure F4. Histogram 
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Figure F5. 
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Figure F6. standardized Scatterplot Of Diet Sodium 
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Figure F7. Histogram - Standardized Residual Of Diet Fat 
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Figure F8. 
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Figure F9. standardized Scatterplot Of Diet Fat 
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Figure FlO. Histogram - Standardized Residual Of Exercise 
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Figure Fll. 
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Figure F12. standardized Scatterplot Of Exercise 
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Figure F13. Histogram - Standardized Residual Of Alcohol 

N Exp N (* 1 Cases, Normal Curve) 
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Figure 14. 
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Figure F15. standardized scatterplot Of Alcohol 
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Figure F16. Histogram - Standardized Residual Of Smoking 

N Exp N (* 1 cases, Normal Curve) 
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Figure FIB. standardized Scatterplot Of smoking 
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I'~~al ... , i~\ ~
~ CITY OF TUCSON 

--- ~ ~ -,----------
_. __ ~ ,i __ -_"_"_)_"_"_"_"_"'_l._'_' ' __ _ 

, -

MAY 27, 1992 

EVELYN CESAROTTI 
P.O. BOX 1,3723 
TUCSON, AZ 85733-3723 

DEAR EVELYN, 

NORTHWE5T NEIGHBORHOO~ CENTE~ 
2160 NQRT .. 61" AVENUE 
TUCSON ARIZONA 85705 

PHONE 791·J2'7 

AFTER THESE MANY MONTHS, 1 HOPE YOU ARE IN GOOD HEALTH. 1 DO INDEED MISS 
BEING IN YOUR CLASSES AND ENJOYING YOUR COMPANY. 

WELL, 1 HAVE CONTACTED AND DISTRIBUTED ALL OF THE SURVEY/CLASS CHECKS EX
CEFT FOR THE lbREE ENCLOSED. I FELT THAT AT THIS TIME, THE REMAINING 
CHECKS NEEDED TO BE RETURNED TO YOU [NOW YOU CAN BALANCE THE ACCOUNT). 

THANK YOU FOR ALL YOU HAVE DONE HERE IN THIS COMMUNITY, THIS NEIGHBORHOOD 
CENTER, AND FOR ME. I HOPE YOU CONTINUE 

SINCERELY Ah~ RESPECTFULLY YOURS, 

L~g 
J6< "LdwIS-BEY - 7 
~VNC CUSTOMER SERVICE 'CLERK 

JLB 

CC: flU 

ENCLOSURES (3) 
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